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Basinger, James F.; Rothwell, Gar W. ; and
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Journal of Science, Vol. 84, No. 2, p. 15,
March 30. 1984.
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distribution of mineral matter in coal
lithotypes in the Herrin (No. 6) Coal seam
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Baliga, K. Y.; and O'Connor, J. Y. Biologically
mediated chemical changes in the filtration of
aerated ground waters: Journal - American
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292-297. illus. (incl. 2 tables). 16 ref.. May
197 1. Paper presented at the Am. Water Works
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Washington, DC.
Barber, A. H. , Jr.; George, C. J.; Stiles, L.
H.; et al . Infill drilling to Increase
reserves; actual experience in nine fields in
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Dynamics of a fertilizer contaminant plume in
groundwater: Environmental Science &
Technology. Vol. 18. No. 4, p. 257-261. illus.
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Berg, Richard C. The origin and early genesis
of clay bands in youthful sandy soils along
Lake Michigan. U.S.A.: Geoderma, Vol. 32. No.
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sketch map). 39 ref., January 1984.
Berg, Richard C. ; Kempton, John P.; and
Reinertsen, David L. A guide to the geology
of the Capron-Rockf ord area: Field Trip Guide
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1982B, variously paginated, illus. (incl.
block diag., strat. cols., sects., sketch
maps), 7 ref.. May 15, 1982.
Bernreuter, L. see Bohn, M. P.
-- see Chen, J. J.
Bhawmik, Nani G. Hydraulic geometry of
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engineering; the Ven Te Chow memorial volume
(Stout. Glenn E., editor; et al.). Journal of,
Hydrology. Vol. 68, No. 1-4. p. 369-404.
illus. (incl. 7 tables, sketch map; map),
ref.. February 1984.
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Environ. Sci. Div.; Publ . No. 2243.
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1983.
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Brecke, E. A. A supplemental report on the Cave
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Illinois: in International conference on
mississippi valley type lead-zinc deposits;
proceedings volume (K 1 svarsany i , Geza, editor;
et al.). Univ. Mo. Rolla. Rolla, MO, United
States, p. 415-423, illus. (incl. sketch map).
9 ref
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. 1983.
Brenckle, Paul L. ; Marshall, F. C; Waller, S.
F.; et al. Calcareous microfossils from the
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Brugam, Richard B.; Carlson, Mark A.;
Chakraverty, Sumitra; et al . Post-mining
neutralization of acidic surface mine lakes:
96 p.. illus. (incl. 9 tables). 50 ref.. Apri
1983. (Rep. No. UILU-WRC-83-0178) ava»/at>/e
from: Univ. 111. Water Resour . Cent.. Urbana,
IL. United States. Final technical completioi
report to U. S. Dep . Interior, Bur.
Reel amat ion
.
Bunker, Bill J. see Ludvigson, Gregory A.
Burk , Mitchell Keith. Fades and depositlonal
environments of the Energy Shale
( Pennsyl vanian) in southwestern Jefferson
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Master's, 43 ref., 1982. Southern Illinois
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Burk, Mitchell Keith; and Utgaard, John. Facie:
and depositional environments of Energy Shale
Member (Carbondale Formation. Pennsyl vanian)
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(Anonymous), AAPG Bulletin, Vol. 67, No. 9, p
1454, September 1983.
Byers, Charles W. see Winfree, K. E.
Cahill, Richard A.; Shi ley, Richard H. ; and
Shimp, Neil F. Forms and volatilities of
trace and minor elements in coal; I. A
comparison of three pyrolysis units:
Environmental Geology Notes. Vol. 102, p.
1-22. illus. (incl. 5 tables), 18 ref..
September 1982.
Cahill, Richard A. see also Chou. C. L.
-- see also DeMaris, Philip J.
Callender, C. A. see Dahl . H. M.
Carlson, Mark A. see Brugam. Richard B.
Carozzi , Albert V.; and Gerber, Murry S.
Crinoid arenite banks and crinoid wacke
inertia flows; a depositional model for the
Burlington Limestone (Middle M i ss i ss ippian)
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Illinois. Iowa, and Missouri. USA: ffl Part 1
Atlantic Coast basins; Part 2. Pal eogeography
and paleotectonics; Part 3. Sedimentology and
geochemistry (Geldsetzer, Helmut H. J.,
editor; ef al.). International Congress on
Carboniferous Stratigraphy and Geology, Vol.
B ibl lography
Carozzi /Col 1 1 nson
9, No. 3, p. 452-460, illus. ( i nc 1 . 2 plates,
sketch map), 13 ref
.
, 1984.
Carpenter, G. L.; Van Den Berg, Jacob; Ponsetto,
Louis R.; et al . Oil and gas developments in
East-Central States in 1982: in World energy
developments, 1982 (Murray, T. H., Jr.,
prefacer), AAPG Bulletin, Vol. 67, No. 10, p.
1600-1611, 9 tables, sketch maps, October
1983.
Cartwright, K. ; and Visocky, A. P. Hydrogeology
of the Mahomet bedrock valley deposits
[abstr.]: In The Geological Society of
America, 96th annual meeting (Anonymous),
Abstracts with Programs - Geological Society
of America, Vol. 15, No. 6, p. 540, October
1983.
Cartwright, Keros; and Kempton, John P.
Hydrogeology of glacial terranes in the Great
Lakes region [abstr.]: in Geological Society
of America, 94th annual meeting (Anonymous),
Abstracts with Programs - Geological Society
of America, Vol. 13, No. 7, p. 423, September
198 1 .
Cartwright, Keros see also Foster, J. B.
-- see also Heidari, Manoutchehr
-- see also Johnson, Thomas M.
-- see al so Klein, S
.
Chakraverty, Sumitra see Brugam, Richard B.
Chapman, W. L. ; and Schafers, C. J. Shallow
sand channel, coal exploration, Ilinois Basin:
in Seismic expression of structural styles; a
picture and work atlas; Volume I (Bally, A.
w. . editor), AAPG Studies in Geology, Vol. 15,
p. 1.2.1-33-1.2.1-34, illus. (incl. sketch
map) , 1983
.
Chauf
f
,
Karl M. Multielement conodont species
and ecological interpretation of the lower
Osagean (Lower Carboniferous) conodont
zonation from Midcontinent North America:
Micropaleontology , Vol. 29, No. 4, p. 404-429,
Illus. (incl. 2 tables, 3 plates, sketch map).
53 ref., January 12, 1984.
Chen, J. J.; Bernreuter, D. L. ; and Johnson, J.
J. Validation of current analytical
procedures for site response analysis: in
Proceedings, seismic risk and heavy industrial
facilities conference (Cummings, G. E.,
chairperson; et al.), Lawrence Livermore Natl.
Lab., Livermore, CA , United States, p. 36-37,
3 ref
.
, 1983.
Chen, Pel -Yuan; and Shaffer, Nelson R.
Classification of clastic sediments in
Pennsy 1 vanian coal-bearing formations
emphasizing mudrock lithology: in Part 1,
Atlantic Coast basins; Part 2, Paleogeography
and pal eotectonlcs ; Part 3, Sedlmentol ogy and
geochemistry (Geldsetzer, Helmut H. J.,
editor; et al.). International Congress on
Carboniferous Stratigraphy and Geology, Vol.
9, No. 3, p. 443-451, 1 table. 2 plates, 17
ref
. .
1984 .
Chong, She-Kong. Variations in hydro logic soil
properties caused by mining activities: in
Proceedings, 1982 symposium on surface mining,
hydrology, sedimentology , and reclamation
(Graves, Donald H., editor), Univ. Ky
.
.
Lexington. KY . United States. Vol. UKY BU129.
p. 407-413, illus. (incl. 1 table), 17 ref.,
December 1982.
Chou, C. L.; Cahill. Richard A.; Steele, J. D. ;
et al. Geochemistry of trace elements and
sulfur in the Springfield (No. 5) Coal in the
Illinois Basin [abstr.]: in The Geological
Society of America, 96th annual meeting.
Abstracts with Programs - Geological Society
of America, Vol. 15, No. 6, p. 543, September
1983.
Chou, C. L. see also Frost, J. K.
Chou, Chen-Lin. Relationship between
geochemistry of coal and the nature of strata
overlying the Herrin Coal in the Illinois
Basin [abstr.]: International Congress on
Sedimentology = Congres International de
Sedimentologie. Vol. 11. p. 60, 1982.
Chou, Chen-Lin. Inorganic geochemistry of
Illinois Basin coals [abstr.]: in AAPG
Eastern Section meeting (Anonymous). AAPG
Bulletin, Vol. 67, No. 9, p. 1454. September
1983.
Chou, Chen-Lin see also Eggert , D. L.
Christensen, N. I. see Wang. H. F.
Clayton, Robert N. see Kombrink, Mark
Cleaveland, Thomas H. Geostat i st ical analysis
of the facies and thickness variation in the
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of southwestern Illinois: 140 p.. 8 plates.
Master's, 22 ref.. 1983. Southern Illinois
Univ., Carbondale. IL.
Cluff, R. M. see Frost, J. K.
Coates, M. S.; Haimson, Bezalel C. ; Hlnze, W.
J.; et al . Introduction to the Illinois Deep
Hole Project: in Illinois Deep Hole Project
(Anonymous), JGR . Journal of Geophysical
Research. B, Vol. 88. No. 9. p. 7267-7285,
illus. (incl. 1 table, sketch maps), 50 ref.,
September 10, 1983.
Cobb, James C. see Whelan, Joseph F.
Colli nson, Charles; Hansel, Ardith K. ; and
Larsen, Curtis E. Late Holocene beach ridges
and water level cycles in Lake Michigan
[abstr.]: in North-central Section, the
Geological Society of America. 17th annual
meeting (Craddock, J. Campbell, chairperson).
Abstracts with Programs - Geological Society
of America, Vol. 15, No. 4, p. 259, March
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Col 1 i nson/Danner
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Collinson, Charles; Hansel, Ardith K. ; and
-. Norby, Rodney D. Shoreline processes and
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(Field trip 6): in Field trips in Midwestern
geology; Volume 1 (Shaver, Robert H
.
, editor;
ef a/.), Indiana Geol . Surv. , Bloomington, IN,
United States, p. 139-140. 5 ref . , 1983.
Collinson, Charles see also Atherton, Elwood
Conard, Nicholas; Asch, David L.; Asch, Nancy
B.; ef al . Accelerator radiocarbon dating of
evidence for prehistoric horticulture in
Illinois: Nature (London). Vol. 308, No.
5958, p. 443-446. 1 table, sketch map, 45
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Cook, Thomas G. see Conard, Nicholas
Couture, Rex A.; Seitz, Martin G. ; and
Steindler, Martin J. Sampling of brine in
cores of Precambrian granite from northern
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(Anonymous), JGR . Journal of Geophysical
Research. B, Vol. 88. No. 9. p. 7331-7334,
illus. (incl. 1 anal., 4 tables), 13 ref.,
September 10, 1983.
Coveney, Raymond M. , Jr. Thin black
Pennsyl vanian-age shales of the Mid-continent
U.S.; a neglected metallic resource? [abstr.
]
in Geological Society of America, 94th annual
meeting (Anonymous), Abstracts with Programs -
Geological Society of America, Vol. 13, No. 7,
p. 432, September 1981.
Culberson, S. Frank. The outlook for shale oil:
- JPT. Journal of Petroleum Technology. Vol. 34,
No. 5, p. 965-972, illus. (incl. sketch map, 4
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Channel and the Des Plaines and Illinois
rivers between Joliet and Havana, Illinois:
62 p.. February 1981. (Rep. No. ANL/ES-112)
available from: NTIS, Springfield, VA , United
States
.
Harvey, R. D. see Frost K .
Hatcher, Patrick G. ; Lyons, Paul C. ; Brown,
Floyd W. ; et al. Coal i f icat ion of tissues
(medullosan seed fern) in a coal ball of the
"Herrin (No. 6) Coal Member" of the Carbondale
Formation, Illinois Basin [abstr.]: in The
Geological Society of America, 94th annual
meeting. Abstracts with Programs - Geological
Society of America, Vol. 13, No. 7, p. 469,
September 1981
.
Hays, W. H. see Morris, R. H.
Healy, R. W. (investigator). Analysis of soil
cores beneath radioactive-waste-disposal site,
Sheffield, Illinois [abstr.]: Geological
Survey Professional Paper, Vol. 1375, p. 234,
1983.
Healy, R. W. see also Foster, J. B.
Hebel , Susan J. see WiJkin, Donovan C.
Heberton, Richard P. Trace and minor element
analyses of the Hymera Coal Member of Indiana
(Coal VI): Master's. 1983, Indiana Univ.,
Bloomington. IN.
Heckel , Philip H. Changing concepts of
Midcontinent Pennsy 1 vani an cyclothems. North
America: in Part 1, Atlantic Coast basins;
Part 2, Paleogeography and paleotectonics;
Part 3, Sedimentology and geochemistry
(Geldsetzer, Helmut H. J., editor; et al.).
International Congress on Carboniferous
Stratigraphy and Geology, Vol. 9, No. 3, p.
535-553, illus. (incl. sketch maps), 74 ref..
1984.
Heidari , Manoutchehr; and Cartwright, Keros.
Analysis of rock stress around a liquid waste
injection system in Illinois: Water Resources
Bulletin (Urbana). Vol. 17, No. 4. p. 614-622.
illus. (incl. strat. cols.), 15 ref., August
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1981
Henderson, L.
State Geol . Surv.
Geol . Surv. )
.
Indiana Geol. Surv. and Ky
.
see Chou, C. L.
Herd, D. G. see Morris. R H.
Herzog, Beverly L. see Johnson, Thomas M.
Heyl , Allen V. Geologic characteristics of
three major Mississippi Valley districts: fn
International conference on mississlppi valley
type lead-zinc deposits; proceedings volume
(K 1 svarsany i , Geza, editor; et a/.). Univ. Mo.
Rolla, Rolla, MO, United States, p. 27-60.
illus. (incl. strat . col., sketch maps), 82
ref
.
. 1983.
Hill, James J. The mineral industry of
Illinois: U. S. Bur. Mines, United States. 11
p., illus., 198?. Preprint from Minerals
yearPook, 1982. U S. Bur. Mines.
Hill, Jennifer E. see Maliva, Robert G.
Hines, J. K. see Killey. M. M.
Hines, Jennifer K. see Killey, Myrna M.
Hinze, W. J. see Aiken, 0. W.
-- see Coates, M. S.
Hltes, R. A. see Czuczwa , Jean M.
Hood, Wi 1 1 iam C. see Oertel , Al len .
Hoppe, W. J.; Montgomery, C. W. ; and Van Schmus,
W. R. Age and significance of Precambrian
basement samples from northern Illinois and
adjacent states: in Illinois Deep Hole
Project (Anonymous), JGR . Journal of
Geophysical Research. B, Vol. 88, No. 9, p.
7276-7286, 12 anal.. 4 tables. 29 ref..
September 10, 1983.
Hoppe, W. J. see also van Schmus, W. R.
Hopper, M. G. see Morris. R. H.
Howell, James C. ; and Thomas, Bruce D.
Evaluation of Injection well stimulation as
applied to a large micel lar/pol ymer project:
JPT. Journal of Petroleum Technology, Vol. 32,
No. 5. p. 777-784. illus. (incl. 8 tables). 6
ref
.
. May 1980.
Huestis, G. M. see Rosholt N.
Huff, Warren D. see Kolata. Dennis R.
Hughes, Randall E. see Johnson, Thomas M.
Indiana University, Environmental Systems
Application Center. Coal resources fact book:
in the collection Illinois Basin Coal Planning
Assistance Project, U. S. Geol. Surv., Off.
Earth Sci. Appl., Reston. VA , United States,
Vol. 1, 323 p.. Illus. (incl. strat. cols.,
charts, tables, sketch maps). 197 ref.,
February 1983. (Prepared in coop, with 111.
-Indiana University, Environmental Systems
Application Center. Socio-economic resources
guide book: in the collection Illinois Basin
Coal Planning Assistance Project, U. S. Geol.
Surv., Environ. Af f . Off., Reston, VA, United
States, Vol. 3. 231 p., illus. (incl. tables,
charts, sketch maps). April 1983. (Publ. in
coop, with 111. State Geol. Surv., Indiana
Geol. Surv., Ky . Geol. Surv.).
Indiana University, Environmental Systems
Application Center. Natural resources guide
book: in the collection Illinois Basin Coal
Planning Assistance Project, U. S. Geol.
Surv., Off. Earth Sci. Appl., Reston, VA
,
United States. Vol. 2, 320 p.. illus. (incl.
tables, charts, sketch maps). May 1983.
Indiana University, Environmental Systems
Application Center. Information source book:
in the collection Illinois Basin Coal Planning
Assistance Project, Indiana Univ., Environ.
Syst . Appl. Cent., Bloomington, IN, United
States. Vol. 4. 185 p., illus. (incl. charts,
sketch maps). September 1983. Prepared for
the U. S . Geol . Surv
.
Jackson, Stephen T. A plant macrofossil
assemblage from Illinoian glacial till in
Jackson County. Illinois [abstr.]: in
Abstracts of papers to be presented at the
meetings of the Botanical Society of America
and certain affiliated groups at Michigan
State University (Luteyn, James L., editor; et
al.). Miscellaneous Series Publication -
Botanical Society of America. Vol. 154, p. 38.
May 1977.
Jacobson, Russell J. Strat igraphlc correlations
of Seelyville, De Koven, and Davis coals
(Desmoi nesian) of Illinois Basin coalfield
[abstr.]: in AAPG Eastern Section meeting
(Anonymous), AAPG Bulletin, Vol. 67, No. 9, p.
1456, September 1983.
Jacobson, Russell J. Revised correlations of
the Shoal Creek and La Salle limestone members
of the Bond Formation ( Pennsy 1 vanian) in
northern Illinois: in Geologic notes,
Circular - Illinois State Geological Survey.
Vol. 529, p. 1-6. 2 tables, strat. cols.,
sects., sketch map. 24 ref., 1983. conodonts ,
f orami n i f ers
.
Jacobson, Russell J.; and Trask, C. Brian. New
Burnside "anticline"; part of fluorspar area
fault complex? [abstr.]: in AAPG Eastern
Section meeting (Anonymous), AAPG Bulletin.
Vol. 67, No. 9, p. 1456, September 1983.
Jaeger, Paul. The effects of depositional
environment and di agenesis on the porosity and
permeability in the Salem Limestone In Union
and Monroe counties, southern Illinois: 174
p.. Master's, 50 ref.. 1982. Southern Illinois
Univ., Carbondale, IL.
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Jennings/Ki 1 ley
Jennings, James R. The morphology and
relationships of Rhodea , Telangium,
Tel ang lops i s . and Heterangium: American
Journal of Botany, Vol . 63, No. 8, p.
1119-1133, illus., 43 ref
.
,
September 1976.
Jennings, James R. Algal compressions from the
Mi ss issippian of the Illinois Basin [abstr.]:
in Abstracts of papers to be presented at the
meetings of the Botanical Society of America
and certain affiliated groups at Michigan
State University (Luteyn, James L
.
. editor; et
at.). Miscellaneous Series Publication -
Botanical Society of America, Vol. 154, p. 38,
May 1977.
Jennings, James R. Distribution of fossil plant
taxa in the Upper Mi ss i ss lppian and Lower
Pennsy 1 vanian Illinois Basin: in
Biostrat igraphy (Sutherland, Patrick K.,
editor; et at.). International Congress on
Carboniferous Stratigraphy and Geology, 9 (Vol
2), p. 301-312. illus. (incl. 4 plates, strat.
cols., sketch maps), 32 ref., 1984.
Jennings, James R. ; and Fraunfelter, George H.
Paleontology and stratigraphy of strata
associated with the basal Chesterian in its
type region [abstr.]: in North-central
Section, the Geological Society of America,
17th annual meeting (Craddock, J. Campbell,
chairperson). Abstracts with Programs -
Geological Society of America, Vol. 15, No. 4,
p. 257. March 1983.
Jennings, James R.; and Fraunfelter, George H.
Aux Vases-Renaul t-Yankeetown deposit ional
sequence in comparison to other Chesterian
depositional sequences [abstr.]: in AAPG
Eastern Section meeting (Anonymous), AAPG
Bulletin, Vol. 67. No. 9, p. 1456-1457.
September 1983.
Jesus Gonzalez, H. ; Torriani, I. L. ; and Luengo,
C. A. Characterization of Brazilian high-ash
coals by small-angle X-ray diffraction
methods: Journal of Applied Crystallography,
Vol. 15, No. 3, p. 251-254, illus. (incl.
table)
.
11 ref
.
, 1982.
Johnson, J. J. see Bohn. M. P.
-- see Chen, J. J.
Johnson, T. M. see Foster. J. B.
-- see Klein, S
.
Johnson, Thomas M. ; Griffin, Robert A.;
Cartwright, Keros; et at. Hydrologic
investigations of failure mechanisms and
migration of organic chemicals at Wilsonville,
Illinois: in Proceedings of the Third
national symposium on aquifer restoration and
ground-water monitoring (Nielsen, David M.,
editor). Proceedings of the National Symposium
on Aquifer Restoration and Ground-Water
Monitoring. Vol. 3. p. 413-420. illus. (incl.
2 tables, strat. col., sect., sketch map), 3
ref
.
. 1983.
Johnson, Thomas M. see also Fricke, Carl A. P.
Johnson, W. Hilton. Sedimentological
" interpretation of the Belgium Member, Banner
Formation, eastern Illinois [abstr.]: in
North-central Section, the Geological Society
of America, 17th annual meeting (Craddock, J.
Campbell, chairperson). Abstracts with
Programs - Geological Society of America, Vol.
15, No. 4, p. 224, March 1983.
Johnson, W. Hilton see also Kempton, John P.
-- see also von Rhee, Robert w.
-- see also Wickham, Susan Specht
Jorgensen, D. G. see Signor, D. C.
Kanemoto, Neil Y. see Eggert, Donald A.
Kehn, T. M. see Klasner, J. S.
Keller, G. R. see Aiken, 0. W.
Kelly, Stuart M. ; and Maples, Christopher G.
Middle Chesterian (Golconda) marine deltaic
paleocommuni t ies from the Illinois Basin
[abstr.]: in Geological Society of America,
94th annual meeting. Abstracts with Programs
Geological Society of America, Vol. 13, No. 7,
p. 485. September 1981.
Kemmis, T. J. Importance of the regelation
process to certain properties of basal tills
deposited by the Laurentide ice sheet in Iowa
and Illinois, U.S.A.: in
symposium on processes of
sedimentat ion
•
( Gol d , L. W.
Annals of Glaciology, Vol.
table, 28 ref
.
. 1981
.
Proceedings of the
glacier erosion and
,
edi tor ; et at . )
,
2, p. 147-152. 1
Kempton, John P. ; Bleuer, Ned K. ; and Johnson,
W. Hilton. Stratigraphy of the Wedron and
Trafalgar formations ( W i scons i nan ) in
east-central Illinois and west-central Indiana
(Field trip 3): in Field trips in Midwestern
geology; Volume 1 (Shaver, Robert H., editor;
et at.), Indiana Geol . Surv., Bloomington, IN,
United States, p. 73-75. 10 ref.. 1983.
Kempton, John P. see also Berg, Richard C.
-- see also Cartwright, Keros
Kersting, Joseph Jeffrey. The petrology and
petrography of the Mt . Simon and pre-Mt. Simon
sandstones; evidence for possible Precambrian
rifting in the central Midcont inent
:
Master's, 1982, Univ. of Pittsburgh,
Pittsburgh, PA.
Kllley, M. M.; Hines, J. K. ; Du Montelle, P. B.
(compilers); et at. Illinois landslide
inventory map: U. S. Geol. Surv., Misc. Field
Stud. Map, MF-1691, 1 sheet, environ, geol.
map 1:500.000, 1984.
Killey, Myrna M. ; Fox, John M. ; Hines, Jennifer
K. ; et at. Stratigraphy and land-use
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applications; a case study in surficial
geologic mapping of Madison County, Illinois
[abstr. ] : in North-central Section, the
'Geological Society of America, 17tti annual
meeting (Craddock, J. Campbell, chairperson).
Abstracts with Programs - Geological Society
of America, Vol. 15, No. 4, p. 218, March
1983.
Killey, Myrna M. ; and Lineback. Jerry A.
Strat igraphlc reassignment of the Hagarstown
Member in Illinois: in Geologic notes.
Circular - Illinois State Geological Survey,
Vol. 529. p. 13-16, illus. (incl. sect., geol.
sketch map), 7 ref
.
, 1983.
Ktlley, Myrna M. see also Johnson, Thomas M.
Kim, Hyung Keun. Late-glacial and postglacial
pollen studies from the Zuehl Farm site,
north-central Iowa and the Cattail Channel
Bog, northwestern Illinois: 57 p., sketch
maps. Master's, 41 ref., 1982, Univ. of Iowa.
Iowa City, IA. 8900-12.500 yr. BP
.
editor; et a/.). Ann Arbor Sc 1 . Publ
.
, Ann
Arbor, MI, United States, p. 101-111. illus.
(incl. 1 table). 11 ref.. 1983.
Kluessendorf , Joanne. Oolites at the
Ordov ician-S i 1 ur ian boundary in Illinois
[abstr.]: in North-central Section, the
Geological Society of America, 17th annual
meeting (Craddock. J. Campbell, chairperson).
Abstracts with Programs - Geological Society
of America, Vol. 15, No. 4. p. 221, March
1983.
Kluessendorf, Joanne see also Shaver, Robert H.
Knight, Kimbell L. Breezy Hill Limestone, a
prelude to the major widespread Pennsy 1 vanian
cyclothems of Midcontinent North America
[abstr.]: in North-central Section, the
Geological Society of America, 17th annual
meeting (Craddock, J. Campbell, chairperson).
Abstracts with Programs - Geological Society
of America. Vol. 15. No. 4. p. 257, March
1983.
King. James E.
Series , Vol
.
strat . col
.
,
Fossils: Story of Illinois
14, 68 p., illus. (incl. plates,
geol. sketch map), 9 ref., 1982
Klasner, J. S. Geologic map of the Burden Falls
Roadless Area. Pope County, Illinois: U. S.
Geol. Surv., Misc. Field Stud. Map, MF-1565-A,
1 sheet, geol. map 1:24.000, 1983 [1984].
Klasner, J. S.; Kehn, T. M.; and Thompson, R. M.
Mineral resource potential map of the Lusk
Creek Roadless Area, Pope County, Illinois:
U. S. Geol. Surv., Misc. Field Stud. Map,
MF-1405-C, 19 p.. econ. geol. map 1:32.000.
1983.
Kolata, Dennis R. Maquoketa Shale Group of
northern Illinois [abstr.]: in North-central
Section, the Geological Society of America,
17th annual meeting (Craddock, J. Campbell,
chairperson). Abstracts with Programs -
Geological Society of America, Vol. 15, No. 4.
p. 222. March 1983.
Kolata, Dennis R. ; and Graese, Anne M.
L i thostrat igraphy and depositional
environments of the Moquoketa Group
(Ordovician) in northern Illinois: Circular -
Illinois State Geological Survey, Vol. 528, 49
p., illus. (incl. sects., strat. cols., sketch
maps; i sopach maps 1:650,000), 60 ref.. 1983.
Klasner, J. S. ; Kehn, T. M. ; and Thompson, R. M.
Mineral resource potential map of the Burden
Falls Roadless Area, Pope County, Illinois:
U. S. Geol. Surv., Misc. Field Stud. Map,
MF-1565-C, 12 p.. econ. geol. map, 1983.
Klasner, John S.; and Thompson, Robert M.
Burden Falls Roadless Area, Illinois: in
Wilderness mineral potential; assessment of
mineral -resource potential in the U.S. Forest
Service lands studied 1964-1984 (Marsh, S. P.,
editor; et al.). Geological Survey
Professional Paper, Vol. 1300, p. 605-606,
sketch map, 5 ref., 1984.
Klasner, John S. ; and Thompson, Robert M. Lusk
Creek Roadless Area, Illinois: in Wilderness
mineral potential; assessment of
mineral -resource potential in the U.S. Forest
Service lands studied 1964-1984 (Marsh, S. P.,
editor; et al.). Geological Survey
Professional Paper, Vol. 1300, p. 607-609,
sketch map, 6 ref., 1984.
Klein, S.; Johnson, T. M. ; and Cartwright,
Keros. Moisture characteristics of compacted
soils for use in trench covers: in Role of
the unsaturated zone in radioactive and
hazardous waste disposal (Mercer, James W.,
Kolata, Dennis R. ; Huff, Warren D. ; and Frost,
Joyce K. Correlation of K-bentonites in the
Decorah Subgroup of the Mississippi Valley by
chemical fingerprinting: in Ordovician Galena
Group of the Upper Mississippi Valley;
deposition, diagenesis, and paleoecology
(Delgado. David J., editor). Annual Field
Conference - Society of Economic
Paleontologists and Mineralogists.
Section. Vol. 13, p. F1-F15. illus
tables, vert, cols., sketch/maps),
1983.
Great Lakes
(
1
nc 1 . 2
36 ref .
,
Kombrink, Mark; and Clayton, Robert N. Oxygen
isotopic compositions of minerals from
Illinois Deep Drill Hole granites: in
Illinois Deep Hole Project (Anonymous), JGR
.
Journal of Geophysical Research. B, Vol. 88,
No. 9. p. 7305-7306, 5 anal.. 1 table. 14
ref.. September 10. 1983.
Konecny, Jim; and Konecny, Sylvia. The Mazon
Creek nodules: Bulletin of the Southern
California Pal eontol ogica 1 Society. Vol. 16,
No. 3-4, p. 29-32. illus. (incl. sketch map),
7 ref
.
, Apr1 1 1984
.
Konecny, Sylvia see Konecny. Jim
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Kontis, A. L. see Signor, D. C.
Kosanke, Robert M. ; and Peppers, Russel A.
Spores from Chesterian coals of the Illinois
Basin [abstr. ] : in Geological Society of
America, 94th annual meeting. Abstracts with
Programs - Geological Society of America, Vol.
13, No. 7. p. 490. SeptemDer 1981.
Kowallis, Bart J.; and Wang, Herbert F.
Microcrack study of granitic cores from
Illinois deep borehole UPH 3: in Illinois
Deep Hole Project (Anonymous), JGR . Journal of
Geophysical Research. B, Vol. 88. No. 9, p.
7373-7380. illus. ( i nc 1 . 2 tables), 15 ref
.
.
September 10. 1983.
Kravits, C. M. ; and CrelHng, John C. Effects
of overbank deposition on the quality and
maceral composition of the Herrin (No. 6) coal
( Pennsyl vanian) of southern Illinois:
International Journal of Coal Geology, Vol. 1,
No. 3, p. 195-212, illus. ( i nc 1 . sketch map),
2 p. ref
.
, 1981
.
Kravits, Christopher M. ; and Crelling, John C.
The effects of overbank deposition on the
quality and maceral composition of the Herrin
(No. 6) Coal of southern Illinois [abstr.]:
in The Geological Society of America, 93rd
annual meeting. Abstracts with Programs -
Geological Society of America, Vol. 12, No. 7,
p. 465, August 1980.
Kreutzfeld, James E. Pore geometry and
permeability of the St. Peter Sandstone in the
Illinois Basin: Master's, 1982. Univ. of
Toledo. Toledo, OH.
Krizek, Raymond J. see Vipulanandan. Cumaraswamy
Kruger, John M. see Anderson. Thomas F.
Kucera, E. T. see Harrison. W.
Kuecher, Gerald J. see Baird, Gordon C.
EugeneKukal ova-Peck, Jarmila; and Richardson,
S., Jr. New Homoiopter idae (Insecta:
Paleodictyoptera ) with wing articulation from
Upper Carboniferous strata of Mazon Creek.
Illinois: Canadian Journal of Zoology =
Journal Canadien de Zoologie. Vol. 61, No. 7,
p. 1670-1687 (incl. French sum.), illus.
(incl. 3 plates), 22 ref., July 1983.
Lacroix, Y. see Perez, J. Y.
Lane, N. Gary see Maliva, Robert G.
Langdon, W. M. see Nedved, K
Lange, Rolf V. A petrographic study of the
Backbone (Little Saline) Limestone (Lower
Devonian) in southwestern Illinois and
southeastern Missouri: 110 p., 1 plate.
Master's, 61 ref., 1983. Southern Illinois
Univ., Carbondale, IL.
Langenheim, Ralph L. , Jr. ; and Scheihing, Mark
H. Detailed b iostrat igraphic correlation,
Shumway "Cyclothem", Virgil ian, Illinois Basin
--[abstr.]: in North-central Section, the
Geological Society of America, 17th annual
meeting (Craddock, J. Campbell, chairperson).
Abstracts with Programs - Geological Society
of America, Vol. 15. No. 4, p. 265, March
1983. f orami ni
f
ers , ost racods
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Larsen, Curtis E. see Collinson, Charles
Lazaro, T. R. (investigator). Long-term
sediment yields from Bay Creek. Pike County,
Illinois [abstr.]: Geological Survey
Professional Paper, Vol. 1375. p. 160-161.
1983.
Lazaro, Timothy R. ; Fitzgerald, Kathleen K.; and
Frost, Leonard R. , Jr. Estimates of long-term
suspended-sediment loads in Bay Creek at Nebo.
Pike County. Illinois, 1940-1980:
Water-Resources Investigations, 22 p., illus.
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(Rep. No. WRI 84-4003) available from: U. S.
Geol . Surv. , Open-File Serv. Sect., West.
Distrib. Branch, Fed. Cent., Denver, CO,
United States.
Leary, Richard L. Lacoea with sporangia from
Rock Island, Illinois [abstr.]: in Program
and abstracts of papers to be presented at the
meetings of the Botanical Society of America
and certain affiliated grouDS at Virginia
Polytechnic Institution and State University
(Gifford. Ernest M., editor). Miscellaneous
Series Publication - Botanical Society of
America, Vol. 156, p. 30. 1978.
Leary, Richard L. Topography and geology of the
Early Pennsyl vani an erosional surface on the
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in B iostrat igraphy (Sutherland, Patrick K.,
editor; et a/.). International Congress on
Carboniferous Stratigraphy and Geology, 9 (Vol
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ref
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. 1984.
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Lee, J. P. see Fang. J. H.
Lee, M. W. see Miller, John J.
Lee, Michael R. ; and Matten, Lawrence C. Wood
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southern Illinois [abstr.]: In Abstracts of
papers to be presented at the meetings of the
Botanical Society of America and certain
affiliated groups at Arizona State University
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Journal of Botany. Vol. 61, No. 5, Suppl . , p.
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Leenheer, M. J. see Meyers, Philip A.
Lehr, Jay H. Editorial; Making peace with
Mother Nature: Ground Water, Vol. 22, No,
p. 2-4, 1 ref., February 1984.
1
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Lewis, B. G. ; and McKiernan, M. Evaluation of
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potassium availability in Illinois coal waste:
journal of Environmental Quality, Vol. 12, No.
3, p. 422-425, illus. ( i nc 1 . 3 tables),' 11
ref
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, September 1983.
Lidiak, Edward G. ; and Den i son, Rodger E.
Petrology and physical properties of granites
from the Illinois deep hole in Stephenson
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illus. (incl. 39 anal., 3 tables). 28 ref.,
September 10. 1983.
Lin, D. L. see Grimmelmann. E. K.
Lineback, d. A.; Bleuer, N. K. ; Mickelson, D. M.
(compilers); et al . Quaternary geologic map
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Quadrangle, United States: Miscellaneous
Investigations Series - U. S. Geological
Survey, 1-1420 (NK-16), 1 sheet, geol . map
1:1,000.000. 1983 [1984]. Quaternary geologic
atlas of the United States.
Lineback, Jerry A. see Killey, Myrna M.
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[abstr.]: in AAPG Eastern Section meeting
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Loomis, Edward Charles. The effects of
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Lovely, Daniel Arthur. The application of
remote sensing to the detection of Niagaran
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Master's, 1983, Purdue Univ., West Lafayette,
IN.
Lozano, F. see Anuta, Paul
Ludvigson, Gregory A.; Bunker, Bill J.; Witzke,
Brian J.; et al . A burial diagenetic model
for the emplacement of zinc-lead sulfide ores
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International conference on mississippi valley
type lead-zinc deposits; proceedings volume
(K i svarsany i , Geza, editor; et al.), Univ. Mo.
Rolla. Rolla. MO. United States, p. 497-515,
illus. (incl. geol. sketch map), 56 ref.,
1983.
Lueckenhoff, M. J. see Stephenson. Richard W.
Luengo, C. A. see Jesus Gonzalez. H.
Lumtn, Donald K. ; and Nelson, W. John.
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-- see also Strunk, Kevin L.
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,
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Mades, D. M. see Gray, J. R.
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Mahaffy. James F. Morphology of
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Abstracts of papers to be presented at the
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and certain affiliated groups at Oregon State
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Botanical Soc . Am., Columbus, OH, United
States, p. 22. 1975.
Mahaffy, James F. Spore patterns in the Indiana
Coal V in the Middle Pennsy 1 vanian near a
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to be presented at the meetings of the
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affiliated groups at Oklahoma State University
(Helmsch, Charles, convener). Miscellaneous
Series Publication - Botanical Society of
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Malaret, E. see Anuta. Paul
Malinconico, Lawrence L. , Jr. see Strunk, Kevin
L.
Maliva, Robert G. ; Hill, Jennifer E.; and Lane,
N. Gary. Ophiocistoid (?) ossicles from the
McCraney Limestone (Lower Mi ss i ss lppian ) of
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17th annual meeting (Craddock, J. Campbell,
chairperson). Abstracts with Programs -
Geological Society of America, Vol. 15, No. 4,
p. 261, March 1983.
Mandle, R. L. see Signor, D. C.
Manger, Walter L. ; and Sutherland. Patrick K.
The Mi ss i ss ipp ian-Pennsy 1 vani an boundary in
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Biostrat igraphy (Sutherland. Patrick K.,
editor; et al.). International Congress on
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absolute age see also
geochronol ogy ; isotopes
absolute age--dates
granites: The possible
bearing of the granite of
the UPH deep drill holes,
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Valley ore deposits (Doe,
Bruce R
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Uranium-series
disequilibrium in granite
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( van Schmus . W . R . )
ivood : Age and origin of the
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1
inois Val ley (Haj 1c.
Edwin R
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absolute age-- Interpretation
basement : Age and
significance of
Precambrian basement
samples from northern
Illinois and adjacent
states (Hoppe, W. J.)
absolute age- -methods
C- 1 4 : Accelerator
radiocarbon dating of
evidence for prehistoric
horticulture in Illinois
(Conard, Nicholas)
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geophysical surveys
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Ml ss/ ss ippi an: Algal
compressions from the
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Illinois Basin (Jennings,
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.
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algae--taxonomy
Devon/ an : A new species of
Asphalt ina from the Grand
Tower Limestone of
southern Illinois (Devera,
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.
)
algal f lora--biostratigraphy
Mi ss i ss i ppi an : Calcareous
microfossils from the
Mi ss 1 ss ippi an Keokuk
Limestone and adjacent
formations, Upper
Mississippi River valley:
their meaning for North
American and
intercont inental
correlation (Brenckle,
Paul L. )
ancient ice ages see under
glacial geology
angiosperm flora see also
angiosperms
ang i osperms - -morpho 1 ogy
Cret aceous : Wood patterns
in an Upper Cretaceous
flora from southern
Illinois (Lee, Michael R.)
applied geophysics see
geophysical surveys
aquifers see under ground
water
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strat igraphy
archeology see archaeology
under stratigraphy
areal geology
guidebook: A guide to the
geology of the
Capron-Rockf ord area
(Berg, R ichard C
.
)
A guide to the geology
of the Cave in
Rock-Ros icl are area
(Reinertsen, David L.)
A guide to the geology
of the Danvers-Norma 1 area
(Reinertsen, David L.)
A guide to the geology
of the Golconda area
(Reinertsen. David L.)
Illinois Basin: Geologic
history of the Illinois
Basin (Atherton, E 1 wood
)
maps: Geologic map of the
Burden Falls Roadless
Area, Pope County,
Illinois (K)asner. J. S.)
Arthropoda- -pa 1 eoeco 1 ogy
Mi ss i ssi ppi an: The
pal eoeco logy of
mal acostracan arthropods
in the Bear Gulch
Limestone (Namurian) of
central Montana (Factor,
David F
.
)
artifacts see archaeology
under stratigraphy
atolls see reefs under
sedimentary petrology; see
reefs under biogenic
structures under sedimentary
structures : see reefs under
environment under
sedimentat ion; see reefs
under sedimentary petrology
under Great Lakes region
automatic data
process i ng--engi neering
geo 1 ogy
earthquakes: Validation of
current analytical
procedures for site
response analysis (Chen,
J. J. )
nuclear facilities: Recent
results in seismic
probabilistic risk
analysis from the SSMRP
analysis of the Z1on
nuclear power plant (Bohn,
M. P. )
automatic data
process i ng- -geophys i ca 1
surveys
remote sensing: A
comparison of 1 inears
mapped from digitally
processed Landsat data to
faults depicted on
geologic maps; the
fluorspar district,
western Kentucky and
southern Illinois (Shelby,
Lynn)
ive/ / - loggi ng: Challenging
Northeast formations
examined (Maslowski, Andy)
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automatic data process ing/conodonts
L i tho-Dens i ty log
applications in the
Michigan and Illinois
basins (McCall, D. C.)
automatic data
process i ng--hydrogeo1ogy
ground water: Dynamics of
groundwater flow
associated with a
continental glacier
(F i 1 ley . Thomas H. )
Ground-water flow regime
based on preliminary data
for regional aquifer
systems (Signor, D. C.)
bacteria- -biochemistry
reduct i on: Stable isotope
evidence for the origin of
sulfur in coal (Westgate,
L i nda M . )
barite deposits see a I so under
economic geology
base metals see also under
economic geology;see also
under economic geology under
Midwest
boreholes see under acoustical
logging under
wel 1 - 1 ogg i ng ; see under
interpretation under
wel 1 - 1 oggi ng
brachi opods- -bi ostrat i graphy
Ordov i
c
I an : Brainard Shale
out 1 iers (Upper
Ordovician, Maquoketa
Group) in southeastern
Indiana (Fluegeman,
Richard H
.
, Jr . )
brachi opods--pa 1 eoecol ogy
Mississippi an: Middle
Chesterian (Golconda)
mar i ne del ta ic
pal eocommuni t ies from the
Illinois Basin (Kelly,
Stuart M.
)
brines see also under
geochemi stry
bryozoans- -pal eoecol ogy
Mi ssi ssi pp i an: Middle
Chesterian (Golconda)
marine deltaic
pal eocommuni t ies from the
Illinois Basin (Kelly,
Stuart M.
Cambrian see also under
strat igraphy
Canada see also Great Lakes;
Great Lakes region; Great
PI a ins
carbon- -geochemi stry
black shale: Physical and
chemical characterization
of Devonian gas shale;
quarterly status report
October 1, 1980-December
31 . 1980 (Ziel inski , R
.
E.)
shale: Enrichment of trace
metals and organic carbon
in shales of the New
Albany Group (Frost, J.
K. )
carbon- - i sotopes
C- 13/C- 12: Geology of the
Herrin (No. 6) coal and
associated strata at Old
Ben No. 24, Franklin
County, Illinois (Demaris,
Phi lip J. )
carbonate rocks see under
sedimentary rocks
Carboniferous see also under
strat igraphy ; see also under
stratigraphy under Midwest
cartography see under maps
caves see under solution
features under geomorphol ogy
cement materials see
construction materials under
economic geology
ces i urn-- i sotopes
Cs-137: Sediment deposition
estimation from cesium-137
measurements (Mitchell, J.
Kent)
Sediment sources of
Midwestern surface waters
(Wilkin, Donovan C.)
changes of level see also
under strat i graphy ; see also
under stratigraphy under
Great Lakes region
clastic rocks see under
sedimentary rocks
clastic sediments see under
sediments
clay see under clastic
sediments under sediments
clay mineralogy--areal studies
Deposition of bottom
sediment in Lake Ellyn,
Glen Ellyn, Illinois
(Cowan. Ellen Anne)
Depositional and
diagenetic environments of
carbonate-s i 1 idclastic
rocks of the Glen Dean
Formation (Upper
Mi ss i ss ippian) , Illinois
Basin, U .*S . A . (Feiznia,
Sadat)
Evidence for stagnant
1ce in the Chain O'Lakes
Lowland during deposition
of Haeger and Wadsworth
till (Hansel , Ardi th K.
)
Geologic factors
influencing reservoir
performance at Texaco'
s
Salem Tertiary recovery
project, Marion County.
I 1
1
inois (Dahl
, H. M.
)
High-Zn-coal s of
Illinois; coal-hosted
misslssippi valley-type
mineralization? (Whelan,
Joseph F
.
)
Identifying buried
Indian mounds and
geomorphic surfaces near
Cahok ia , 1 1 1 inoi s
(Barnhardt, Michael L.)
The distribution of the
Piatt Till Member of the
Wedron Formation in Coles
County
, I 1 1 inois
(Hardesty, Alan F.)
The occurrence and
distribution of mineral
matter in coal 1 i thotypes
in the Herrin (No. 6) Coal
seam under marine and
nonmarine influences
(Baumann, Dean R.)
The origin and early
genesis of clay bands in
youthful sandy soils along
Lake Michigan, U.S.A.
(Berg. Richard C
.
)
Midwest: Clay minerals in
thin loess, Ohio River
basin, U.S.A. (Ruhe,
Robert V
.
)
climate, ancient see
paleocl imatology
coal see also under economic
geology; geochemi stry ; see
also under economic geology
under Midwest; United
States; see also under
organic residues under
sedimentary rocks
coal --geochemistry
trace e I ement s: Forms and
volatilities of trace and
minor elements in coal; I.
A comparison of three
pyrolysis units (Cahlll,
Richard A
.
)
coal --production
recovery: Tectonic faults
and their influence on
coal mining in Illinois
(Nelson, W. John)
concretions see under
secondary structures under
sedimentary structures
congresses see symposia
Conodonta- -occurrence
Paleozoic: Natural
assemblages of elements:
interpretation and
taxonomy (Rhodes, F. H.
T. )
conodonts--bi ostrat igraphy
Carbon! f erous: Multielement
conodont species and
ecological interpretation
of the lower Osagean
(Lower Carboniferous)
conodont zonation from
Midcontinent North America
(Chauff, Karl M.)
Mi ssi ssi ppi an: Cr1no1d
arenite banks and crinoid
wacke inertia flows; a
depositional model for the
Burlington Limestone
(Middle Mi ss i ssippian)
,
Illinois, Iowa, and
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conodonts/Echi nodermata
Missouri, USA (Carozzi,
Albert V. )
Miss i ss ippian
stratotype; an overview
(Thompson, Thomas I.)
Pal eozoi c : The
Mi ss 1 ss ipp ian-Pennsy 1 vani -
an boundary in the
southern M idcont i nent
,
United States (Manger,
Wal ter L
.
)
Pennsy I vani an: Revised
correlations of the Shoal
Creek and La Salle
1 imestone members of the
Bond Formation
( Pennsy 1 vanian) in
northern Illinois
(Jacobson, Russell J.)
Silurian: Silurian reef and
interreef strata as
responses to a cyclical
succession of
environments, southern
Great Lakes area (Field
trip 12) (Shaver, Robert
H. )
construction materials see
also under economic geology
cross-bedding see under planar
bedding structures under
sedimentary structures
crystal chemistry see also
crystal growth; minerals
crystal growth see also
mi nera 1
s
crystal growth--carbonates
calcite: Honeycomb calcite
and other Ohio Valley
delights (Pittman, Jon T.)
crystal structure see also
crystal growth; minerals
crystallography see also
m l nera 1 ogy
dams see also under
engineering geology;
reservo i rs
deformation- -experimental
studies
mi crocracks : Microcrack
study of granitic cores
from Illinois deep
borehole UPH 3 (Kowallis,
Bart J. )
def ormation--f ield studies
stress: Geologic structures
and horizontal stresses;
their impact on petroleum
and coal production in
Illinois Basin (Lizak,
John B
.
)
State of stress,
permeability, and
fractures in the
Precambrian granite of
northern Illinois
(Halmson. Bezalel C.)
deposition see under
sedlmentat ion
deposition of ores see mineral
deposits, genesis
deuterium see also hydrogen;
tr i t i urn
deuter ium--geochemi stry
coal: High-Zn-coa 1 s of
Illinois; coal-hosted
mississippi valley-type
mineralization? (Whelan,
Joseph F
.
)
Devonian see also under
strat i graphy
di agenesis see also
sedimentat ion
d i agenesis- -do lomi tizatlon
cont rol s : The origin of
mottled dolomitic
limestones in the
PI attevi 1 1 e Group
(Ordovician) of northern
Illinois (Dathe, David B.)
pet rography : Deposition and
di agenesis of the Galena
Group in the Upper
Mississippi Valley
(Delgado, David J.)
di agenesi s--envi ronment
nearshore environment:
Depositional and
diagenetic environments of
carbonate-s i
1
iciclastic
rocks of the Glen Dean
Formation (Upper
Mi ss i ss i ppian) , Illinois
Basin, U S.A. (Feiznia.
Sadat)
shallow-water environment:
A petrographic study of
the Backbone (Little
Saline) Limestone (Lower
Devonian) in southwestern
Illinois and southeastern
Missouri (Lange, Rolf V.)
shelf environment: The
effects of depositional
environment and di agenesis
on the porosity and
permeability in the Salem
Limestone in Union and
Monroe counties, southern
Illinois (Jaeger, Paul)
di agenesi s-- indicators
depth indicators: Pore
geometry and permeability
of the St . Peter Sandstone
in the Illinois Basin
(Kreutzfeld, James E.)
di agenesi s- -mater i al s
coal: Relationship between
geochemistry of coal and
the nature of strata
overlying the Herrin Coal
in the Illinois Basin
(Chou, Chen-Lin)
dot ostone : Diagenetic
history and fluid
migration pathways of
Silurian formations,
Michigan Basin (Brand.
Uwe)
d i agenes i s- -processes
coal i
f
i cat i on
:
Coal i f icat ion of tissues
(medullosan seed fern) in
a coal ball of the "Herrin
(No. 6) Coal Member" of
the Carbondale Formation,
Illinois Basin (Hatcher,
Patrick G.
)
Stable isotope evidence
for the origin of sulfur
in coal (Westgate. Linda
M. )
compaction: The application
of remote sensing to the
detection of Niagaran
pinnacle reefs in the
Illinois Basin (Lovely,
Daniel Arthur)
ef fects : A bur ial
diagenetic model for the
emplacement of zinc-lead
sulfide ores in the Upper
Mississippi Valley, USA
(Ludvigson, Gregory A.)
differentiation see under
magmas
dolomi tization see under
di agenes i s
dolostone see also under
carbonate rocks under
sedimentary rocks
drainage patterns see under
fluvial features under
geomorpho 1 ogy
earthquakes see also
engineering geology;
sei smol ogy ; see also under
engineering geology under
automatic data processing;
Midwest; Mississippi Valley;
symposia; see also under
seismology under Midwest
Eastern U. S. --economic geology
fuel resources: Oil and gas
developments in
East-Central States in
1982 (Carpenter, G. L.)
Eastern U.S. --environmental
geology
pol I ut i on: Drainage quality
at deep coal mine sites
( Wirries . Dama L .
)
Eastern U.S. --hydrogeo logy
hydrology: Hydrology of
Federal coal lands in
eastern National Forest
areas (Grason, David)
Eastern U. S. --paleobotany
Plantae: Plants of
Devonian-Miss i ss Ippian
black shales. Eastern
Interior, U.S.A. (Cross.
Aurea 1 T
.
)
Echi nodermata see also
echinoderms
Echinodermata--morphology
Mi ssi ssi ppi an: Ophiocistoid
(?) ossicles from the
McCraney Limestone (Lower
Subject Index 29
Echinodermata/economic geology
Miss iss ippian) of western
Illinois (Maliva, Robert
G.)
echinoderms see also
Echi noaermata
echi noderms--bi ostrat i graphy
Mi ss i ss i ppi an: Crinoid
arenite banks and crinoid
wacke inertia flows; a
deposit ional model for the
Burlington Limestone
(Middle Mi ssi ss ippian)
.
Ill inois
,
Iowa, and
Missouri, USA (Carozzi.
Albert V.
)
Pennsylvani an: Paleoecology
and environments of
deposition of the Brereton
Limestone Member
(Pennsyl vanian,
Desmoinesian) in
southwestern Illinois
(O'Connell, Dennis B.)
economic geology
barxte deposi
t
s : Barite,
its place and role in
mississippi valley-type
deposits (Zimmermann, R.
A.)
base metals: Mississippi
valley type base metal
deposits and the Illinois
Basin; a genetic
relationship? (Hansen,
Wi 1 1 iam B. )
coal: An erosional channel
in the roof of the
Illinois Herrin (No. 6)
coal; implications for
exploration (DeMaris,
Phi lip J. )
Characterization of
Brazilian high-ash coals
by small-angle X-ray
diffraction methods (Jesus
Gonzalez , H. )
Coal resources fact book
(Indiana University.
Environmental Systems
Application Center)
Detection of potential
inundation hazards by
overwater seismic methods
(Mi 1 ler, John J.
)
Estimation of coal
resources of Illinois
using Monte Carlo methods
(Fang, J. H.
)
Geologic structures and
horizontal stresses; their
impact on petroleum and
coal production in
Illinois Basin (Lizak,
John B.
)
Geology of the Herrin
(No. 6) coal and
associated strata at Old
Ben No. 24, Franklin
County, Illinois (Demaris.
Phi lip J. )
High-Zn-coal s of
Illinois; coal-hosted
mississippi valley-type
mineralization? (Whelan,
Joseph F
.
)
Inorganic geochemistry
of Illinois Basin coals
(Chou, Chen-Lin)
Non-marine and marine
influenced Herrin Coal and
associated roof shales
from southern Illinois; a
mi nera 1 ogi ca 1 and
statistical analysis
(Stutzman, Paul E.)
Origin and economic
geology of the Springfield
Coal Member in the
Illinois Basin (Field trip
9) (Eggert , D. L. )
Shallow sand channel,
coal exploration, II inois
Basin (Chapman, W. L.)
Socio-econom jc resources
guide book (Indiana
University, Environmental
Systems Application
Center
)
Stable- isotope evidence
for the origin of sulfur
in coal (Westgate, Linda
M.)
Strat igraphic
correlations of
Seelyville, De Koven, and
Davis coals (Desmoinesian)
of 1 1 1 inoi s Basin
coalfield (Jacobson,
Russel 1 J.
)
The effects of overbank
deposition on the quality
and maceral composition of
the Herrin (No. 6) Coal of
southern Illinois
(Kravits, Christopher M.)
Thin and disturbed
Herrin (No. 6) coal near
the boundaries of the
Illinois Basin (Danner,
Stephen K.
Trace and minor element
analyses of the Hymera
Coal Member of Indiana
(Coal VI) (Heberton.
Richard P
.
Variations in the forms
and occurrences of sulfur
in the Herrin No. G coal
seam in southern Illinois
(Crel 1 ing, John C
.
)
construction materi al
s
:
Geology of carbonate
aggregate resources of
Illinois (Goodwin,
Jonathan H
.
)
Geology of sand and
gravel aggregate resources
of Illinois (Masters, John
M.)
f I uorspar: A comparison of
linears mapped from
digitally processed
Landsat data to faults
depicted on geologic maps;
the fluorspar district,
western Kentucky and
southern Illinois (Shelby,
Lynn)
A supplemental report on
the Cave In Rock fluorspar
district, Hardin County,
Illinois (Brecke. E. A.)
Geologic characteristics
of three major Mississippi
Valley districts (Heyl.
Al len V.
)
Honeycomb caldte and
other Ohio Valley delights
(Pi ttman, Jon T
.
)
Lusk Creek Roadless
Area, Illinois (Klasner,
John S.
)
New Burns ide
"anticline"; part of
fluorspar area fault
complex? (Jacobson,
Russel 1 J.
)
Stalking the wild
fluorspar (Pittman, Jon
T. )
Temperature and salinity
variations during ore
deposition at the
Deardorff Mine,
Cave-in-Rock District,
Illinois (Richardson,
Catherine K
.
)
The strontium isotope
and rare-earth element
systematics of nonsulfide
minerals from the
II 1 inois-Kentucky
fluorspar district
(Dickhaut , L i sa A
.
)
fuel resources: Oil and gas
developments in
East-Central States in
1982 (Carpenter, G. L.)
gravel depos i t s : Geology of
sand and gravel aggregate
resources of Illinois
(Masters, John M.)
lead ores: Honeycomb
calcite and other Ohio
Valley delights (Pittman,
Jon T.
)
I ead-zi nc deposi t s : A
burial diagenetic model
for the emplacement of
zinc-lead sulfide ores in
the Upper Mississippi
Valley, USA (Ludvigson,
Gregory A
.
)
Geologic characteristics
of three major Mississippi
Valley districts (Heyl,
Al len V.
)
Ore-depositing reactions
in mississippi valley-type
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economic geology/engineering geology
deposits (Barnes, H. L.)
The possible bearing of
the granite of the UPH
deep drill holes, northern
Illinois, on the origin of
Mississippi Valley ore
deposits (Doe, Bruce R. )
limestone deposits: Geology
of carbonate aggregate
resources of Illinois
(Goodwin, Jonathan H.)
maps: Mineral resource
potential map of the
Burden Falls Roadless
Area, Pope County,
Illinois (Klasner. J. S.)
Mineral resource
potential map of the Lusk
Creek Roadless Area, Pope
County, Illinois (Klasner,
J. S. )
mineral resources : Burden
Falls Roadless Area,
Illinois (Klasner, John
S.)
Lusk Creek Roadless
Area, Illinois (Klasner,
John S . )
Mineral resource
potential map of the
Burden Falls Roadless
Area, Pope County,
Illinois (Klasner, J. S.)
Mineral resource
potential map of the Lusk
Creek Roadless Area, Pope
County, Illinois (Klasner,
J. S.)
The mineral industry of
Illinois (Hill, James J.)
natural gas: Physical and
chemical characterization
of Devonian gas shale;
quarterly status report
October 1 , 1980-December
31 , 1980 (Ziel inski , R
.
E. )
oil and gas fields: Drowned
barrier bar and tidal
inlet sequences in
Buckner-Sesser-Val ier
fields, Franklin County,
Illinois (Young, Victor
R.)
Geologic factors
influencing reservoir
performance at Texaco'
s
Salem Tertiary recovery
project, Marion County,
I 1 1 inois (Dahl , H. M. )
Green pastures in Brown
County (Maslowski, Andy)
pet rol eum: Challenging
Northeast formations
examined (Maslowski, Andy)
Diagenetic history and
fluid migration pathways
of Silurian formations,
Michigan Basin (Brand,
Uwe)
Fault, uplift discovered
in Adams County (Bigelow,
Tom)
— Focus deepens in
Illinois; Silurian reef
search on the horizon
(Maslowski, Andy)
Geologic structures and
horizontal stresses; their
impact on petroleum and
coal production in
Illinois Basin (Lizak,
John B
.
)
Illinois; Buckhorn East
most exciting play
( Anonymous
)
Petroleum geology of
Macoupin County, Illinois
(M1 1 ler , Hal sey W.
)
Small pockets yielding
big production (Bigelow,
Tom)
Strat igraphic traps and
deposition of Aux Vases
and uppermost Ste.
Genevieve formations
( Mi ss i ss ipplan) , southern
Illinois (Seyler, Beverly
J. )
Wildcat find strengthens
intrest in Renault sand
(Bigelow. Tom)
water resources : To mine or
not to mine groundwater
(Sasman, Robert T.)
Water resources
activities in Illinois
1983 (Garrelts, Mary L.)
electrical logging see under
wel 1-1 oggi ng
electromagnetic surveys see
under geophysical surveys
engineering geology see also
deformation; environmental
geology; geologic hazards;
geophysical methods; ground
water; mining geology;
reservoirs; rock mechanics:
soil mechanics; waste
disposal; waterways
engineering geology
dams: Chemical grouting
test programme for
Mississippi River locks
and dam 2G (Perez. J. Y.)
Sensitivity of outflow
peaks and flood stages to
the selection of dam
breach parameters and
simulation models (Singh,
Kr ishan P
. )
Stage-di scharge
relations at dams on the
Illinois and Des Plaines
Rivers in Illinois (Gray,
J. R. )
earthquakes : Recent results
1n seismic probabilistic
risk analysis from the
SSMRP analysis of the Zion
nuclear power plant (Bohn,
M. P. )
Validation of current
analytical procedures for
site response analysis
(Chen, J. J.
)
f oundat i ons : Design and
construction of rock
ca i ssons (Gill, S . A . )
geologic hazards: Detection
of potential inundation
hazards by overwater
seismic methods (Miller,
John J
.
)
Liquefaction potential
in the central Mississippi
Valley (Obermeier, Stephen
F. )
land subsidence
:
Disturbance of overburden
bedrock by coal mine
subsidence in Illinois
(Bauer, Robert A.)
Prediction of subsidence
using complementary
influence functions
(Sutherland. H. J.
)
Roof fall study of the
Harnsburg (No. 5) Coal in
portions of Saline and
Williamson counties,
Illinois (Rogers, Philip
R.)
nuclear facilities: Recent
results in seismic
probabilistic risk
analysis from the SSMRP
analysis of the Zion
nuclear power plant (Bohn,
M. P. )
Validation of current
analytical procedures for
site response analysis
(Chen, J. J.
)
pet rol eum engi neeri ng
:
Evaluation of injection
well stimulation as
applied to a large
micel 1 ar/pol ymer project
(Howel 1 , James C .
)
Inf i 1 1 dr 1 1 1 ing to
increase reserves; actual
experience in nine fields
1n Texas, Oklahoma, and
Illinois (Barber, A. H.,
Jr.)
rock mechani cs : In-situ
monitoring of coal mine
floor heave (Stephenson,
Richard W.
)
slope stability: Erosion
model for reclamation
areas ( Vipu 1 anandan,
Cumaraswamy
)
Illinois landslide
inventory map (Killey, M.
M. )
underground installations:
Detection of potential
inundation hazards by
Subject Index 31
engineering geology/environmental geology
overwater seismic methods
(Mi ller, John J.
)
waste disposal: Analysis of
rock stress around a
liquid waste injection
system in I 1 1 i noi s
(Heidari. Manoutchehr)
Analysis of soil cores
beneath
radioactive-waste-di sposal
site. Sheffield, Illinois
(Healy, R
.
W. )
Hydrogeol ogi c controls
on the extent and rate of
tritium migration from a
low-level radioactive
waste disposal facility
near Sheffield. Illinois
(Foster , J . B
.
)
Hydrologic
investigations of failure
mechanisms and migration
of organic chemicals at
W i 1 sonv i 1 1 e , I 1 1 i no i s
(Johnson, Thomas M.)
Low-level nuclear waste
shallow land burial trench
isolation; annual report;
October 1982 - September
1983 (McCray, J. G. )
Low- level
radioactive-waste burial
at the Palos Forest
Preserve, Illinois;
geology and hydrology of
the glacial drift, as
related to the migration
of tritium (Olimpio. J.
C. )
Moisture characteristics
of compacted soils for use
in trench covers (Klein,
S. )
waterways: Lithium silicate
sedimentation tracer for
shoal deposit studies
(Nedved. T . K.
engineering geology- -petroleum
engineering
hydraulic fracturing: Frac
sand remains important
geo 1 ogi cal f 1 nd
(Maslowski, Andy)
reservoi r rocks: Evaluation
of inject ion wel
1
stimulation as applied to
a large mi eel 1 ar/pol ymer
project (Howell, James C.)
Inf i 11 drill ing to
increase reserves; actual
experience in nine fields
in Texas. Oklahoma, and
Illinois (Barber, A. H.,
Jr. )
environmental geology see also
engineering geology;
geologic hazards; waste
di sposal
environmental geology
geologic hazards: Illinois
landslide inventory map
(Kil ley, M. -M. )
Reconstruction of
precipitation history in
North American corn belt
using tree rings (Biasing,
T. J.)
land use: Information
source book (Indiana
University. Environmental
Systems Application
Center
)
Natural resources guide
book (Indiana University.
Environmental Systems
Application Center)
Sediment sources of
Midwestern surface waters
(Wilkin, Donovan C.)
Stratigraphy and
land-use applications; a
case study in surficial
geologic mapping of
Madison County, Illinois
(Ki 1 ley , Myrna M.
)
Surficial geology of
Kendall County, Illinois
(Brossman, James J.)
maps: Illinois landslide
inventory map (Killey, M.
M. )
Illinois mined-out coal
areas; map and data system
(Danner, Stephen K.)
pol I ut i on: Chemistry of
bottom sediments from the
Cal -Sag Channel and the
Des Plaines and Illinois
rivers between Joliet and
Havana, 1 1 1 inoi s
(Harr i son, W
.
)
Deposition of bottom
sediment 1n Lake Ellyn,
Glen Ellyn, Illinois
(Cowan. Ellen Anne)
Drainage quality at deep
coal mine sites (Wirries,
Dama L
.
)
Evaluation of soil tests
as a measure of phosphorus
and potassium availability
in Illinois coal waste
( Lewis, B . G.
Hydrologic
investigations of failure
mechanisms and migration
of organic chemicals at
W i 1 sonv i 1 1 e , 1 1 1 1 no i s
(Johnson, Thomas M.)
Illinois ground water
pollution (Walker, William
H.)
Lithium silicate
sedimentation tracer for
shoal deposit studies
(Nedved, T. K.
)
Regional characteristics
of the total dissolved
minerals in stream waters
of 1 1 1 i noi s ( F 1 emal
,
Ronald C . )
Selected metals in river
sediment, water, and
animals (Mathis, B. J.)
Techniques for studying
nonpoint water quality
(Wilkin, Donovan C.)
The effects of
anaerobica 1 1 y digested
municipal sanitary sewage
sludge on the oxidation of
pyrite (Loomis, Edward
Charles
)
Vertical and horizontal
stability of streams in
northern Illinois (Vagt,
Peter J
.
)
reel amat i on: Erosion model
for reclamation areas
( V ipu 1 anandan
,
Cumaraswamy
)
Illinois mined-out coal
areas: map and data system
(Danner, Stephen K.)
Mine-reel amat ion
hydrology in Fulton
County, Illinois (Peters,
C. A. )
Quality of runoff water
from soil -covered
reclamation sites
( Vipul anandan,
Cumaraswamy
Runoff water quality and
hydrology at coal refuse
disposal sites in southern
Illinois (Prodan. P. F.)
Variations in hydrologic
soil properties caused by
mining activities (Chong,
She-Kong)
waste disposal: A system
for measuring surface
runoff and collecting
sediment samples from
small areas (Gray. John
R. )
Ground-water flow to
strip-mined lake from
low- 1 evel
radioact 1 ve-waste- di sposal
site near Sheffield,
1 1 1 inois ( Foster, J . B . )
Radionuclide movement at
a radioactive-waste burial
site in Illinois (Olimpio,
J. C. )
environmental geo logy- -methods
tracers: Lithium silicate
sedimentation tracer for
shoal deposit studies
(Nedved, T. K.
)
environmental
geology--techniques
monitoring: Techniques for
studying nonpoint water
quality (Wilkin, Donovan
C)
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eros i on/f ractures
[
erosion see under processes
under geomorphol ogy
eruptive rocks see igneous
"
" rocks
experimental studies see under
deformat i on
faulting see faults
f aul ts--di spl acements
dip-slip faults: Structural
geology of Shawneetown
fault zone, soutneastern
Illinois (Lumm, Donald K.)
overt hrust faults: Internal
stratigraphy of Devonian
Tioga Ash Peds in
Appalachian Valley and
Ridge Province (Dennison,
John M. )
st r i ke-s I i p f au I t s
:
Strike-slip fault in
flat-lying strata of
Macoupin County, Illinois
(Nelson, W. John)
f aul ts--distribution
Great Lakes region: A
seismic reflection study
of the Precambrtan
basement along the
Illinois-Wisconsin state
line (Fasnacht, Timothy
Lee)
imagery: A comparison of
linears mapped from
digitally processed
Landsat data to faults
depicted on geologic maps;
the fluorspar district,
western Kentucky and
southern Illinois (Shelby,
Lynn)
lineaments: Structural
relationships between
Cottage Grove and
Shawneetown fault systems,
southeastern Illinois, as
inferred from gravity data
( Strunk , Kevin L . )
reactivation: History of
displacement along Ste.
Genevieve fault zone,
southwestern Illinois
(Schwa lb. Howard R.)
Tectonic history of
southeastern Illinois
(Nelson, W. John)
f aul ts--ef f ects
geol ogi c hazards : Tectonic
faults and their influence
on coal mining 1n Illinois
(Nelson, W. John)
f aul ts-- interpretation
seismic surveys
:
Common- depth-poi nt
seismic-reflection survey
on the Mississippi River
in the vicinity of Alton,
I 1
1
inois (Tirey, G. B . )
f aul ts- -systems
block st ructures : New
Burnside "anticline"; part
of f luorspar-tirea fault
complex? (Jacobson,
Russel 1 J
.
)
grabens : Structural history
of southern Illinois and
upper Mississippi
Embayment (Schwalb, Howard
R. )
ferns see also pter idophytes
fems --bios t rati graphy
Mi ssi ss i ppi an: DistriPution
of fossil plant taxa in
the Upper Mi ss i ss ippi an
and Lower Pennsy 1 vanian
Illinois Basin (Jennings,
James R
.
)
fission-track dating see under
geochrono 1 ogy
floods see under geologic
hazards
fluid inclusions—geologic
thermometry
brines: The strontium
isotope and rare-earth
element systematics of
nonsulfide minerals from
the Illinois-Kentucky
fluorspar district
(Dickhaut , L i sa A . )
fluid
inclusions --interpretation
fluorite: Temperature and
salinity variations during
ore deposition at the
Deardorff Mine,
Cave-in-Rock District,
Illinois (Richardson,
Catherine K
.
)
quartz: Temperature and
salinity variations during
ore deposition at the
Deardorff Mine,
Cave-in-Rock District.
Illinois (Richardson,
Catherine K
.
fluid
inclusions—paleosal ini ty
ore-forming fluids:
High-Zn-coal s of Illinois;
coal-hosted mississippi
val ley-type
mineralization? (Whelan,
Joseph F
.
)
fluvial features see under
geomorpho 1 ogy
folds see also faults
foraminifera see also
f oraml ni f ers
f oramini f ers --bios t rati graphy
Cret aceous : Late Cretaceous
marine foraminifers from
PI eistocene
f
1
uviol acustr 1 ne deposits
in eastern Missouri
(Thompson. Thomas L.)
Mi ssi ssi ppi an: Calcareous
microfossils from the
Mi ssi ss ippian Keokuk
Limestone and adjacent
formations, Upper
Mississippi River valley;
their meaning for North
American and
i ntercont i nental
correlation (Brenckle,
Paul L. )
Pal eocene: The
strat igraphic position of
Paleocene foraminifera
from Kentucky and Illinois
(Fluegeman, Richard H.,
Jr.)
Pal eozoi c : The
Mi ss 1 ss i ppi an- Pennsy
1
vani-
an boundary in the
southern Midcont inent
,
United States (Manger.
Walter L.
)
Pennsylvanian: Paleoecology
and environments of
deposition of the Brereton
Limestone Member
( Pennsy 1 vanian
.
Desmoines i an) in
southwestern Illinois
(O'Connell, Dennis B.)
Revised correlations of
the Shoal Creek and La
Salle limestone members of
the Bond Formation
(Pennsylvanian) in
northern Illinois
(Jacobson, Russell J.)
fossil man--biochemistry
trace elements: An
evaluation of
postdepos i t i onal changes
in the trace element
content of human Pone
(Nelson, Dorothy A.)
fossils, problematic see
problematic fossils
foundations see a I so under
engineering geology; rock
mechanics ; soi
1
mechani cs
;
see also under
engineering geology under
United States
f ractures --di stribution
grani tes : Microcrack study
of granitic cores from
Illinois deep borehole UPH
3 (Kowal lis, Bart J.
)
State of stress,
permeability, and
fractures in the
Precambrian granite of
northern Illinois
(Haimson, Bezalel C.)
fractures- -style
joints: A seismic
reflection study of the
Precambrian basement along
the Illinois-Wisconsin
state line (Fasnacht,
Timothy Lee)
e
i
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fuel resources/geomorphology
fuel resources see also under
economic geology;see also
under economic geology under
Eastern U.S.
gas inclusions see fluid
inci us ions
genesis of ore deposits see
mineral deposits, genesis
geochemistry
brines: Sampling of brine
in cores of Precambrian
granite from northern
Illinois (Couture, Rex A.)
coal: Chemical analyses of
a vertical sample of
Herrin (No. 6) Coal Member
(Niklas, Karl J
.
)
i sotopes : Isotopic
composition of uranium and
thorium in crystalline
rocks (Rosholt, J. N.)
Isotopic composition of
uranium and thorium in
crystalline rocks
(Roshol t , John N.
)
Oxygen isotope study of
Precambrian granites from
the Illinois Deep Hole
Project (Shieh, Yuch-Ning)
Oxygen isotopic
compositions of minerals
from Illinois Deep Drill
Hole granites (Kombrink,
Mark)
Sulfur isotopic
fractionation in the
formation of pyrite from
Upper Devonian black
shales (Anderson, Thomas
F.)
The possible bearing of
the granite of the UPH
deep drill holes, northern
Illinois, on the origin of
Mississippi Valley ore
deposits (Doe, Bruce R.)
organic carbon: Enrichment
of trace metals and
organic carbon in shales
of the New Albany Group
(Frost. 0. K.
)
organic mater i a I s:
Environmental fates of
pol ychl or i nted dioxins and
furans as determined from
sediment cores (Czuczwa,
Jean M.
)
Organic matter
alterations during sinking
of sediment particles in
Lake Michigan (Meyers,
Phi lip A
.
)
rare earths: Trace element
geochemistry of
Precambrian granite from
northern Illinois Deep
Drill Hole UPH-3 (Schulz.
Klaus J. )
sulfur: Stable isotope
evidence for the origin of
sulfur in coal (Westgate,
Linda M.
)
trace e I ement s:
Geochemi stry- of trace
elements and sulfur in the
Springfield (No. 5) Coal
in the Illinois Basin
(Chou, C. L
.
)
Inorganic geochemistry
of Illinois Basin coals
(Chou, Chen-Lin)
Mineral matter and trace
elements in the Herrin
(No. 6) Coal in the
Illinois Basin (Fiene, F.
L.)
Trace and minor element
analyses of the Hymera
Coal Member of Indiana
(Coal VI) (Heberton,
R ichard P
.
)
geochemi stry--processes
oxi dat i on: Chemical
analyses of a vertical
sample of Herrin (No. 6)
Coal Member (Niklas, Karl
J. )
The effects of
anaerobical 1 y digested
municipal sanitary sewage
sludge on the oxidation of
pyrite (Loomis, Edward
Charles
)
pyrol ysi s : Forms and
volatilities of trace and
minor elements in coal; I,
A comparison of three
pyrolysis units (Cahill,
R ichard A . )
reduct i on: Stable isotope
evidence for the origin of
sulfur in coal (Westgate,
L i nda M . )
Sulfur isotopic
fractionation in the
formation of pyrite from
Upper Devonian black
shales (Anderson, Thomas
F.)
geochronology see also
absolute age
geochronol ogy
absolute age:
Uranium-series
disequilibrium in granite
from core samples of drill
hole UPH-3, Stephenson
County, Illinois (Rosholt,
J. N. )
Hoi ocene: Accelerator
radiocarbon dating of
evidence for prehistoric
horticulture in Illinois
(Conard, Nicholas)
Late Hoi ocene beach
ridges and water level
cycles in Lake Michigan
(Collinson, Charles)
Paleozoic: Where have all
the sediments gone?
fission track dating of
the Illinois Deep Hole
core (Zimmermann, Robert
A.)
PI e i st ocene : Age and origin
of the late Wi scons i nan
Deer Plain Terrace in the
Illinois Valley (Hajic,
Edwin R
.
)
Precambri an: Age and
geologic significance of
Precambrian basement
samples from northern
Illinois and eastern Iowa
(van Schmus , W. R
.
)
U-Th-Pb isotope
systematics and uranium
distribution within
granite recovered from
drill-hole UPH-3, northern
Illinois (Stuckless, J.
S. )
Where have all the
sediments gone? fission
track dating of the
Illinois Deep Hole core
(Zimmermann, Robert A.)
Prot erozoi c : Age and
s igni f icance of
Precambrian basement
samples from northern
Illinois and adjacent
states (Hoppe, W. J.)
geochronology--f i ssion-track
dating
basement : Where have all
the sediments gone?
fission track dating of
the Illinois Deep Hole
core (Zimmermann, Robert
A. )
geochronol ogy- -tree rings
appl i cat i ons
:
Reconstruction of
precipitation history in
North American corn belt
using tree rings (Biasing,
T. J.)
geologic hazards see also
under engineering geology;
environmental geology;see
also under engineering
geology under Mississippi
Valley;see also under
environmental geology under
Midwest
geologic hazards- -floods
dams: Sensitivity of
outflow peaks and flood
stages to the selection of
dam breach parameters and
simulation models (Singh,
Kr i shan P
.
)
geologic thermometry see under
fluid inclusions
geologic time see absolute
age; geochronology
geomorphology see also glacial
geol ogy
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geomorpho
1
ogy /g
1
aci a 1 geology
geomorphology
fluvial features: Hydraulic
geometry of floodplains
(Bhawmik, Nani G. )
Times of concentration
and storage coefficients
for Illinois streams
(Graf
. Jul ia B. )
I acust ri ne features:
Shoreline processes and
geomorpho 1 ogy
.
southwestern Lake Michigan
(Field trip 6) (Collinson.
Charles
)
geomorpho 1 ogy--fluvial
features
drai nage basins: Times of
concentration and storage
coefficients for Illinois
streams (Graf, Julia B.)
drainage patterns: The
application of remote
sensing to the detection
of Niagaran pinnacle reefs
in the Illinois Basin
(Lovely, Daniel Arthur)
Vertical and horizontal
stability of streams in
northern Illinois (Vagt,
Peter J
.
)
floodplains: Hydraulic
geometry of floodplains
( Bhawmi k , Nani G . )
terraces: The late
Wisconsinan Savanna
Terrace in tributaries to
the upper Mississippi
River (Flock, Mark A.)
geomorpho 1 ogy - - 1 acus t r i ne
features
I andf orm evol ut i on
:
Shoreline processes and
geomorpho 1 ogy
,
southwestern Lake Michigan
(Field trip 6) (Collinson,
Charl es)
terraces : Age and origin of
the late Wisconsinan Deer
Plain Terrace in the
II 1 inois Valley (Haj ic,
Edwin R.
geomorpho logy- -processes
erosi on: Sediment sources
of Midwestern surface
waters (Wilkin, Donovan
C )
geomorphology--solut Ion
features
caves: Mastodon bones in an
Illinois cave (Frasz,
Geoffrey B
.
)
geophysical methods see a I so
geophysical surveys
geophysical methods—seismic
methods
applications: Detection of
potential inundation
hazards by overwater
seismic methods (Miller,
John J
.
)
geophysical surveys see under
automatic data processing;
Mississippi Valley;see
acoustical surveys under
geophysical surveys;see
electromagnetic surveys
under geopnysical
surveys; see gravity surveys
under geophysical
surveys; see magnetic surveys
under geophysical
surveys; see seismic surveys
under geophysical
surveys;see seismic surveys
under geophysical surveys
under Mississippi Valley;see
a I so geophysical methods
geophysical surveys
acoustical surveys: Lithium
silicate sedimentation
tracer for shoal deposit
studies (Nedved. T. K.)
electromagnetic surveys
:
Appl icat ion of
multivariate regression
techniques to the study of
anomalies of geomagnetic
variations in Piano,
Illinois and Cascade, Iowa
(Gr immelmann, E. K.)
gravity surveys : Geological
significance of surface
gravity measurements in
the vicinity of the
Illinois deep drill holes
(Aiken, 0. W.
)
Structural relationships
between Cottage Grove and
Shawneetown fault systems,
southeastern Illinois, as
inferred from gravity data
(Strunk, Kevin L
.
)
magnet i c surveys : Age and
geologic significance of
Precambrian basement
samples from northern
Illinois and eastern Iowa
(van Schmus , W . R
.
)
remote sensing: A
comparison of 1 inears
mapped from digitally
processed Landsat data to
faults depicted on
geologic maps; the
fluorspar district,
western Kentucky and
southern Illinois (Shelby,
Lynn)
The application of
remote sensing to the
detection of Niagaran
pinnacle reefs in the
Illinois Basin (Lovely,
Daniel Arthur)
seismic surveys : A seismic
reflection study of the
Precambrian basement along
the Illinois-Wisconsin
state line (Fasnacht.
Timothy Lee)
Common-depth-point
seismic-reflection survey
on the Mississippi River
in the vicinity of Alton,
I 1 1 inois (T i rey , G . B . )
Detection of potential
inundation hazards by
overwater seismic methods
(Mi 1 ler , John J. )
Seismic velocities of
lower Paleozoic
strat igraphic units in
Stephenson County,
I 1 1 inois (Wang, H. F . )
Shallow sand channel,
coal exploration, II inois
Basin (Chapman, W. L.)
Shallow seismic
refraction survey,
Gallatin County, Illinois
(Roman. Juan A. Deliz)
U.S. Geological Survey
common-depth-poi nt
seismic-reflection survey
between Mississippi River
miles 195 and 210 (R/V
Neecho. cruise NE-80-3)
(Winget , E . A
.
)
we I I - I oggi ng: Illinois Deep
Hole Project (Anonymous)
Interpretation of core
and well log physical
property data from drill
hole UPH-3, Stephenson
County, Illinois (Daniels,
Jeffrey J
.
)
Introduction to the
Illinois Deep Hole Project
(Coates , M. S.
Li tho-Densi ty log
applications in the
Michigan and Illinois
basins (McCall, D. C.)
geophysics see also
deformation; engineering
geology
geotechnics see engineering
geol ogy
germanium- -geochemistry
coal: Trace and minor
element analyses of the
Hymera Coal Member of
Indiana (Coal VI)
(Heberton, Richard P.)
glacial geology see also
geomorphol ogy
glacial geology—ancient ice
ages
Ordov i c i an: Maquoketa Shale
Group of northern Illinois
(Kolata, Dennis R.
)
glacial geology—glacial
features
till: A plant macrofossil
assemblage from Illlnoian
glacial till 1n Jackson
County, Illinois (Jackson.
Stephen T
.
)
Importance of the
regelation process to
Subject Index 35
glacial geology/ground water
certain properties of
basal tills deposited by
the Laurentide ice sheet
in Iowa and Illinois.
U.S.A. (Kemmis , T . J. )
The Pleistocene
stratigraphy and
geomorphol ogy of
central -southern Wisconsin
and part of northern
Illinois (Fricke, Carl A.
P. )
The Tiskilwa Till, a
regional view of its
origin and depositional
processes (Wickham, Susan
Specht
)
The Wadsworth Till
Member of Illinois and the
equivalent Oak Creek
Formation of Wisconsin
(Hansel , Ardi th K. )
glacial geology--glaciation
aeg! ac i at i on: Late
Cretaceous marine
foraminifers from
PI eistocene
f luviolacustr i ne deposits
in eastern Missouri
(Thompson, Thomas L.)
deposi t
i
on: Lithofacies in
the Batestown Till Member.
Wedron Formation at two
sites in eastern Illinois
(von Rhee. Robert W.)
Sed 1 mento 1 og i ca 1
interpretation of the
Belgium Member, Banner
Formation, eastern
Illinois (Johnson, W.
Hi 1 ton)
Strat igraphic
reassignment of the
Hagarstown Member in
Illinois ( K i 1 1 ey , Myrna
M. )
gl aci a I extent :
Stratigraphy of the Wedron
and Trafalgar formations
(Wi scons 1 nan) in
east-central Illinois and
west-central Indiana
(Field trip 3) (Kempton,
John P. )
ice movement : Evidence for
stagnant ice in the Chain
O'Lakes Lowland during
deposition of Haeger and
Wadsworth till (Hansel.
Ardlth K. )
The distribution of the
Piatt Till Member of the
Wedron Formation in Coles
County, 111 inoi s
(Hardesty, Alan F.)
till: Runoff water quality
and hydrology at coal
refuse disposal sites in
southern Illinois (Prodan,
P. F. )
glacial geology—glaciers
me I twater : Dynamics of
groundwater f 1 ow
associated with a
continental glacier
( F i 1 ley, Thomas H. )
glaciation see under glacial
geol ogy
glaciers see under glacial
geol ogy
grabens see under systems
under faults
granites see under igneous
rocks
gravel deposits see also under
economic geology
gravity surveys see under
geophysical surveys
Great Lakes- -geochemistry
organic mater i a I s:
Environmental fates of
polychlor inted dioxins and
furans as determined from
sediment cores (Czuczwa,
Jean M
.
)
Organic matter
alterations during sinking
of sediment particles in
Lake Michigan (Meyers,
Phi lip A.
)
Great Lakes--geochronology
Hoi ocene: Late Holocene
beach ridges and water
level cycles in Lake
Michigan (Collinson,
Charles
Great Lakes
region—engineering geology
shorelines: Shoreline
processes and
geomorpho 1 ogy
,
southwestern Lake Michigan
(Field trip 6) (Collinson.
Charles
Great Lakes
region- -sedimentary
petrology
di agenesi s: Deposition and
diagenesis of the Galena
Group in the Upper
Mississippi Valley
(Delgado, David J.)
reefs: Silurian reef and
Interreef strata as
responses to a cycl ical
succession of
environments, southern
Great Lakes area (Field
trip 12) (Shaver. Robert
H.)
Great Lakes region--soi 1
s
pedogenesis: The origin and
early genesis of clay
bands in youthful sandy
soils along Lake Michigan,
U.S.A. (Berg, Richard C.)
Great Lakes
region--stratigraphy
changes of level: Late
Holocene beach ridges and
water level cycles in Lake
Michigan (Collinson,
Charl es)
maps: Quaternary geologic
map of the Chicago 4
degrees by 6 degrees
Quadrangle, United States
( Lineback , J . A
.
)
Ordov i c i an: Correlation of
K-bentonites in the
Decorah Subgroup of the
Mississippi Valley by
chemical fingerprinting
(Kolata, Dennis R
.
)
Quaternary : Quaternary
geologic map of the
Chicago 4 degrees by 6
degrees Quadrangle, United
States (Lineback. J. A.)
Great Plains--tectonophysics
plate tectoni cs: The
Baraboo Interval: a tale
of red quartzites (Dott,
R. H.
.
Jr. )
ground water see a I so
hydrogeol ogy ; hydrology
ground water aquifers
compressed air: Confined
aquifers as reservoirs for
compressed air (Allen,
Robert D
.
)
ground water- -geochemistry
filtration: Biologically
mediated chemical changes
in the filtration of
aerated ground waters
(Bal iga. K. Y. )
ground watei— surveys
Aquifer studies at a
proposed coal strip mine
near Industry. Illinois
(Gal loway. D . L.
Changes in ground water
quality associated with
cast overburden material
in Southwest Perry County,
Illinois (Oertel . Allen
0. )
Dynamics of a fertilizer
contaminant plume in
groundwater (Barcelona.
Michael J
.
)
Dynamics of groundwater
flow associated with a
continental glacier
(Fi 1 ley. Thomas H.
Ground-water flow to
strip-mined lake from
1 ow- 1 evel
radioact ive-waste-d1 sposa
1
site near Sheffield,
1 1 1 inois (Foster. J. B.
)
Hydrogeologic controls
on the extent and rate of
tritium migration from a
low-level radioactive
waste disposal facility
near Sheffield, Illinois
( Foster, J. B
.
)
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ground water/hydrogeology
Hydrogeol ogy of glacial
terranes in the Great
Lakes region (Cartwright,
Keros)
Hydrogeol ogy of the
Mahomet bedrock valley
deposits (Cartwright, K.)
Hydro logic
investigations of failure
mechanisms and migration
of organic chemicals at
W i 1 sonv i 1 1 e , I 1 1 i no 1
s
(Johnson, Thomas M.)
Illinois ground water
pollution (Walker, William
H. )
Low-level
radioactive-waste burial
at the Palos Forest
Preserve, Illinois;
geology and hydrology of
the glacial drift, as
related to the migration
of tritium (Olimpio, J.
C.)
Moisture characteristics
of compacted soils for use
in trench covers (Klein,
S.)
Radionuclide movement at
a radioactive-waste burial
site In Illinois (Olimpio,
J. C. )
Sampling of brine in
cores of Precambrian
granite from northern
Illinois (Couture, Rex A.)
Spatial variability of
hydrologic data; the cost
of ignoring it (Bakr, Adel
A.)
To mine or not to mine
groundwater (Sasman,
Robert T
.
)
Variations in hydrologic
soil properties caused by
mining activities (Chong,
She-Kong)
Great Lakes region: A
seismic reflection study
of the Precambrian
basement along the
Illinois-Wisconsin state
line (Fasnacht, Timothy
Lee)
Midwest: Ground-water flow
regime based on
preliminary data for
regional aquifer systems
(Signor , D . C. )
United States: Drainage
quality at deep coal mine
sites (Wlrries, Dama L.)
guidebook see under areal
geology
gymnosperm flora see also
gymnosperms
gymnosperms--Coni f erales
Plei stocene : A plant
macrofossil assemblage
from II lino ran glacial
till in Jackson County,
Illinois (Jackson, Stephen
T.)
gymnosperms- -floral studies
Pennsy
I
vani an: The taxonomy
of Conostoma 1 eptospermum
and C. platyspermum
(Rothwel 1 , Gar W.
)
gymnosperms- -f oss
i
1 izat ion
Paleozoic: Coa 1 i f icat i on of
tissues (medullosan seed
fern) In a coal ball of
the "Herrin (No. 6) Coal
Member" of the Carbondale
Formation, Illinois Basin
(Hatcher, Patrick G.)
gymnosperms- -morpho 1 ogy
Pennsy I vani an: The
synangiate nature of
Dolerotheca (Stidd, Benton
M. )
Tr igonocarpus leeanus, a
new species from the
Middle Pennsy 1 vanian of
southern Illinois
(Gastaldo, Robert A.)
gymnosperms - -phy 1 ogeny
Pennsy I vani an : Structure
affinity, and phylogeny of
Dolerotheca formosa
(Dufek, Debra A
.
)
Holocene see also under
geochronology
;
see also under
geochronology under Great
Lakes; North America
hydrogen see also deuterium;
tr i t ium
hydrogen- -geochemi stry
black shale: Physical and
chemical characterization
of Devonian gas shale;
quarterly status report
October 1 , 1980-December
31
.
1980 (Ziel inski , R.
E.)
hydrogen-- i sotopes
D/H: High-Zn-coals of
Illinois; coal-hosted
mississippi valley-type
mineralization? (Whelan,
Joseph F
.
)
The strontium isotope
and rare-earth element
systematics of nonsulfide
minerals from the
I 1 1 i no is-Kentucky
fluorspar district
(Dickhaut , L i sa A
.
)
t r i t i urn: Hydrogeol og i
c
controls on the extent and
rate of tritium migration
from a low-level
radioactive waste disposal
facility near Sheffield,
I 1
1
inols (Foster, J. B. )
Radionuclide movement at
a radioactive-waste burial
site in Illinois (Olimpio,
J. C. )
hydrogeol ogy see also ground
water; hydrology
hydrogeol ogy
ground water: Aquifer
studies at a proposed coal
strip mine near Industry,
Illinois (Galloway, D. L.)
Changes in ground water-
quality associated with
cast overburden material
in Southwest Perry County.
Illinois (Oertel , Allen
0. )
Confined aquifers as
reservoirs for compressed
air (Allen, Robert D.)
Dynamics of a fertilizer
contaminant plume in
groundwater (Barcelona,
Michael J. )
Dynamics of groundwater
flow associated with a
continental glacier
(Fi 1 ley. Thomas H.
)
Hydrogeology of glacial
terranes in the Great
Lakes region (Cartwright,
Keros)
Hydrogeology of the
Mahomet bedrock valley
deposits (Cartwright, K.)
Spatial variability of
hydrologic data; the cost
of ignoring it (Bakr, Adel
A.)
hydrol ogy : Estimates of
1 ong- term
suspended-sediment loads
in Bay Creek at Nebo. Pike
County. 1 1 1 inois,
1940-1980 (Lazaro, Timothy
R. )
Hydrology and water
quality in coal areas of
II 1 Inois (Zuehls. E. E .
)
Hydrology of area 25.
Eastern Region, Interior
Coal Province, Illinois
(Zuehls. E. E.)
Hydrology of area 29.
Eastern Region, Interior
Coal Province, Illinois
(Fitzgerald. K. K.
Hydrology of area 30,
eastern region. Interior
Coal Province, Indiana and
Illinois (Wangsness, D.
J. )
Measurement of bedload
discharge in nine Illinois
streams with the
Hel ley-Smith sampler
(Graf. J. B.
)
Mine-reel amat ion
hydrology in Fulton
County. Illinois (Peters,
Subject Index 37
hydrogeo logy/ igneous rocks
C. A. )
Post-mining
neutralization of acidic
surface mine lakes
(Brugam, Richard B.)
Reach velocities in
Illinois streams (Graf.
Jul ia B
.
)
Runoff, sediment
transport, and water
quality in a northern
Illinois agricultural
watershed before urban
development 1979-81
(Allen, Howard E., Jr.)
Sediment deposition
estimation from cesium-137
measurements (Mitchell, J.
Kent
)
Travel time and
longitudinal dispersion in
Illinois streams (Graf,
Jul ia B . )
Vertical and horizontal
stability of streams in
northern Illinois (Vagt,
Peter J
.
Work plan for the
Sangamon River basin,
Illinois (Stamer, J. K.)
hydrogeo logy- -methods
sampling: Sampling of brine
in cores of Precambrian
granite from northern
Illinois (Couture, Rex A.)
hydrology see also ground
water; hydrogeology
hydro logy- -surveys
Estimates of long-term
suspended-sediment loads
in Bay Creek at Nebo, Pike
County, 1 1 1 inoi s.
1940-1980 (Lazaro, Timothy
R. )
Hydrology and water
quality in coal areas of
II 1 1nois (Zuehls. E . E . )
Hydrology of area 25.
Eastern Region, Interior
Coal Province. Illinois
(Zuehls. E . E. )
Hydrology of area 29.
Eastern Region. Interior
Coal Province, Illinois
(Fitzgerald. K. K.)
Hydrology of area 30,
eastern region. Interior
Coal Province, Indiana and
Illinois (Wangsness, D.
J. )
Long-term sediment
yields from Bay Creek,
Pike County, Illinois
(Lazaro. T . R . )
Measurement of bedload
discharge in nine Illinois
streams with the
Hel ley-Smith sampler
(Graf. J. B.
)
Mine-reel amat ion
hydrology in Fulton
County. Illinois (Peters,
C. A.)
Post-mining
neutralization of acidic
surface mine lakes
(Brugam, Richard B.)
Quality of runoff water
from soil -covered
reclamation sites
( V ipu 1 anandan,
Cumaraswamy
)
Reach velocities in
Illinois streams (Graf,
Jul ia B . )
Regional characteristics
of the total dissolved
minerals in stream waters
of I 1 1 inoi s ( F 1 emal
,
Ronald C . )
Runoff and sediment
transport from an
agricultural watershed in
northern Illinois (Allen,
H. E. . Jr . )
Runoff, sediment
transport, and water
quality in a northern
Illinois agricultural
watershed before urban
development 1979-81
(Allen, Howard E., Jr.)
Runoff water quality and
hydrology at coal refuse
disposal sites in southern
Illinois (Prodan. P. F.)
Sediment deposition
estimation from cesium-137
measurements (Mitchell, J.
Kent
)
Sediment sources of
Midwestern surface waters
(Wilkin. Donovan C.)
Techniques for studying
nonpoint water quality
(Wilkin, Donovan C.)
Times of concentration
and storage coefficients
for Illinois streams
(Graf. Jul ia B.
)
Traveltime and
longitudinal dispersion in
Illinois streams (Graf,
Jul 1a B.
)
Vertical and horizontal
stability of streams in
northern Illinois (Vagt,
Peter J.
Eastern U.S.: Hydrology of
Federal coal lands in
eastern National Forest
areas (Grason, David)
Great Lakes region:
Deposition of bottom
sediment in Lake Ellyn,
Gl en E 1 1 yn, 1 1
1
inois
(Cowan, Ellen Anne)
1 1 I i noi s River :
Stage-discharge relations
at dams on the Illinois
and Des Plaines Rivers in
1 1 1 inoi s (Gray, J . R . )
Lake Mi chi gan: Late
Holocene beach ridges and
water level cycles in Lake
Michigan (Collinson,
Charles
)
Organic matter
alterations during sinking
of sediment particles in
Lake Michigan (Meyers,
Phi lip A.
)
Shoreline processes and
geomorpho 1 ogy
,
southwestern Lake Michigan
(Field trip 6) (Collinson,
Charles
Midwest: Reconstruction of
precipitation history In
North American corn belt
using tree rings (Biasing,
T. J. )
Sangamon River basin: Work
plan for the Sangamon
River basin. Illinois
(Stamer . J . K . )
United States: Hydraulic
geometry of floodplains
(Bhawmik, Nani G.)
hydro 1 ogy- - techn i ques
sampling: A system for
measuring surface runoff
and collecting sediment
samples from small areas
(Gray, John R
.
)
hydrothermal alteration see
under processes under
metasomat i sm
ice ages see glacial geology
igneous rocks see also fluid
inclusions; intrusions;
magmas: metamorphic rocks;
metasomat i sm
igneous rocks - -gran i tes
di st ri but i on: Geological
significance of surface
gravity measurements in
the vicinity of the
Illinois deep drill holes
(Aiken, 0. W.
)
geochemistry: Oxygen
isotopic and mineralogic
studies of Precambrian
granites from the Illinois
Deep Hole Project (Shieh,
Yuch-ning)
Oxygen isotopic
compositions of minerals
from Illinois Deep Drill
Hole granites (Kombrink,
Mark
)
The possible bearing of
the granite of the UPH
deep drill holes, northern
Illinois, on the origin of
Mississippi Valley ore
deposits (Doe, Bruce R.)
U-Th-Pb isotope
systematics and uranium
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igneous rocks/ lacustrine features
distribution within
granite recovered from
drill-hole UPH-3, northern
Illinois (Stuckless, J.
S. )
Uranium-series
disequilibrium in granite
from core samples of drill
hole UPH-3, Stephenson
County. Illinois (Rosholt.
d. N. )
pet rol ogy: Petrology and
physical properties of
granites from the Illinois
deep hole in Stephenson
County (Lidiak. Edward G.)
physical properties:
Interpretation of core and
wel 1 1 og phys ical
properties data from drill
hole UPH-3, Stephenson
County, Illinois (Daniels,
Jeffrey J
.
)
Interpretation of core
and well log physical
property data from drill
hole UPH-3, Stephenson
County, Illinois (Daniels,
Jeffrey J
.
Petrographic and
physical factors
controlling thermal
conductivity of granitic
rocks in Illinois deep
holes UPH 1 , 2. and 3
( Eckstein. Y
.
)
trace el ement s : Trace
element geochemistry of
Precambrian granite from
northern Illinois Deep
Drill Hole UPH-3 (Schulz,
Klaus J.
)
i ncertae sedis see problematic
f ossi 1 s
inclusions see also fluid
i ncl us ions
I nsecta- -occurrence
Pennsyl vani an : The Mazon
Creek nodules (Konecny,
Jim)
Insecta—Palaeodictyopteroida
Carboni ferous : New
Homo i opter i dae (I nsecta:
Paleodictyoptera ) with
wing articulation from
Upper Carboniferous strata
of Mazon Creek, Illinois
(Kukal ova-Peck , Jarmila)
instruments see under
electromagnetic logging
under well -logging
intrusions see also Igneous
rocks; metamorphi sm;
metasomat i sm
i ntrusions--geochemi stry
/sotopes: Oxygen isotopic
and mineralogic studies of
Precambrian granites from
the Illinois Deep Hole
Project (Shieh, Yuch-ning)
intrusions--plutons
absolute age: Age and
geologic significance of
Precambrian basement
samples from northern
Illinois and eastern Iowa
( van Schmus , W . R
.
)
geometry: Geological
significance of surface
gravity measurements in
the vicinity of the
Illinois deep drill holes
(Aiken. 0. W
.
)
Invertebrata see also
Arthropoda: Echinodermata;
Insecta; problematic fossils
Invertebrata--miscel 1 anea
collecting: Fossils (King.
James E
.
)
invertebrates see also
brachiopods; bryozoans;
conodonts: echinoderms;
f orami ni f ers ; mollusks;
ostracods; radiol ar ians
;
tr i 1 obi tes
i nvertebrates--biostratigraphy
Pennsy I vani an : Detailed
biostratigraphic
correlation, Shumway
"Cyclothem", Virgil ian,
111 i noi s Basi n
(Langenheim, Ralph L.,
Jr.)
1nvertebrates--paleoecology
Mi ssi ssi ppi an: Paleontology
and stratigraphy of strata
associated with the basal
Chesterian in its type
region (Jennings, James
R.)
isotope dating see absolute
age
isotopes see also absolute
age; geochronol ogy
i sotopes--carbon
C- 13/C- 12: Geology of the
Herrin (No. 6) coal and
associated strata at Old
Ben No. 24, Franklin
County, Illinois (Demaris,
Phi lip J.
)
i sotopes --cesium
Cs-137: Sediment deposition
estimation from cesium-137
measurements (Mitchell, J.
Kent)
Sediment sources of
Midwestern surface waters
(Wilkin, Donovan C.)
isotopes--f luid inclusions
stable i sotopes
:
High-Zn-coal s of Illinois;
coal-hosted mississippi
val 1 ey-type
mineralization? (Whelan,
Joseph F
.
i sotopes--hydrogen
tritium: Radionuclide
movement at a
radioactive-waste burial
site in Illinois (Olimpio,
J. C. )
isotopes-- igneous rocks
grani tes: Isotopic
composition of uranium and
thorium in crystalline
rocks (Rosholt, John N.)
The possible bearing of
the granite of the UPH
deep drill holes, northern
Illinois, on the origin of
Mississippi Valley ore
deposits (Doe, Bruce R.)
i sotopes--oxygen
0-18/0-16: Oxygen isotope
study of Precambrian
granites from the Illinois
Deep Hole Project (Shieh,
Yuch-Ning)
Oxygen isotopic and
mineralogic studies of
Precambrian granites from
the Illinois Deep Hole
Project (Shieh, Yuch-ning)
Oxygen isotopic
compositions of minerals
from Illinois Deep Drill
Hole granites (Kombrink,
Mark)
isotopes- -strontium
Sr-87/Sr-86: The strontium
isotope and rare-earth
element systematics of
nonsulfide minerals from
the Illinois-Kentucky
fluorspar district
(Dickhaut , Li sa A
.
)
isotopes- -sulfur
S-34/S-32: A burial
diagenetic model for the
emplacement of zinc-lead
sulfide ores in the Upper
Mississippi Valley, USA
(Ludvigson, Gregory A.)
Stable isotope evidence
for the origin of sulfur
in coal (Westgate, Linda
M. )
Sulfur isotopic
fractionation in the
formation of pyrite from
Upper Devonian black
shales (Anderson. Thomas
F. )
i sotopes- -uran i urn
trans-uranium elements:
Uran ium-ser i es
disequilibrium in granite
from core samples of drill
hole UPH-3, Stephenson
County, Illinois (Rosholt,
J. N. )
U-238/U-234: Isotopic
composition of uranium and
thorium in crystalline
rocks (Rosholt. J. N.)
joints see under style under
fractures
lacustrine features see under
geomorphol ogy
Subject Index 39
land use/Midwest
land use see also under
environmental geology
lava see also igneous rocks;
- magmas
lead- -isotopes
ratios: The strontium
isotope and rare-earth
element systematics of
nonsulfide minerals from
the Illinois-Kentucky
fluorspar district
(Dickhaut , Lisa A.)
lead ores see also under
economic geology
lead-zinc deposits see also
under economic geology; see
also under economic geology
under Midwest: Mississippi
Val ley
lebensspuren see under
Piogenic structures under
sedimentary structures
limestone see a I so under
carPonate rocks under
sedimentary rocks
limestone deposits see a I so
under economic geology
liquid inclusions see fluid
inclus ions
loess see under clastic
sediments under
sediments
;
see under
geochemistry under organic
material s
magmas see also igneous rocks;
i ntrus ions
magmas--di f f erentiat ion
fractional crystallization:
Interpretation of core and
wel 1 1 og phys ical
properties data from drill
hole UPH-3, Stephenson
County. Illinois (Daniels.
Jeffrey J
.
)
magnetic surveys see under
geophysical surveys
Mammal i a--Mastodontoidea
Pleistocene: Mastodon Pones
in an 1 1 1 inois cave
(Frasz. Geoffrey B.)
man, fossil see fossil man
manganese- -geochemi stry
bones: An evaluation of
postdeposi t ional changes
in the trace element
content of human Pone
(Nelson, Dorothy A.)
mapping see maps
maps see also under areal
geology; economic geology;
environmental geology;
soils; see also under
stratigraphy under Great
Lakes region
maps- -cartography
engi neeri ng geology maps:
Stratigraphy and land-use
applications; a case study
in surficial geologic
mapping of Madison County,
Illinois (Killey, Myrna
M. )
mathematical geology see also
automatic data -processing
meetings see symposia
metal ores see also under
economic geology under
Midwest
metal s--geochemi stry
sediments: Chemistry of
Pottom sediments from the
Cal-Sag Channel and the
Des Plaines and Illinois
rivers Petween Joliet and
Havana, I 1 1 inoi s
(Harr i son, W . )
shale: Enrichment of trace
metals and organic carbon
in shales of the New
Albany Group (Frost, J.
K.)
stream sed i ment s : Selected
metals in river sediment,
water, and animals
(Mathis, B . J. )
metamorphic rocks see also
igneous rocks; metamorphi sm;
metasomat i sm
metamorphic rocks - -quartz ites
I i thost rat i graphy : The
BaraPoo Interval; a tale
of red quartzites (Dott,
R. H. , Jr.
)
metamorphi sm see also
metamorphic rocks;
metasomat i sm
metamorph i sm- -contact
metamorphi sm
processes: Oxygen isotopic
and mineralogic studies of
PrecamPrian granites from
the Illinois Deep Hole
Project (Shieh, Yuch-ning)
metasomat ic rocks see also
igneous rocks; metamorphic
rocks; metamorphi sm
;
metasomat 1 sm
metasomatism see also
metamorphi sm
metasomat i sm--processes
hydrot hermal a I t erat i on
:
Oxygen isotope study of
Precambrian granites from
the Illinois Deep Hole
Project (Shieh, Yuch-Ning)
methods see under aPsolute
age; environmental geology;
hydrogeology ; mining geology
M1dwest--areal geology
regional: Field trips in
Midwestern geology
(Shaver, Robert H.
)
Midwest—economic geology
base metals: Mississippi
valley type base metal
deposits and the Illinois
Basin; a genetic
relationship? (Hansen,
Wi 1 1 1am B.
)
coal: Origin and economic
geology of the Springfield
Coal MemPer in the
Illinois Basin (Field trip
9) (Eggert , D . L. )
lead-zinc deposits:
Application of geology to
the discovery of zinc-lead
ore in the
Wi scons in- 1 1 1 inois- Iowa
district (Agnew, Allen F.)
metal ores: Thin Plack
Pennsy 1 vanian-age shales
of the Mid-continent U.S.;
a neglected metallic
resource? (Coveney,
Raymond M . , Jr . )
Mi dwest--engi neeri ng geology
earthquakes : Central
Interior seismic source
zones; summary of workshop
convened June 10-11. 1980
(McKeown, F
. A
.
)
Midwest--envi ronmental geology
geo I ogi c hazards
:
Reconstruction of
precipitation history in
North American corn Pelt
using tree rings (Biasing.
T. J. )
pol I ut i on: Drainage quality
at deep coal mine sites
( Wirries, Dama L .
)
M i dwes t - -hydrogeo 1 ogy
ground water: Ground-water
flow regime Pased on
preliminary data for
regional aquifer systems
(Signor , D. C . )
Midwest --paleobotany
pteri dophytes : Kallostachys
is proPaPly a
Palaeostachya (Good,
Charles W.
)
The anatomy and
three-d i mens i ona
1
morphology of Annul aria
hosklnsii sp n. (Good,
Charles W.
Midwest—sedimentary petrology
clay mi neral ogy : Clay
minerals in thin loess.
Ohio River Pasin, U.S.A.
(Ruhe, RoPert V . )
sediment at i on: Aggraded
fluvial and tide-dominated
deltaic deposits of the
Spoon Formation
(Pennsy 1 vanian) 1n the
southern Illinois Basin; a
shallow embayment
(Ambrose, William Anthony)
M i dwes t - - se i smo 1 ogy
earthquakes: Revised
hypocenters and
correlation of seismicity
and tectonics in the
Central United States
(Gordon, David Walker)
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Midwest/mining geology
Midwest--soi Is
" so/ I erosion: Soil erosion
in the Corn Belt; problems
and solutions (Fenton,
Thomas E
.
)
Midwest --stratigraphy
Carboniferous: Multielement
conodont species and
ecological interpretation
of the lower Osagean
(Lower Carboniferous)
conodont zonation from
Midcontinent North America
(Chauf f , Karl M.
)
Ordov ici an: Depositional
environments of the St.
Peter Sandstone of the
Upper Midwest (Winfree, K.
E. )
Pennsy I vani an: Breezy Hill
Limestone, a prelude to
the major widespread
Pennsy 1 vanian cyclothems
of Midcontinent North
America (Knight, Kimbell
L. )
Midwest --structural geology
tectoni cs : Thermal
contraction and flexure of
i ntracratonal basins; a
three-dimensional study of
the Michigan Basin (Nunn,
Jeffrey A
.
)
M i dwes t - - tectonophys i cs
plate tectoni cs: Revised
hypocenters and
correlation of seismicity
and tectonics in the
Central United States
(Gordon, David Walker)
The Baraboo Interval; a
tale of red quartzites
(Dott. R. H.. Jr.)
mineral deposits,
genes i s--bari te deposits
mi ssi ss i pp i vat 1 ey-t ype
:
Barite, its place and role
in mississippi valley-type
deposits (Zimmermann, R.
A.)
mineral deposits,
genesi s--base metals
mississippi vail ey-t ype:
Mississippi valley type
base metal deposits and
the Illinois Basin; a
genetic relationship?
(Hansen, Wi 1 1 1am B. )
mineral deposits,
genesi s--f luorspar
mississippi valley -type: A
supplemental report on the
Cave In Rock fluorspar
district, Hardin County,
I 1 1 inois (Brecke. E . A.
)
ore-forming fluids:
Temperature and salinity
variations during ore
deposition at the
Deardorff Mine,
Cave-in-Rock District,
Illinois (Richardson,
Catherine K. )
The strontfctm isotope
and rare-earth element
systematics of nonsulfide
minerals from the
111 i noi s -Kentucky
fluorspar district
(Dickhaut, Lisa A.)
mineral deposits,
genes is- -lead-zinc deposits
mississippi valley-type: A
burial diagenetic model
for the emplacement of
zinc- lead sulfide ores in
the Upper Mississippi
Valley, USA (Ludvigson,
Gregory A
.
)
Geologic characteristics
of three major Mississippi
Valley districts (Heyl,
Al len V.
)
High-Zn-coal s of
Illinois; coal-hosted
mississippi valley-type
mineralization? (Whelan,
Joseph F
.
)
Ore-depositing reactions
in mississippi valley-type
deposits (Barnes, H. L.)
The possible bearing of
the granite of the UPH
deep drill holes, northern
Illinois, on the origin of
Mississippi Valley ore
deposits (Doe. Bruce R.)
mineral resources see also
under economic geology
mineralogy
carbonates: Honeycomb
calcite and other Ohio
Valley delights (Plttman,
Jon T . )
fluorides: Fluorlte, the
magical mineral (Watts,
Al ice Marie)
minerals see also crystal
growth
m i nera 1
s
-
-
f 1 uor i des
f I uori te : Fluorite, the
magical mineral (Watts,
Al ice Marie)
Temperature and salinity
variations during ore
deposition at the
Deardorff Mine,
Cave-in-Rock District,
Illinois (Richardson,
Catherine K.
)
The strontium isotope
and rare-earth element
systematics of nonsulfide
minerals from the
II 1 inols-Kentucky
fluorspar district
(Dickhaut , L isa A . )
m i nera 1
s
-
-
su 1 f i des
pyrire: Sulfur isotopic
fractionation in the
formation of pyMte from
Upper Devonian black
shales (Anderson, Thomas
F. )
sphaleri te: Temperature and
salinity variations during
ore deposition at the
Deardorff Mine,
Cave-in-Rock District.
Illinois (Richardson,
Catherine K . )
mining geology—methods
seismic met nods : Detection
of potential inundation
hazards by overwater
seismic methods (Miller,
John J
.
)
mining geology—practice
underground mining: An
erosional channel in the
roof of the Illinois
Herrin (No. 6) coal;
i mpl icat i ons for
exploration (DeMaris,
Phi lip J. )
mining geology- -product ion
control
coal: Geologic structures
and horizontal stresses;
their impact on petroleum
and coal production in
Illinois Basin (Lizak,
John B.
geologic hazards: Roof fall
study of the Harrisburg
(No. 5) Coal in portions
of Saline and Williamson
counties, Illinois
(Rogers , Phi 1 ip R . )
Tectonic faults and
their influence on coal
mini ng 1 n I 1 1 1 no 1
s
(Nelson, W. John)
roof control: Petrographic
investigation and
examination of the
thickness of the Brereton
Limestone (Middle
Pennsy 1 vanian ) ) in a
portion of the Illinois
Basin (Guzan, Michael
John)
Petrography and
thickness variations of
Brereton Limestone Member
(Carbondale Formation,
Middle Pennsy 1 vanian) ; an
important roof-rock in
part of Illinois Basin
(Guzan. Michael J
.
)
roof support :
Geostat 1 st ical analysis of
the facies and thickness
variation in the Brereton
Limestone and the Anna
Shale in part of
southwestern Illinois
Subject Index 41
miospores/oxygen
(Cleaveland, Thomas H.)
miospores see unJer
pal ynomorphs
Mississippi Val ley--economic
geology
I ead- z i nc deposits: The
possible bearing of the
granite of the UPH deep
drill holes, northern
Illinois, on the origin of
Mississippi Valley ore
deposits (Doe, Bruce R.)
Mississippi
Val ley- -engineer i ng geology
earthquakes : Central
Interior seismic source
zones; summary of workshop
convened June 10-11, 1980
(McKeown, F . A. )
Liquefaction potential
in the central Mississippi
Valley (Obermeier, Stephen
F. )
geologic hazards:
Liquefaction potential in
the central Mississippi
Valley (Obermeier, Stephen
F.)
Mississippi
Val ley- -geophysical surveys
seismic surveys
:
Common-depth-point
seismic-reflection survey
on the Mississippi River
in the vicinity of Alton,
1 1 1 inois (Tirey, G. B.
)
U.S. Geological Survey
common-depth-po i nt
seismic-reflection survey
between Mississippi River
mi les 195 and 210 (R/V
Neecho, cruise NE-80-3)
(Winget , E . A
.
)
Missi ssippi
Val ley--strat1graphy
Missi ssippi an: Calcareous
microfossils from the
Missi ss ippian Keokuk
Limestone and adjacent
formations, Upper
Mississippi River valley;
their meaning for North
American and
intercont inental
correlation (Brenckle.
Paul L. )
Ordov i ci an: Correlation of
K-bentonltes in the
Decorah Subgroup of the
Mississippi Valley by
chemical fingerprinting
(Kolata, Dennis R
.
)
Deposition and
di agenesis of the Galena
Group in the Upper
Mississippi Valley
(Delgado. David J.)
Quaternary : The late
W1 scons i nan Savanna
Terrace in tributaries to
the upper Mississippi
River (Flock, Mark A.)
Mississippi Val ley—structural
geology
tectoni cs: Structural
history of southern
Illinois and upper
Mississippi Embayment
(Schwalb, Howard R.)
Missi ssippi an see also under
strat igraphy ; see also under
stratigraphy under
Mississippi Valley
mol 1 usks--pal eoecol ogy
Missi ssi ppi an: Middle
Chesterian (Golconda)
mar ine del ta ic
pal eocommuni t i es from the
Illinois Basin (Kelly,
Stuart M.
)
Pennsylvani an: Paleoecology
and environments of
deposition of the Brereton
Limestone Member
(Pennsy 1 vanian,
Desmoi nes i an) in
southwestern Illinois
(O'Connell, Dennis B.)
natural gas see also under
economic geology
nickel --geochemistry
black shale: Physical and
chemical characterization
of Devonian gas shale;
quarterly status report
October 1, 1980-December
31
.
1980 (Ziel inski , R
.
E.)
ni trogen--geochemi stry
black shale: Physical and
chemical characterization
of Devonian gas shale;
quarterly status report
October 1, 1980-December
31 , 1980 (Ziel inski , R
E. )
North America see also Great
Lakes; Great Lakes region;
Great Plains; United States
North America--geochronology
Hoi ocene : Reconstruction of
precipitation history in
North American corn belt
using tree rings (Biasing.
T. J. )
Northern Hemisphere see also
North America
nuclear facilities see also
under engineering
geology;see also under
engineering geology under
automatic data processing;
United States
oil and gas fields see also
under economic geology
oil shale see also under
economic geology under
United States
oolite see also under
carbonate rocks under
sedimentary rocks
Ordov ici an see also under
strat i graphy ; see also under
stratigraphy under Great
Lakes region; Midwest;
Mississippi Valley
organic
materials—geochemistry
loess: Clay minerals in
thin loess, Ohio River
basin, U.S.A. (Ruhe,
Robert V.
)
sedi ments : Environmental
fates of pol ychl ori nted
d 1 ox i ns and furans as
determined from sediment
cores (Czuczwa, Jean M.)
Organic matter
alterations during sinking
of sediment particles in
Lake Michigan (Meyers,
Phi lip A
.
shale: Enrichment of trace
metals and organic carbon
in shales of the New
Albany Group (Frost, J.
K. )
Ostracoda see also ostracods
ostracods--bi ostrat i graphy
P I ei stocene: Late
Cretaceous marine
foraminifers from
PI eistocene
f
1
uviol acustr ine deposits
in eastern Missouri
(Thompson, Thomas L.)
Si I uri an: Silurian reef and
interreef strata as
responses to a cyclical
succession of
environments, southern
Great Lakes area (Field
trip 12) (Shaver, Robert
H. )
ostracods --pal eoecol ogy
Mi ssi ssi pp i an: Middle
Chesterian (Golconda)
marine deltaic
pa 1 eocommuni t i es from the
Illinois Basin (Kelly,
Stuart M.
Pennsy Iv ani an: Paleoecology
and environments of
deposition of the Brereton
Limestone Member
(Pennsy 1 vanian,
Desmoi nes 1 an) in
southwestern Illinois
(O'Connell, Dennis B.)
oxygen- -geochemistry
black shale: Physical and
chemical characterization
of Devonian gas shale;
quarterly status report
October 1. 1980-December
3 1 , 1980 (Ziel inski , R
.
E. )
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oxygen/pa 1 eoeco 1 ogy
oxygen-- i sotopes
0-18/0-16: H1gh-Zn-coals of
Illinois; coal-hosted
... mississippi valley-type
mineralization? (Whelan,
Joseph F
.
)
Oxygen isotope study of
Precambrian granites from
the Illinois Deep Hole
Project (Shieh, Yuch-NIng)
Oxygen isotopic and
mineralogic studies of
Precambrian granites from
the Illinois Deep Hole
Project (Shieh. Yuch-ning)
Oxygen Isotopic
compositions of minerals
from Illinois Deep Drill
Hole granites (Kombrink,
Mark)
paleobotany
algae: A new species of
Asphalt ina from the Grand
Tower Limestone of
southern Illinois (Devera,
Joseph A . )
Algal compressions from
the Mi ssi ssippian of the
Illinois Basin (Jennings.
James R
.
)
angiosper/ns : Wood patterns
in an Upper Cretaceous
flora from southern
Illinois (Lee, Michael R.)
gy/nnosperms : Structure
affinity, and phylogeny of
Dolerotheca formosa
(Duf ek , Debra A . )
The synangiate nature of
Dolerotheca (Stidd, Benton
M. )
The taxonomy of
Conostoma leptospermum and
C. platyspermum (Rothwell.
Gar W. )
Tr igonocarpus leeanus, a
new species from the
Middle Pennsyl vanian of
southern Illinois
(Gastaldo. Robert A.)
pal ynomorphs : An
anatomically preserved
Potoniea with in situ
spores from the
Pennsyl vani an of Illinois
(Stidd. Benton M. )
Spore patterns in the
Indiana Coal V in the
Middle Pennsy 1 vanian near
a paleochannel (Mahaffy.
James F
.
Stewart iotheca gen. n.
and the nature and origin
of complex permi neral ized
medullosan pollen organs
( Eggert . D . A . )
Plantae: Acaulangium gen.
n.. a fertile marattialean
from the Upper
Pennsy 1 vanian of Illinois
(Mil lay, Michael A
.
)
pteridophytes: A new
species of Tr i gonocarpus
Brongniart from southern
Illinois (Gastaldo, Robert
A.)
A new taxon of fertile
marattialean foliage
(Mi 1 lay, Michael A
.
A preliminary report on
a Calamostachys from the
Middle Pennsy 1 vanian of
southern Illinois
(Gastaldo, Robert A.)
An unusual botryopterid
sporangial aggregation
from the Middle
Pennsy 1 vanian of North
America (Mi 1 lay , M. A . )
Caul tne vasculature and
leaf trace production in
medullosan pter idosperms
(Basinger, James F.)
Cormose 1 ycopod bases
from Mazon Creek and the
phylogeny of the 1 ycopods
(Pigg, Kathleen B
.
)
Ecotypic variation in
Tepidodendron dicentricum
Felix (DiMichele, William
A.)
Lacoea with sporangia
from Rock Island. Illinois
(Leary, Richard L.)
Microgametophyte
development in the
Paleozoic seed fern family
Cal 1 istophytaceae (Mil lay,
M. A. )
Morphology of
Microspermopter is and
occurrences in Middle
Pennsy 1 vanian coal balls
(Mahaffy. James F.)
Palaeostachya dircei n.
sp., an authigenica 1 1
y
cemented equisetalean
strobilus from the Middle
Pennsy 1 vanian of southern
Illinois (Gastaldo. Robert
A.)
Para 1 ycopod i tes Morey &
Morey, from the
Carboniferous of
Euramerica; a reassessment
of generic affinities and
evolution of
" Lep 1 dodendron
"
brevifollum Williamson
(DiMichele, Wi 1
1
iam A.
)
Probable attachment of
the Dolerotheca campanulum
to a
Myeloxylon-Alethopter 1s
type frond (Ramanujam, C.
G. K. )
Studies of Paleozoic
ferns (Dennis, Robert L.)
The frond of Heterangium
(Shadle. Gary L.
)
The morphology and
relationships of Rhodea,
Telangium, Telangiopsis
,
and Heterangium (Jennings,
James R
.
)
The phloem of
Lepidodendron (Eggert.
Donald A. )
Pal eocene see also under
strat igraphy
paleocl imatology--Holocene
Midwest: Reconstruction of
precipitation history in
North American corn belt
using tree rings (Biasing,
T. J. )
pal eoeco! ogy- -Arthropoda
Mi ss ;' ss i pp i an : The
pal eoeco logy of
ma 1 acostracan arthropods
in the Bear Gulch
Limestone (Namurian) of
central Montana (Factor,
David F
.
pal eoeco 1 ogy- -conodont
s
Carboni ferous : Multielement
conodont species and
ecological interpretation
of the lower Osagean
(Lower Carboniferous)
conodont zonation from
Midcontinent North America
(Chauf f , Karl M.
)
pal eoeco 1 ogy-- i nvertebrates
Mississippi an: Middle
Chesterian (Golconda)
marine del taic
paleocommuni t ies from the
Illinois Basin (Kelly.
Stuart M. )
Petrology, paleoecology
,
and depositional
environments of a micritic
limestone in Cave Hill
Member of Kinkaid
Formation ( Mi ss 1 ss Ipp ian,
Chesterian), southern
Illinois (Hakkio, Lisa B.)
pal eoeco logy- -Mi ssi ssippian
Mi dwest : Paleontology and
stratigraphy of strata
associated with the basal
Chesterian in its type
region (Jennings, James
R.)
pa 1 eoecol ogy- -pa 1 ynomorphs
Quaternary: Late-glacial
and postglacial pollen
studies from the Zuehl
Farm site, north-central
Iowa and the Cattail
Channel Bog, northwestern
Illinois (Kim. Hyung Keun)
pa 1 eoeco 1 ogy- - Pennsy 1 van i an
Biofacies and rfebltats of
Brereton Limestone Member
(Carbondale Formation.
Middle Pennsy I vanian)
.
southwestern Illinois
(O'Connell. Dennis B.)
Subject Index 43
pa 1 eoeco 1 ogy/P 1 antae
Paleoecology and
environments of deposition
of the Brereton Limestone
Member (Pennsy 1 vani an,
Desmoines lan) in
southwestern Illinois
(O'Connell, Dennis B.)
Paleoecology of an
estuar i ne-del taic biota;
community-habitat mosaic
of the Pennsy lvanian Mazon
Creek fauna in Northeast
Illinois (Baird, Gordon
C. )
pal eoeco 1 ogy- -PI antae
Paleozoic : Plants of
Devonian-Mi ss i ss ippian
black shales. Eastern
Interior, U.S.A. (Cross,
Aurea 1 T . )
pa 1 eogeography- -Pennsy lvanian
Aggraded fluvial and
tide-dominated deltaic
deposits of the Spoon
Formation ( Pennsy 1 vanian)
in the southern Illinois
Basin; a shallow embayment
(Ambrose, William Anthony)
Midwest: Aggraded fluvial
and tide-dominated deltaic
deposits of the Spoon
Formation ( Pennsy 1 vanian)
in the southern Illinois
Basin; a shallow embayment
(Ambrose. William Anthony)
paleogeography--Si lurian
Midwest: Silurian reef and
interreef strata as
responses to a cyclical
succession of
environments, southern
Great Lakes area (Field
trip 12) (Shaver. Robert
H. )
paleontology
Conodont a : Natural
assemblages of elements;
interpretation and
taxonomy (Rhodes, F. H.
T.)
Echi nodermat a: Ophiocistold
(?) ossicles from the
McCraney Limestone (Lower
Mi ss i ss ippian) of western
Illinois (Maliva, Robert
G.)
Insecta: New Homoiopter idae
( Insecta :
Paleodictyoptera) with
wing articulation from
Upper Carboniferous strata
of Mazon Creek, Illinois
(Kukalova-Peck , Jarmlla)
The Mazon Creek nodules
(Konecny, Jim)
I nvertebrat a: Fossils
(King, James E
.
)
Mammalia: Mastodon bones in
an Illinois cave (Frasz,
Geoffrey B.
)
Paleosols see under clastic
sediments under sediments
paleotemperature see geologic
thermometry under fluid
inclus ions
Paleozoic see also under
geochronol ogy ; stratigraphy
pa 1 ynomorphs - -megaspores
Pennsy I vani an : An
anatomically preserved
Potoniea with in situ
spores from the
Pennsy 1 vanian of Illinois
(St idd, Benton M. )
Stewart iotheca gen. n.
and the nature and origin
of complex permineral ized
medullosan pollen organs
( Eggert , D. A . )
pa 1 ynomorphs --mi ospores
Carboni ferous : Comparison
of miospore assemblages in
the Pennsy 1 vanian System
of the Illinois Basin with
those in the Upper
Carboniferous of Western
Europe (Peppers. Russel
A.)
Mi ss i ss
i
ppi an : Spores from
Chesterian coals of the
Illinois Basin (Kosanke,
Robert M. )
Pennsy I vani an : Revision of
nomenclature for the
Springfield (No. 5) Coal
Member of Illinois (Trask.
C. Brian)
Spore patterns In the
Indiana Coal V in the
Middle Pennsy 1 vanian near
a paleochannel (Mahaffy,
James F . )
Quaternary: Late-glacial
and postglacial pollen
studies from the Zuehl
Farm site, north-central
Iowa and the Cattail
Channel Bog. northwestern
Illinois (Kim, Hyung Keun)
paragenesis--bari te deposits
United States: Barite, Its
place and role In
mississippi valley-type
deposits (Zimmermann, R.
A. )
paragenes i s- -f 1 uorspar
Temperature and salinity
variations during ore
deposition at the
Deardorff Mine,
Cave-1n-Rock District,
Illinois (Richardson,
Catherine K.
)
The strontium Isotope
and rare-earth element
systematics of nonsulfide
minerals from the
II 1 inois-Kentucky
fluorspar district
(Dickhaut . Lisa A
.
)
paragenes is- -lead-zinc
deposits
Ore-depositing reactions in
mississippi valley-type
deposits (Barnes, H. L.)
Pennsyl vani an see also under
strat igraphy ; see also under
stratigraphy under Midwest
petroleum see also under
economic geology
petrology
I gneous rocks
:
Interpretation of core and
wel 1 1 og phys ical
properties data from drill
hole UPH-3, Stephenson
County, Illinois (Daniels,
Jeffrey J
.
)
Petrographic and
physical factors
controlling thermal
conductivity of granitic
rocks in Illinois deep
holes UPH 1 , 2 . and 3
( Eckstein, Y . )
Petrology and physical
properties of granites
from the Illinois deep
hole in Stephenson County
(Lidiak, Edward G.
)
intrusions: Oxygen isotopic
and mineralogic studies of
Precambrian granites from
the Illinois Deep Hole
Project (Shieh, Yuch-ning)
phosphorus --geochemi stry
soils: Evaluation of soil
tests as a measure of
phosphorus and potassium
availability in Illinois
coal waste (Lewis, B. G.)
physical geography see
geomorpho 1 ogy
Plantae see also algae; algal
flora; angiosperms;
bacteria; ferns;
gymnosperms ; pal ynomorphs
;
problematic fossils;
pter idophytes
Plantae--f loral studies
Devoni an: Plants of
Devonian- Mi ssi ss ippian
black shales. Eastern
Interior. U.S.A. (Cross,
Aureal T
.
)
Pennsy Ivani an: Acaulangium
gen. n
.
, a f ert 1 le
marattialean from the
Upper Pennsy 1 vanian of
Illinois (Mil lay, Michael
A. )
PI antae--mi seel 1 anea
collecting: Fossils (King,
James E
.
)
P 1 antae- -pa 1 eoeco 1 ogy
Mississippi an; Paleontology
and stratigraphy of strata
associated with the basal
Chesterian in its type
region (Jennings, James
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plate tectonics/rock mechanics
R. )
plate tectonics see also under
tectonophys ics under Great
- - P 1 a i ns; M idwest
Pleistocene see also under
geochronol ogy ; stratigraphy
plutons see under intrusions
pollution see also under
environmental geology; waste
d i sposal
;
see also under
environmental geology under
Eastern U.S.; Midwest
potassium- -geochemistry
soils: Evaluation of soil
tests as a measure of
phosphorus and potassium
availaPility in Illinois
coal waste (Lewis. B. G.)
Precambrian see a I so under
geochronol ogy ; stratigraphy
problematic
fossi Is—problematic
microf ossi Is
Mi ssi ssi ppi an: Calcareous
ml crof oss i 1 s from the
Mi ss i ss lppian Keokuk
Limestone and adjacent
formations. Upper
Mississippi River valley;
their meaning for North
American and
intercont i nental
correlation (Brenckle.
Paul L.
)
problematic microf ossi Is see
under problematic fossils
Proterozoic see also under
geochronology ; stratigraphy
pteridophytes see also ferns
pteridophytes--Fi 1 icopsida
Pennsy I vani an : A new taxon
of fertile marattialean
foliage (Millay. Michael
A.)
An unusual botryopterid
sporangial aggregation
from the Middle
Pennsy 1 vanian of North
America (Millay. M. A.)
The frond of Heterangium
(Shadle. Gary L . )
pteridophytes--f loral studies
Carboni ferous: Lacoea with
sporangia from Rock
Island, Illinois (Leary,
R ichard L
.
)
Pennsy I vani an : A new
species of Tr igonocarpus
Brongniart from southern
Illinois (Gastaldo, Robert
A. )
Morphology of
M icrospermopter i s and
occurrences in Middle
Pennsy 1 vanian coal balls
(Mahaffy, James F.)
Probable attachment of
the Dolerotheca campanulum
to a
Myeloxylon-A lethopter is
type frond (Ramanujam, C.
G. K. )
Studies of Paleozoic
ferns (Dennis- r Robert L.)
pteridophytes--Lycopsida
Carboni ferous : Cormose
1 ycopod bases from Mazon
Creek and the phylogeny of
the 1 ycopods (Pigg.
Kathleen B
.
)
Para 1 ycopodi tes Morey &
Morey , from the
Carboniferous of
Euramerica; a reassessment
of generic affinities and
evolution of
" Lep i dodendron
"
brevifol ium Will iamson
(DiMlchele, Wi 1
1
1am A
.
)
Pennsy I vani an : Ecotypic
variation in Tepi dodendron
dicentricum Felix
(DIMichele. Will 1am A
.
The phloem of
Lep i dodendron (Eggert,
Donal d A
.
)
pteridophytes --morphology
Pennsy I vani an
:
M i crogametophy te
development in the
Paleozoic seed fern family
Cal 1 i stophytaceae (Millay,
M. A. )
p ter i dophytes - -Sphenops i da
Mi ssi ssi ppi an: The
morphology and
relationships of Rhodea,
Telangium. Telangiops i s
,
and Heterangium (Jennings,
James R
.
)
Pennsy I vani an: A
preliminary report on a
Cal amostachys from the
Middle Pennsy 1 vanian of
southern Illinois
(Gastaldo, Robert A.)
Kal lostachys 1s probably
a Pal aeostachya (Good.
Char 1 es W.
)
Pal aeostachya dircei n.
sp., an authi genical 1
y
cemented equisetalean
strobilus from the Middle
Pennsy 1 vanian of southern
Illinois (Gastaldo, Robert
A. )
Taxonomic
characteristics of
sphenophy 1 1 a 1 ean cones
(Good, Charles W.
)
The anatomy and
three-dimens ional
morphology of Annularla
hosklnsli sp n. (Good.
Char 1 es W.
)
pteridophytes--taxonomy
Pennsy I vani an: Caullne
vasculature and leaf trace
production in medullosan
pter idosperms (Baslnger.
James F
.
)
pyrite see under sulfides
under minerals
quartz see under
interpretation under fluid
i ncl us ions
Quaternary see also under
strat igraphy ; see also under
stratigraphy under Great
Lakes region; Mississippi
Val ley
radioactive dating see
absolute age
radiocarbon dating see
absolute age
rad i o 1 ar i ans - -b i os t rat i graphy
Cret aceous: Late Cretaceous
marine foraminlfers from
PI e i stocene
f 1 uv iol acustr i ne deposits
in eastern Missouri
(Thompson, Thomas L.)
rare earths--geochemistry
grani tes : Trace element
geochemistry of
Precambrian granite from
northern Illinois Deep
Drill Hole UPH-3 (Schulz.
Klaus J.
)
limestone: The strontium
isotope and rare-earth
element systematics of
nonsulfide minerals from
the Illinois-Kentucky
fluorspar district
(Dickhaut , Lisa A .
)
reclamation see also under
environmental geology; see
also under environmental
geology under United States
reefs see also under
sedimentary petrol ogy
;
see
also under sedimentary
petrology under Great Lakes
reg i on
remote sensing see also
geophysical methods;
geophysical surveys;see also
under geophysical surveys
under automatic data
process i ng
remote sensing- -interpretation
Landsaf : Landsat-4 data
quality analysis (Anuta.
Paul )
reservoir rocks see under
electrical logging under
wel 1 - logging; see under
petroleum engineering under
engineering geology
reservoi rs--dams
f ai lures: Sensitivity of
outflow peaks and flood
stages to the selection of
dam breach parameters and
simulation models (Singh.
Kr ishan P
.
)
rock mechanics see also soil
mechani cs
Subject Index 45
rock mechanics/ sedimentary petrology
rock mechanics--appl ications
land use: Stratigraphy and
land-use applications; a
case study in surf icial
geologic mapping of
Madison County, Illinois
( K i 1 1 ey , Myrna M . )
rock mechanics- -deformation
stress: Geologic structures
and horizontal stresses;
their impact on petroleum
and coal production in
Illinois Basin (Lizak,
John B
.
)
rock mechanics--fai lures
resting: In-situ monitoring
of coal mine floor heave
(Stephenson, Richard W.)
rock mechanics--materi al s
,
properties
granites: Illinois Deep
Hole Project (Anonymous)
Interpretation of core
and well log physical
properties data from drill
hole UPH-3, Stephenson
County, Illinois (Daniels,
Jeffrey J
.
)
Introduction to the
Illinois Deep Hole Project
(Coates, M. S
.
)
Petrographic and
physical factors
controlling thermal
conductivity of granitic
rocks in Illinois deep
holes UPH 1 , 2. and 3
(Eckstein. Y . )
Petrology and physical
properties of granites
from the Illinois deep
hole in Stephenson County
(L idiak, Edward G. )
sandstone see also under
clastic rocks under
sedimentary rocks
sedimentary petrology
clay mi neral ogy : Clay
minerals in thin loess.
Ohio River basin, U.S.A.
(Ruhe , Robert V
.
)
d i agenesis: Coal 1 f icat ion
of tissues (medullosan
seed fern) in a coal ball
of the "Herrin (No. 6)
Coal Member" of the
Carbondale Formation,
Illinois Basin (Hatcher,
Patrick G
.
The effects of
depositional environment
and di agenesis on the
porosity and permeability
in the Salem Limestone in
Union and Monroe counties,
southern Illinois (Jaeger,
Paul )
reefs: Silurian reef and
interreef strata as
responses to a cycl ical
succession of
environments, southern
Great Lakes area (Field
trip 12) (Shaver, Robert
H. )
--- The application of
remote sensing to the
detection of Niagaran
pinnacle reefs in the
Illinois Basin (Lovely.
Daniel Arthur)
sedi ment ary rocks: A
petrographic study of the
Backbone (Little Saline)
Limestone (Lower Devonian)
in southwestern Illinois
and southeastern Missouri
(Lange. Rolf V.
)
Classification of
clastic sediments in
Pennsy 1 vanian coal-bearing
formations emphasizing
mudrock lithology (Chen,
Pei -Yuan)
Coal-ball formation in
the Herrin Coal, Franklin
County, Illinois (DeMaris,
Phil ip J.
)
Effects of overbank
deposition on the quality
and maceral composition of
the Herrin (No. 6) coal
( Pennsy 1 vanian) of
southern Illinois
(kravits, C. M.
Minera log ical
composition of coal ash
calculated from
mass-balance equations
(Fang. J. H. )
Petrography and
thickness variations of
Brereton Limestone Member
(Carbondale Formation,
Middle Pennsy 1 vanian ) ; an
important roof-rock in
part of Illinois Basin
-(Guzan, Michael J.)
Pore geometry and
permeability of the St.
Peter Sandstone in the
1 1 1 inois Basin
(kreutzfeld, James E.)
Relationship between
geochemistry of coal and
the nature of strata
overlying the Herrin Coal
in the Illinois Basin
(Chou, Chen-Lin)
Spectral analysis of
fluorescent macerals in
the Herrin No. 6 coal seam
(Crel 1 ing, John C
.
)
The origin of mottled
dolomitic limestones in
the Platteville Group
(Ordovician) of northern
Illinois (Dathe. David B.)
The petrology and
petrography of the Mt
.
Simon and pre-Mt . Simon
sandstones; evidence for
possible Precambrian
rifting in the central
Midcontinent (Kersting.
Joseph Jeffrey)
Tide-dominated deltaic
deposits of the Spoon
Formation ( Pennsy 1 vanian)
in a narrow, subsiding
trough, southern Illinois
(Ambrose, William Anthony)
sedi ment ary st ructures
:
Fabric of the clastic
component of Carboniferous
concretions and their
enclosing matrix
(Woodland, Bertram G.)
Geologic disturbances in
Illinois coal seams
(Nelson, W. John)
Trace fossils within
limestone interbeds. Oak
Grove Member, Carbondale
Formation ( Pennsy 1 vani an,
Desmo i nes l an)
,
northwestern Illinois
(Merri 11, Glen k.
)
sedi ment at i on: Aggraded
fluvial and tide-dominated
deltaic deposits of the
Spoon Formation
(Pennsyl vanian) in the
southern Illinois Basin; a
shallow embayment
(Ambrose, William Anthony)
Depositional and
diagenetic environments of
carbonate-s i
1
iciclastic
rocks of the Glen Dean
Formation (Upper
Mi ssi ssippian) , Illinois
Basin, U.S.A. (Feiznia,
Sadat)
Depositional events
recorded in the Francis
Creek Shale; taphonomy of
the Pennsyl vanian Mazon
Creek locality in Illinois
(Bai rd, Gordon C
.
Facies and depositional
environments of Energy
Shale Member (Carbondale
Formation, Pennsyl vanian)
.
southwestern Jefferson
County, Illinois (Burk,
Mitchell kelth)
Runoff and sediment
transport from an
agricultural watershed in
northern Illinois (Allen.
H. E. . Jr
.
)
sedi ment s : Deposition of
bottom sediment in Lake
E 1 lyn, Glen El lyn.
Illinois (Cowan, Ellen
Anne)
Importance of the
regelation process to
certain properties of
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sedimentary petrology/sedimentary rocksl
basal tills deposited by
the Laurentide ice sheet
in Iowa and Illinois,
U.S.A. ( Kemm is. T . J . )
Long-term sediment
yields from Bay Creek,
Pike County, Illinois
(Lazaro. T . R . )
sedimentary rocks see also
sedimentary structures;
sedimentation; sediments
sedimentary rocks- -carbonate
rocks
deposi
t
1 on: Deposition and
di agenesis of the Galena
Group in the Upper
Mississippi Valley
(Delgado, David J.)
dot ostone: Diagenetic
history and fluid
migration pathways of
Silurian formations,
Michigan Basin (Brand,
Uwe)
limestone: A petrographic
study of the Backbone
(Little Saline) Limestone
(Lower Devonian) in
southwestern Illinois and
southeastern Missouri
(Lange, Rolf V. )
Biofacies and habitats
of Brereton Limestone
Member (Carbondale
Formation. Middle
Pennsy 1 van i an ) ,
southwestern Illinois
(O'Connell, Dennis B.)
The origin of mottled
dolomitic limestones in
the Platteville Group
(Ordovician) of northern
Illinois (Dathe, David B.)
Trace fossils within
limestone interbeds. Oak
Grove Member, Carbondale
Formation ( Pennsy 1 vanian,
Desmoinesian)
,
northwestern Illinois
(Merri 11. Glen K. )
I i thost rat i graphy : Oolitic
strata of the Keel
Formation and Edgewood
Group (Late Ordovician and
Early Silurian). Texas
Panhandle to the
Mississippi Valley
(Amsden, Thomas W.)
micrlte: Petrology,
paleoecology . and
depositional environments
of a micrltic limestone in
Cave Hill Member of
Kinkaid Formation
(Missi ss ippian,
Chesterian). southern
Illinois (Hakkio, Lisa B.)
oolite: Oolites at the
Ordovician- S1 lur ian
boundary in Illinois
(Kluessendorf
, Joanne)
petrography: Petrography
and thickness variations
of Brereton~L imestone
Member (Carbondale
Formation, Middle
Pennsy 1 vanian ) ; an
important roof-rock in
part of Illinois Basin
(Guzan, Michael J.
)
sedimentary rocks--clastic
rocks
bentoni te : Correlation of
K-bentonites in the
Decorah Subgroup of the
Mississippi Valley by
chemical fingerprinting
(Kolata , Dennis R
.
black shale: Sulfur
isotopic fractionation in
the formation of pyrite
from Upper Devonian black
shales (Anderson, Thomas
F. )
The Turner Mine Shale
Member; a newly named
strat igraphic unit of the
Carbondale Formation
(Nelson, W. John)
Thin black
Pennsyl vanian-age shales
of the Mid-continent U.S.;
a neglected metallic
resource? (Coveney,
Raymond M.
, Jr
.
)
cl assi f i cat I on
:
Classification of clastic
sediments in Pennsy 1 vanian
coal-bearing formations
emphasizing mudrock
lithology (Chen. Pei-Yuan)
di agenesi s : Pore geometry
and permeability of the
St. Peter Sandstone in the
1 1 1 inol s Bas i n
(Kreutzfeld, James E.)
gl auconi t i c compos i t i on:
The strat igraphic position
of Paleocene foraminifera
from Kentucky and Illinois
(Fluegeman, Richard H..
Jr.)
lithofacies: Drowned
barrier bar and tidal
inlet sequences in
Buckner-Sesser-Val ier
fields, Franklin County,
Illinois (Young, Victor
R.)
Facies and depositional
environments of Energy
Shale Member (Carbondale
Formation, Pennsy 1 vani an )
,
southwestern Jefferson
County. Illinois (Burk.
Mitchell Keith)
mudstone : Fabric of the
clastic component of
Carboniferous concretions
and their enclosing matrix
(Woodland, Bertram G.)
sandstone : Aux
Vases-Renaul t-Yankeetown
depositional sequence in
comparison to other
Chesterian depositional
sequences (Jennings, James
R. )
Depositional
environments of the St.
Peter Sandstone of the
Upper Midwest (Wlnfree, K.
E. )
Strat igraphic traps and
deposition of Aux Vases
and uppermost Ste.
Genevieve formations
(Mi ss i ss ippian) , southern
Illinois (Seyler, Beverly
J.)
sedimentary
rocks— envi ronmental
anal ysi s
deltaic environment:
Tide-dominated deltaic
deposits of the Spoon
Formation ( Pennsy 1 vanian
)
in a narrow, subsiding
trough, southern Illinois
(Ambrose, William Anthony)
nearshore environment:
Depositional and
diagenetic environments of
carbonate-si 1 iciclast ic
rocks of the Glen Dean
Formation (Upper
Mi ss i ss ippian ) , Illinois
Basin, U.S.A. (Feiznia,
Sadat)
sedimentary
rocks- -geochemistry
trace e I ement s : Enrichment
of trace metals and
organic carbon in shales
of the New Albany Group
(Frost. J. K. )
Relationship between
geochemistry of coal and
the nature of strata
overlying the Herrin Coal
in the Illinois Basin
(Chou, Chen-Lin)
sedimentary rocks--l 1 thof acies
environmental analyst s:
Aggraded fluvial and
tide-dominated deltaic
deposits of the Spoon
Formation ( Pennsy 1 vanian)
in the southern Illinois
Basin; a shallow embayment
(Ambrose, William Anthony)
Facies and depositional
environments of the Energy
Shale ( Pennsy Ivan 1 an) in
southwestern Jefferson
County. Illinois (Burk.
Mitchell Keith)
Facies. formation
boundaries, and
chronostrat igraphy in the
Subject Index 47
sedimentary rocks/sedimentary structures
upper part of the New
Albany Shale Group
(Devonian- Mi ss i ssippian)
in the Illinois Basin
( Reinbold, Mark L . )
Geostat i st ical analysis
of the facies and
thickness variation in the
Brereton Limestone and the
Anna Shale in part of
southwestern Illinois
(Cleaveland, Thomas H.)
Middle Chesterian
(Golconda) marine deltaic
paleocommuni t ies from the
Il]inois Basin (Kelly,
Stuart M.
)
Paleoecology and
environments of deposition
of the Brereton Limestone
Member ( Pennsyl vanian,
Desmo i nes lan) in
southwestern Illinois
(O'Connell, Dennis B.)
Passage-time
characteristics of
Pennsyl vanian sequences in
Illinois (Doveton, John
H. )
Petrographic
investigation and
examination of the
thickness of the Brereton
Limestone (Middle
Pennsyl vanian) ) in a
portion of the Illinois
Basin (Guzan, Michael
John)
The effects of
depositional environment
and di agenesis on the
porosity and permeability
in the Salem Limestone in
Union and Monroe counties,
southern Illinois (Jaeger,
Paul )
sedimentary st ructures :
Roof fall study of the
Harrlsburg (No. 5) Coal in
portions of Saline and
Williamson counties,
Illinois (Rogers, Philip
R. )
sedimentary
rocks--
1
i thostratigraphy
Mississippi an: Paleontology
and stratigraphy of strata
associated with the basal
Chesterian in its type
region (Jennings. James
R. )
Ordov i cl an:
L i thostrat Igraphy and
depositional environments
of the Moquoketa Group
(Ordovictan) in northern
Illinois (Kolata, Dennis
R. )
Maquoketa Shale Group of
northern Illinois (Kolata,
Denni s R
.
)
unconformities: Where have
all the sediments gone?
fission trackdatlng of
the Illinois Deep Hole
core ( Z immermann, Robert
A. )
sedimentary rocks--organic
residues
coal: Coal-ball formation
in the Herrin Coal,
Franklin County, Illinois
(DeMaris, Phi 1 ip J . )
Coal i f icat ion of tissues
(medullosan seed fern) in
a coal ball of the "Herrin
(No. 6) Coal Member" of
the Carbondale Formation,
Illinois Basin (Hatcher,
Patrick G.
)
Effects of overbank
deposition on the quality
and maceral composition of
the Herrin (No. 6) coal
( Pennsyl vanian) of
southern Illinois
(Kravi ts, C . M.
)
Geochemistry of trace
elements and sulfur in the
Springfield (No. 5) Coal
in the Illinois Basin
(Chou, C. L.
)
Geologic disturbances in
Illinois coal seams
(Nelson, W. John)
Geology of the Herrin
(No. 6) coal and
associated strata at Old
Ben No. 24, Franklin
County, Illinois (Demaris,
Phi lip J.
Inorganic geochemistry
of Illinois Basin coals
(Chou, Chen-Lin)
Mineral matter and trace
elements in the Herrin
(No. 6) Coal in the
Illinois Basin (Fiene, F.
L.)
Minera log ical
composition of coal ash
calculated from
mass-balance equations
(Fang. J. H.
Non-marine and marine
influenced Herrin Coal and
associated roof shales
from southern Illinois; a
minera 1 ogical and
statistical analysis
(Stutzman, Paul E
.
)
Revision of nomenclature
for the Springfield (No.
5) Coal Member of Illinois
(Trask, C. Brian)
Stable isotope evidence
for the origin of sulfur
in coal (Westgate, Linda
M. )
Strat igraphic
correlations of
Seelyville, De Koven, and
Davis coals (Desmoi nes i an)
of 1 1 1 i noi s Bas i n
coalfield (Jacobson,
Russel 1 J
.
)
The occurrence and
distribution of mineral
matter in coal lithotypes
in the Herrin (No. 6) Coal
seam under marine and
nonmarine influences
(Baumann, Dean R.)
Trace and minor element
analyses of the Hymera
Coal Member of Indiana
(Coal VI) (Heberton.
Richard P
.
Variations in the forms
and occurrences of sulfur
in the Herrin No. 6 coal
seam in southern Illinois
( Crel ling, John C
.
)
maceral s : Spectral analysis
of fluorescent macerals in
the Herrin No. 6 coal seam
(Crel 1 ing, John C.
The effects of overbank
deposition on the quality
and maceral composition of
the Herrin (No. 6) Coal of
southern I 11 inoi s
(Kravits. Christopher M.)
sedimentary rocks- -properties
reservoi r propert i es
:
Geologic factors
influencing reservoir
performance at Texaco'
s
Salem Tertiary recovery
project, Marion County,
1 1
1
inois (Dahl . H. M.
)
sedimentary rocks—textures
sediment ary st ructures : The
Mazon Creek nodules
(Konecny, Jim)
sedimentary structures see
also sedimentary rocks:
sediments
sedimentary
s tructures - -b i ogen i c
structures
bi oturbat i on: Petrology,
paleoecology. and
depositional environments
of a micritic limestone in
Cave Hill Member of
Kinkaid Formation
(Mi ss i ss ippian,
Chesterian). southern
Illinois (Hakkio, Lisa B.)
I ebensspuren: The origin of
mottled dolomitic
1 imestones in the
Platteville Group
(Ordovician) of northern
Illinois (Dathe. David B.)
Trace fossils within
limestone interbeds. Oak
Grove Member. Carbondale
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sedimentary structures/sedimentation
Formation ( Pennsy 1 vani an
,
Desmolnesian)
,
northwestern Illinois
(Merri 11, Glen K.)
reefs: The application of
remote sensing to the
detection of Niagaran
pinnacle reefs in the
Illinois Basin (Lovely,
Daniel Arthur)
sedimentary
structures-- i nterpretat 1 on
coal balls: Coal-ball
formation in the Herrin
Coal, Franklin County,
Illinois (DeMaris, Philip
J. )
sedimentary structures—planar
bedding structures
channe I s : Geologic
disturbances in Illinois
coal seams (Nelson, w.
John
)
cross-beddi ng: Drowned
barrier bar and tidal
inlet sequences in
Buckner-Sesser-Val ier
fields, Franklin County,
Illinois (Young, Victor
R. )
eye I ot hems: Changing
concepts of Midcontinent
Pennsy 1 vanian cyclothems.
North America (Heckel
,
Phi lip H.
)
Passage-time
characteristics of
Pennsyl vanian sequences in
Illinois (Doveton, John
H. )
env i ronment a I anal ys i s
:
Depositional environments
of the St. Peter Sandstone
of the Upper Midwest
(Winfree, K. E. )
sedimentary
structures --secondary
structures
concretions: Depositional
events recorded in the
Francis Creek Shale;
taphonomy of the
Pennsyl vanian Mazon Creek
local i ty in 1 1 1 inols
(Bai rd, Gordon C
.
)
Fabric of the clastic
component of Carboniferous
concretions and their
enclosing matrix
(Woodland. Bertram G.)
The Mazon Creek nodules
(Konecny, Jim)
sedimentary structures- -soft
sediment deformation
c I ast i c dikes :
High-Zn-coa) s of Illinois;
coal-hosted mississlppi
val 1 ey-type
mineralization? (Whelan,
Joseph F
.
)
sed i men t at i on- -contro 1
s
tectonic cont rol s
:
Structural history of
southern Illinois and
upper Mississippi
Embayment (Schwalb, Howard
R. )
The Baraboo Interval; a
tale of red quartzites
(Dott . R. H. . Jr.
)
Thermal contraction and
flexure of i ntracratonal
basins: a
three-dimensional study of
the Michigan Basin (Nunn,
Jeffrey A
.
)
sedimentation--cycl 1c
processes
eye I ot hems : Breezy Hill
Limestone, a prelude to
the major widespread
Pennsy 1 vanian cyclothems
of Midcontinent North
America (Knight, Kimbell
L. )
sedimentation--deposi tion
env
;
ronment
:
Li thostrat igraphy and
depositional environments
of the Moquoketa Group
(Ordovician) in northern
Illinois (Kolata, Dennis
R. )
models: Crlnoid arenite
banks and crinoid wacke
i nert ia f 1 ows ; a
depositional model for the
Burlington Limestone
(Middle Mi ss i ss ippian)
,
Illinois, Iowa, and
Missouri, USA (Carozzl,
Albert V.
)
taphonomy: Depositional
events recorded in the
Francis Creek Shale;
taphonomy of the
Pennsyl vanian Mazon Creek
local i ty in 1 1 1 inois
(Ba i rd, Gordon C
.
sedimentat ion--envi ronment
deltaic env i ronment : Middle
Chesterian (Golconda)
marine deltaic
pal eocommuni t 1es from the
Illinois Basin (Kelly,
Stuart M.
The Mazon Creek nodules
(Konecny, Jim)
Tide-dominated deltaic
deposits of the Spoon
Formation ( Pennsy 1 vani an)
in a narrow, subsiding
trough, southern Illinois
(Ambrose, William Anthony)
fluvial environment: An
erosional channel in the
roof of the Illinois
Herrin (No. 6) coal;
impl icat ions for
exploration (DeMaris,
Phi lip J.
)
glacial environment:
Evidence for stagnant ice
in the Chain 0' Lakes
Lowland during deposition
of Haeger and Wadsworth
till (Hansel , Ardith K. )
Lithofacies in the
Batestown Till Member,
Wedron Formation at two
sites In eastern Illinois
(von Rhee. Robert W.)
Sedimentol ogical
interpretation of the
Belgium Member, Banner
Formation, eastern
Illinois (Johnson, W.
Hi 1 ton)
Strat igraphic
reassignment of the
Hagarstown Member in
Illinois (Killey, Myrna
M. )
Stratigraphy of the
Wedron and Trafalgar
formations ( Wi scons i nan)
in east-central Illinois
and west-central Indiana
(Field trip 3) (Kempton.
John P.
)
g! ac i of I uv i a I environment:
The late Wisconsinan
Savanna Terrace in
tributaries to the upper
Mississippi River (Flock,
Mark A.
i ndi cators : Relationship
between geochemistry of
coal and the nature of
strata overlying the
Herrin Coal in the
Illinois Basin (Chou,
Chen-Lin)
i nterpret at i on :
Depositional environments
of the St. Peter Sandstone
of the Upper Midwest
(Winfree. K. E.
)
Maquoketa Shale Group of
northern Illinois (Kolata.
Denni s R . )
lacustrine environment: Age
and origin of the late
Wisconsinan Deer Plain
Terrace in the Illinois
Valley (Hajic. Edwin R.)
Organic matter
alterations during sinking
of sediment particles in
Lake Michigan (Meyers.
Ph1 1 1p A.
)
Shoreline processes and
geomorpho 1 ogy
.
southwestern Lake Michigan
(Field trip 6) (Colllnson,
Charles)
marine environment: Aux
Vases-Renaul t-Yankeetown
depositional sequence in
comparison to other
Subject Index 49
sedi mentat i on/sedi ments
Chesterian depositional
sequences (Jennings, James
R. )
Enrichment of trace
metals and organic carbon
In shales of the New
Albany Group (Frost. J.
K. )
Geostat ist ical analysis
of the facies and
thickness variation in the
Brereton Limestone and the
Anna Shale in part of
southwestern Illinois
(Cleaveland. Thomas H.)
Non-marine and marine
influenced Herrin Coal and
associated roof shales
from southern Illinois; a
mineralogical and
statistical analysis
( Stutzman, Paul E . )
The occurrence and
distribution of mineral
matter in coal lithotypes
in the Herrin (No. 6) Coal
seam under marine and
nonmarine influences
(Baumann, Dean R.)
nearshore environment:
Depositional and
diagenetic environments of
carbonate-s i
1
iciclastic
rocks of the Glen Dean
Formation (Upper
Mi ss i ss ippian) , Illinois
Basin. U.S.A. (Feiznia,
Sadat
)
Drowned barrier bar and
tidal inlet sequences in
Buckner-Sesser-Val ier
fields. Franklin County,
Illinois (Young, Victor
R. )
Facies and depositional
environments of Energy
Shale Member (Carbondale
Formation. Pennsy 1 vanian)
,
southwestern Jefferson
County, Illinois (Burk.
Mitchell Keith)
Facies and depositional
environments of the Energy
Shale (Pennsyl vanian) in
southwestern Jefferson
County, Illinois (Burk.
Mitchell Keith)
Paleoecology and
environments of deposition
of the Brereton Limestone
Member (Pennsyl vanian,
Desmoi nes ian ) in
southwestern Illinois
(O'Connell, Dennis B.)
Petrographlc
investigation and
examination of the
thickness of the Brereton
Limestone (Middle
Pennsyl vanian) ) in a
portion of the Illinois
Basin (Guzan, Michael
John)
paludal env i ronment : Origin
and economic geology of
the Springfield Coal
Member in the Illinois
Basin (Field trip 9)
( Eggert . D . L
.
)
reefs: Silurian reef and
interreef strata as
responses to a cyclical
succession of
environments, southern
Great Lakes area (Field
trip 12) (Shaver, Robert
H. )
shallow-water environment:
A petrographic study of
the Backbone (Little
Saline) Limestone (Lower
Devonian) in southwestern
Illinois and southeastern
Missouri (Lange, Rolf V.)
Biofacies and habitats
of Brereton Limestone
Member (Carbondale
Formation, Middle
Pennsy 1 vanian)
,
southwestern Illinois
(O'Connell, Dennis B.)
shelf environment: Oolitic
strata of the Keel
Formation and Edgewood
Group (Late Ordovician and
Early Silurian), Texas
Panhandle to the
Mississippi Valley
(Amsden. Thomas W.)
seditnentat i on—processes
fluvial sedi mentat i on:
Vertical and horizontal
stability of streams in
northern Illinois (Vagt,
Peter J
.
)
glacial sedi ment at i on
:
Importance of the
regelation process to
certain properties of
basal tills deposited by
the Laurent ide ice sheet
in Iowa and Illinois,
U.S.A. (Kemmis, T. J.
)
transgress i on : Aggraded
fluvial and tide-dominated
deltaic deposits of the
Spoon Formation
(Pennsyl vanian) in the
southern Illinois Basin; a
shallow embayment
(Ambrose. William Anthony)
sed i mentat i on- -provenance
sandstone: Strat igraph i
c
traps and deposition of
Aux Vases and uppermost
Ste. Genevieve formations
(Mi ssi ss ippian) , southern
Illinois (Seyler, Beverly
J. )
sed i mentat i on- - sed i mentat i on
rates
i ndicators : Lithium
silicate sedimentation
tracer for shoal deposit
studies (Nedved. T. K.)
Sediment deposition
estimation from cesium-137
measurements (Mitchell, J.
Kent)
I acustri ne sedi ment at i on:
Deposition of bottom
sediment in Lake Ellyn,
Glen El lyn, 1 1 1 1nois
(Cowan, Ellen Anne)
sedi mentat ion- -transport
glacial t ransport : Late
Cretaceous marine
foraminifers from
Pleistocene
f luviol acustrlne deposits
in eastern Missouri
(Thompson, Thomas L.)
stream t ransport :
Measurement of bedload
discharge in nine Illinois
streams with the
Hel ley-Smith sampler
(Graf, J. B.
)
Runoff and sediment
transport from an
agricultural watershed in
northern Illinois (Allen,
H. E. , Jr . )
Runoff, sediment
transport, and water
quality in a northern
Illinois agricultural
watershed before urban
development 1979-81
(Allen, Howard E.. Jr.)
Sediment sources of
Midwestern surface waters
(Wilkin, Donovan C.)
sediments see also sedimentary
rocks; sedimentary
structures; sedimentation
sediments—clastic sediments
clay: The late Wisconsinan
Savanna Terrace in
tributaries to the upper
Mississippi River (Flock,
Mark A.
)
compos i t
i
on: Deposition of
bottom sediment in Lake
El lyn. Glen El lyn.
Illinois (Cowan. Ellen
Anne)
deposit) on: Geologic
history of the Mackinaw
Member of the Henry
Formation in the Illinois
River valley in Tazewell
County. 1 1
1
inois
(Searight. Thomas K.)
di ami cton: Sedimentol ogical
interpretation of the
Belgium Member, Banner
Formation, eastern
Illinois (Johnson, W.
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sediments/stratigraphy
Hi lton)
bri f t : Low- 1 evel
radioactive-waste burial
at the Palos Forest
Preserve. Illinois;
geology and hydrology of
the glacial drift, as
related to the migration
of tritium (Olimplo, J.
C.)
/ i t host rat i graphy
:
Strat igraphic reassignment
of the Hagarstown Member
in Illinois ( K i 1 1 ey , Myrna
M. )
loess: Clay minerals in
thin loess, Ohio River
basin, U.S.A. (Ruhe.
Robert V.
)
Loess stratigraphy,
distribution, and time of
deposition in Illinois
( Fehrenbacher , J. B.)
Pal eosol s: Stratigraphy of
the Wedron and Trafalgar
formations (W1 scons i nan)
in east-central Illinois
and west-central Indiana
(Field trip 3) (Kempton,
John P.
)
till: Importance of the
regelation process to
certain properties of
basal tills deposited by
the Laurentide ice sheet
in Iowa and Illinois,
U.S.A. (Kemmis, T. J. )
Lithofacies in the
Batestown Till Member,
Wedron Formation at two
sites in eastern Illinois
(von Rhee, Robert W.)
sediments- -environmental
analysis
sedi ment yield: Long-term
sediment yields from Bay
Creek, Pike County,
Illinois (Lazaro, T. R.)
sediments--geochemi stry
metals. Chemistry of bottom
sediments from the Cal-Sag
Channel and the Des
Plaines and Illinois
rivers between Jollet and
Havana , 1 1 1 1 no 1
s
(Harr i son, W
.
)
Selected metals in river
sediment, water, and
animals (Mathls, B. J.)
organic materials:
Environmental fates of
polychl or i nted dloxins and
furans as determined from
sediment cores (Czuczwa,
Jean M
.
)
Organic matter
alterations during sinking
of sediment particles In
Lake Michigan (Meyers,
Phil 1p A. )
sediments--l ithostrati graphy
Quaternary : The
distribution of the Piatt
Till Member of the Wedron
Formation in -Coles County,
Illinois (Hardesty, Alan
F. )
seismic methods see under
geophysical methods
seismic surveys see under
geophysical surveys; see
under geophysical surveys
under Mississippi Valley
seismology see also
engineering geology
sei smology--microearthquakes
epicenters: Revised
hypocenters and
correlation of seismidty
and tectonics in the
Central United States
(Gordon, David Walker)
seismology--seism1ci ty
seismic zoning: Central
Interior seismic source
zones: summary of workshop
convened June 10-11, 1980
( McKeown , F . A . )
shorelines see also under
engineering geology under
Great Lakes region
Silurian see also under
strat igraphy
slope stability see also
engineering geology;
geomorpho 1 ogy
soil mechanics see also rock
mechanics
soil mechanics--appl i cat ions
land use: Stratigraphy and
land-use applications; a
case study in surflcial
geologic mapping of
Madison County, Illinois
(Kil ley, Myrna M. )
soil mechanics-- 1 iquef act ion
liquefaction potential:
Liquefaction potential in
the central Mississippi
Valley (Obermeier. Stephen
F.)
sol Is
maps: Soil survey of Bond
County , I 1 1 i noi s
(Phi 1 1 ips. Donald B.
)
pedogenesi s : Loess
strat i graphy,
distribution, and time of
deposition 1n Illinois
(Fehrenbacher, J. B.)
The origin and early
genesis of clay bands in
youthful sandy soils along
Lake Michigan, U.S.A.
(Berg, Richard C
.
)
soil erosion: Erosion
characteristics of
surface-mined soils
(Mostaghimi, Saied)
soi ls--surveys
Analysis of soil cores
beneath
radioactive-waste-disposal
site, Sheffield, Illinois
(Healy, R. W.
)
Erosion characteristics
of surface-mined soils
(Mostaghimi, Saied)
Erosion model for
reclamation areas
( Vipu 1 anandan,
Cumaraswamy
)
Evaluation of soil tests
as a measure of phosphorus
and potassium availability
in Illinois coal waste
(Lewis, B . G.
)
Identifying buried
Indian mounds and
geomorphic surfaces near
Cahok ia . 1 1 1 inois
(Barnhardt, Michael L.)
Loess stratigraphy,
distribution, and time of
deposition in Illinois
(Fehrenbacher, J. B.)
Moisture characteristics
of compacted soils for use
in trench covers (Klein,
S.)
Soil survey of Bond
County, 1 1 1 inois
(Phi 1 1 ips , Donald B . )
Surficial geology of
Kendall County, Illinois
(Brossman, James J.)
The origin and early
genesis of clay bands in
youthful sandy soils along
Lake Michigan. U.S.A.
(Berg, Richard C
.
)
Variations in hydrologic
soil properties caused by
mining activities (Chong,
She-Kong)
Mi divest : Clay minerals in
thin loess. Ohio River
basin, U.S.A. (Ruhe,
Robert V.
)
Soil erosion in the Corn
Belt; problems and
solutions (Fenton. Thomas
E.)
Mississippi Valley: The
late Wi scons inan Savanna
Terrace in tributaries to
the upper Mississippi
River (Flock, Mark A.)
solution features see under
geomorpho 1 ogy
springs see also ground water
stratigraphy
archaeology: Accelerator
radiocarbon dating of
evidence for prehistoric
horticulture In Illinois
(Conard, Nicholas)
An evaluation of
postdepos 1 t ional changes
Subject Index 51
strat i graphy/strat i graphy
in the trace element
content of human bone
(Nelson, Dorothy A.)
Identifying buried
Indian mounds and
geomorphic surfaces near
Cahokia , 1 1 1 inoi s
(Barnhardt, Michael L.)
Cambri an: The petrology and
petrography of the Mt
.
Simon and pre-Mt . Simon
sandstones; evidence for
possible Precambrian
rifting in the central
Midcontinent (Kersting,
Joseph Jeffrey)
Carboni ferous: Comparison
of miospore assemblages in
the Pennsy 1 van ian System
of the Illinois Basin with
those in the Upper
Carboniferous of Western
Europe (Peppers, Russel
A. )
Fabric of the clastic
component of Carboniferous
concretions and their
enclosing matrix
(Woodland, Bertram G.)
Multielement conodont
species and ecological
interpretation of the
lower Osagean (Lower
Carboniferous) conodont
zonation from Midcontinent
North America (Chauff,
Karl M.
)
Trace and minor element
analyses of the Hymera
Coal Member of Indiana
(Coal VI) (Heberton.
Richard P
.
)
changes of level : Late
Holocene beach ridges and
water level cycles in Lake
Michigan (Collinson,
Charles
Devoni an: Fades, formation
boundaries, and
chronostrat Igraphy in the
upper part of the New
Albany Shale Group
(Devonian-Mi ss 1 ss ippian)
in the Illinois Basin
(Reinbold. Mark L . )
Internal stratigraphy of
Devonian Tioga Ash beds in
Appalachian Valley and
Ridge Province (Dennison,
John M.
)
Topography and geology
of the Early Pennsyl vanian
erosional surface on the
northwest margin of the
Illinois Basin, USA
(Leary, Richard L.)
Mi ss i ss ;' ppi an: Aux
Vases-Renaul t-Yankeetown
deposit ional sequence in
comparison to other
Chesterian depositional
sequences (Jennings, James
R. )
Crinoid arenite banks
and crinoid wacke inertia
flows; a depositional
model for the Burlington
Limestone (Middle
Missi ssippian) , Illinois,
Iowa, and Missouri, USA
(Carozzi . Albert V.
)
Distribution of fossil
plant taxa in the Upper
Mi ss i ss i pp ian and Lower
Pennsy 1 van l an Illinois
Basin (Jennings, James R.)
Facies, formation
boundaries, and
chronostrat igraphy In the
upper part of the New
Albany Shale Group
( Devoni an -M ississippian)
in the Illinois Basin
(Reinbold, Mark L
.
)
Middle Chesterian
(Golconda) marine deltaic
pa 1 eocommuni t i es from the
Illinois Basin (Kelly,
Stuart M.
)
Mi ssi ssippian
stratotype; an overview
(Thompson, Thomas L.)
Paleontology and
stratigraphy of strata
associated with the basal
Chesterian in its type
region (Jennings. James
R.)
Petrology, paleoecology
.
and depositional
environments of a micritic
limestone in Cave Hill
Member of Kinkaid
Formation ( Mi ss i ss ipp ian
,
Chesterian), southern
Illinois (Hakkio, Lisa B.)
Spores from Chesterian
coals of the Illinois
Basin (Kosanke. Robert M.)
Strat i graphi c traps and
deposition of Aux Vases
and uppermost Ste.
Genevieve formations
(Miss i ssippian) . southern
Illinois (Seyler, Beverly
J. )
The
Missi ss ipp ian -Pennsyl vani-
an boundary in the
southern Midcontinent,
United States (Manger,
Walter L.
The paleoecology of
malacostracan arthropods
in the Bear Gulch
Limestone (Namurian) of
central Montana (Factor,
David F
.
)
Ordov i ci an: Brainard Shale
out 1 iers (Upper
Ordovician, Maquoketa
Group) in southeastern
Indiana (Fluegeman.
Richard H. , Jr
.
)
Depositional
environments of the St.
Peter Sandstone of the
Upper Midwest (Winfree. K.
E. )
L i thostrat igraphy and
depositional environments
of the Moquoketa Group
(Ordovician) in northern
Illinois (Kolata, Dennis
R. )
Maquoketa Shale Group of
northern Illinois (Kolata,
Denni s R . )
Ool 1 tes at the
Ordov ician-Si lurian
boundary in Illinois
(Kluessendorf , Joanne)
Oolitic strata of the
Keel Formation and
Edgewood Group ( Late
Ordovician and Early
Silurian), Texas Panhandle
to the Mississippi Valley
(Amsden, Thomas W.)
Pal eocene : The
strat igraphic position of
Paleocene foraminifera
from Kentucky and Illinois
(Fluegeman, Richard H.,
Jr. )
Pal eozoic : Seismic
velocities of lower
Paleozoic strat igraphic
units in Stephenson
County, Illinois (Wang, H.
F.)
Pennsylvanian: A
gravitational slide in the
Energy Shale Member
overlying the Herrin (No.
6) Coal Member in southern
Illinois (Nelson. W. John)
Biofacies and habitats
of Brereton Limestone
Member (Carbondale
Formation, Middle
Pennsyl vanian)
.
southwestern Illinois
(O'Connell. Dennis B.)
Breezy Hill Limestone, a
prelude to the major
widespread Pennsylvanian
cyclothems of Midcontinent
North America (Knight.
Kimbel 1 L.
)
Changing concepts of
Midcontinent Pennsylvanian
cyclothems. North America
(Heckel . Phi lip H.
)
Classification of
clastic sediments in
Pennsylvanian coal-bearing
formations emphasizing
mudrock lithology (Chen,
Pei -Yuan)
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strat i graphy/strat i graphy
Comparison of miospore
assemblages in the
Pennsy 1 vani an System of
the Illinois Basin with
those in the Upper
Carboniferous of Western
Europe (Peppers, Russel
A. )
Detai led
b iost rat i graphic
correlation, Shumway
"Cyclothem", Virgil ian.
1 1 1 i noi s Bas In
(Langenheim, Ralph L
.
.
Jr. )
Distribution of fossil
plant taxa in the Upper
Mi ss i ss ippian and Lower
Pennsy 1 vanian Illinois
Basin (Jennings, James R.)
Facies and depositional
environments of the Energy
Shale ( Pennsy 1 vanian) in
southwestern Jefferson
County, Illinois (Burk,
Mitchell Keith)
Geostat i st ical analysis
of the facies and
thickness variation in the
Brereton Limestone and the
Anna Shale in part of
southwestern Illinois
(Cleaveland, Thomas H.)
Paleoecology and
environments of deposition
of the Brereton Limestone
Member ( Pennsy 1 vanian,
Desmoines i an) in
southwestern Illinois
(O'Connell, Dennis B.)
Paleoecology of an
estuar i ne-del ta ic biota;
community-habitat mosaic
of the Pennsy 1 vanian Mazon
Creek fauna in Northeast
Illinois (Baird, Gordon
C. )
Passage-time
characteristics of
Pennsy 1 vanian sequences in
Illinois (Doveton, John
H. )
Petrographic
investigation and
examination of the
thickness of the Brereton
Limestone (Middle
Pennsy 1 vani an) ) in a
portion of the Illinois
Basin (Guzan, Michael
John)
Revised correlations of
the Shoal Creek and La
Salle limestone members of
the Bond Formation
( Pennsy 1 vanian) in
northern I 1 1 inols
(Jacobson, Russell J.)
Revision of nomenclature
for the Springfield (No.
5) Coal Member of Illinois
(Trask, C. Brian)
Strat i graphic
cor re 1 at i ons--of
Seel yvi lie, De Koven, and
Davis coals (Desmoi nes Ian)
of I 1 1 inoi s Bas in
coalfield (Jacobson,
Russel 1 J . )
-- The
M1 ss i ss 1 pp ian- Pennsy
1
vani-
an boundary in the
southern Midcont i nent
,
United States (Manger,
Wal ter L.
)
The Turner Mine Shale
Member; a newly named
strat igraphic unit of the
Carbondale Formation
(Nelson, W. John)
Topography and geology
of the Early Pennsy 1 vanian
erosional surface on the
northwest margin of the
I 1
1
inois Bas in, USA
(Leary, Richard L.)
Pleistocene: A plant
macrofossil assemblage
from 1 11 inoi an glacial
till in Jackson County,
Illinois (Jackson, Stephen
T. )
Geologic history of the
Mackinaw Member of the
Henry Formation in the
Illinois River valley in
Tazewell County, Illinois
(Searight, Thomas K.)
Late Cretaceous marine
foraminifers from
P 1 ei stocene
f luviolacustr ine deposits
in eastern Missouri
(Thompson, Thomas L.)
Lithofacies in the
Batestown Till Member,
Wedron Formation at two
sites in eastern Illinois
(von Rhee, Robert W.)
Sedimentol ogical
interpretation of the
Belgium Member, Banner
Formation, eastern
Illinois (Johnson, W.
Hi 1 ton)
Strat igraphic
reassignment of the
Hagarstown Member in
Illinois (Killey, Myrna
M.)
The Pleistocene
stratigraphy and
geomorphol ogy of
central -southern Wisconsin
and part of northern
1 1
1
Inois (Fricke. Carl A.
P.)
-- The Tlskl lwa Till, a
regional view of its
origin and depositional
processes (Wlckham, Susan
Specht
)
The Wadsworth Till
Member of Illinois and the
equivalent Oak Creek
Formation of Wisconsin
(Hansel , Ardi th K.
)
Precambri an: The petrology
and petrography of the Mt
.
Simon and pre-Mt . Simon
sandstones; evidence for
possible Precambrian
rifting In the central
Midcontinent (Kersting,
Joseph Jeffrey)
Proterozoic: The Baraboo
Interval; a tale of red
quartzites (Dott, R. H..
Jr.)
Quaternary: Evidence for
stagnant ice in the Chain
' Lakes Lowland during
deposition of Haeger and
Wadsworth till (Hansel,
Ardi th K. )
Late-glacial and
postglacial pollen studies
from the Zuehl Farm site,
north-central Iowa and the
Cattail Channel Bog,
northwestern Illinois
(Kim, Hyung Keun)
Stratigraphy of the
Wedron and Trafalgar
formations (Wisconslnan)
in east-central Illinois
and west-central Indiana
(Field trip 3) (Kempton.
John P.
)
Surficial geology of
Kendall County, Illinois
(Brossman, James J.)
The distribution of the
Piatt Till Member of the
Wedron Formation in Coles
County, 1 1 1 Inois
(Hardesty , Al an F . )
The late Wisconsinan
Savanna Terrace in
tributaries to the upper
Mississippi River (Flock,
Mark A.
Silurian: Oolites at the
0rdovician-S1 lur ian
boundary in Illinois
(Kluessendorf , Joanne)
Oolitic strata of the
Keel Formation and
Edgewood Group (Late
Ordovician and Early
Silurian), Texas Panhandle
to the Mississippi Valley
(Amsden, Thomas W.)
Silurian reef and
interreef strata as
responses to a cycl leal
succession of
environments, southern
Great Lakes area (Field
trip 12) (Shaver. Robert
Subject Index 53
strontium/trl lobi tes
H. )
stront i um--geochemi stry
granites: Trace element
geochemistry of
Precambrian granite from
northern Illinois Deep
Drill Hole UPH-3 (Schulz,
Klaus J.
)
stront ium-- i sotopes
Sr-87/Sr-86: The strontium
isotope and rare-earth
element systematics of
nonsulfide minerals from
the Illinois-Kentucky
fluorspar district
(Dickhaut , L isa A . )
structural geology
def ormat i on : Microcrack
study of granitic cores
from Illinois deep
borehole UPH 3 (Kowallis,
Bart J.
)
State of stress,
permeability, and
fractures in the
Precambrian granite of
northern Illinois
(Haimson, Bezalel C.)
faults: Strike-slip fault
in flat-lying strata of
Macoupin County, Illinois
(Nelson. W. John)
tectoni cs : A comparison of
linears mapped from
digitally processed
Landsat data to faults
depicted on geologic maps:
the fluorspar district,
western Kentucky and
southern Illinois (Shelby,
Lynn)
A gravitational slide in
the Energy Shale Member
overlying the Herrin (No.
6) Coal Member in southern
Illinois (Nelson, W. John)
Continental rifting
under the Illinois Basin
and Mississippi River
embayment (Plnckney,
Darrel 1 M
.
)
History of displacement
along Ste. Genevieve fault
zone, southwestern
Illinois (Schwalb. Howard
R. )
New Burnside
"anticline"; part of
fluorspar area fault
complex? (Jacobson,
Russel 1 J
.
Shallow seismic
refraction survey,
Gallatin County, Illinois
(Roman, Juan A. Deliz)
Structural geology of
Shawneetown fault zone,
southeastern Illinois
( Lumm. Donald K
.
)
Structural history of
southern Illinois and
upper Mississippi
Embayment (Schwalb, Howard
*. )
Structural relationships
betv/een Cottage Grove and
Shawneetov/n fault systems,
southeastern Illinois, as
inferred from gravity data
(Strunk. Kevin L
.
)
Tectonic faults and
their influence on coal
mini ng in 1 1 1 i no i s
(Nelson, W. John)
Tectonic history of
southeastern Illinois
(Nelson, W. John)
Thermal contraction and
flexure of i ntracratonal
basins; a
three-dimensional study of
the Michigan Basin (Nunn,
Jeffrey A
.
)
sulfides see under minerals
sul fur--geochemi stry
black shale: Physical and
chemical characterization
of Devonian gas shale;
quarterly status report
October 1, 1980-December
31 . 1980 (Ziel inski , R.
E. )
coal: Geochemistry of trace
elements and sulfur in the
Springfield (No. 5) Coal
in the Illinois Basin
(Chou, C. L.
)
Origin and economic
geology of the Springfield
Coal Member in the
Illinois Basin (Field trip
9) (Eggert , D. L .
Variations in the forms
and occurrences of sulfur
in the Herrin No. 6 coal
seam in southern Illinois
(Crel 1 ing, John C
.
)
sul
f
ui— i sotopes
S-34/S-32: A burial
diagenetic model for the
emplacement of zinc- lead
sulfide ores 1n the Upper
Mississippi Valley. USA
(Ludvigson, Gregory A.)
High-Zn-coal s of
Illinois; coal-hosted
mlssissippi valley-type
mineralization? (Whelan,
Joseph F
.
)
Stable isotope evidence
for the origin of sulfur
in coal (Westgate, Linda
M.)
Sulfur isotoplc
fractionation in the
formation of pyrite from
Upper Devonian black
shales (Anderson, Thomas
F.)
sulphur see sulfur
symposia- -engineer ing geology
earthquakes : Central
Interior seismic source
zones; summary of workshop
convened June 10-11, 1980
(McKeown, F . A
.
)
techniques see under
environmental geology;
hydrology
tectonics see also faults;
structural geology;see also
under structural geology
under Midwest; Mississippi
Val ley
terraces see under fluvial
features under
geomorphol ogy ; see under
lacustrine features under
geomorpho 1 ogy
thorium--geochemi stry
grani tes : Trace element
geochemistry of
Precambrian granite from
northern Illinois Deep
Drill Hole UPH-3 (Schulz.
Klaus J
.
)
Uranium-series
disequilibrium in granite
from core samples of drill
hole UPH-3, Stephenson
County, Illinois (Rosholt,
J. N. )
thorium-- isotopes
Th-230: Isotopic
composition of uranium and
thorium in crystalline
rocks (Rosholt. J. N.)
Uranium-ser i es
disequilibrium in granite
from core samples of drill
hole UPH-3. Stephenson
County. Illinois (Rosholt,
J.N.)
Th-232/Th-230: Isotopic
composition of uranium and
thorium in crystalline
rocks (Rosholt, John N.)
trace elements see under
geochemi stry ; see under
biochemistry under fossil
man; see under chemical
weathering under
weather ing; see under
geochemistry under coal;
sedimentary rocks; see under
granites under igneous rocks
tree rings see under
geochrono 1 ogy
t r i 1 ob i tes - -pa 1 eoeco 1 ogy
Pennsy Ivani an: Paleoecology
and environments of
deposition of the Brereton
Limestone Member
( Pennsy 1 van i an,
Desmo 1 nes ian) in
southwestern Illinois
(O'Connell, Dennis B.)
Si I uri an: Silurian reef and
interreef strata as
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tri lobi tes/wel 1 -logging
responses to a cyclical
succession of
environments, southern
Great Lakes area (Field
trip 12) (Shaver, Robert
H. )
tritium see also deuterium;
hydrogen
tri t ium--geochemi stry
ground water: Hydrogeol ogi
c
controls on the extent and
rate of tritium migration
from a low-level
radioactive waste disposal
facility near Sheffield,
Illinois (Foster, J. B.)
Low-level
radioactive-waste burial
at the Palos Forest
Preserve, Illinois;
geology and hydrology of
the glacial drift, as
related to the migration
of tritium (Olimpio, J.
C. )
unconformities see under
1 i thostrat igraphy under
sedimentary rocks
underground installations see
also under engineering
geology
underground water see ground
water
United States see also Eastern
U.S. ; Midwest
United States- -economic
geology
coal : The occurrence and
distribution of mineral
matter in coal lithotypes
in the Herrin (No. 6) Coal
seam under marine and
nonmarine influences
(Baumann, Dean R.)
oil shale: The outlook for
shale oil (Culberson, S.
Frank
)
water resources: Editorial;
Making peace with Mother
Nature ( Lehr , Jay H.)
United States—engineering
geology
foundat i ons : Reactor site
reviews (Morris. R. H.)
nuclear facilities: Reactor
site reviews (Morris, R.
H.)
United States—environmental
geology
reclamation: Editorial;
Making peace with Mother
Nature (Lehr, Jay H.)
United States—geomorphol ogy
fluvial features: Hydraulic
geometry of floodplains
(Bhawmik , Nani G.
)
United States—paleobotany
pter i dophytes
:
Paralycopodi tes Morey &
Morey, from the
Carboniferous of
Euramerica; a reassessment
of generic affinities and
evolution of
—
"Lep idodendron"
brevifolium Williamson
(DiMtchele. Wi 1 1 1am A
.
)
uranium—geochemi stry
black shale: Physical and
chemical characterization
of Devonian gas shale;
quarterly status report
October 1, 1980-December
31 , 1980 (Ziel inski , R.
E.)
granites: Trace element
geochemistry of
Precambrian granite from
northern Illinois Deep
Drill Hole UPH-3 (Schulz.
Klaus J.
)
uranium-- isotopes
t rans-urani urn elements:
Uranium-ser ies
disequilibrium in granite
from core samples of drill
hole UPH-3, Stephenson
County, Illinois (Rosholt,
O.N.)
U-238/U-234: Isotopic
composition of uranium and
thorium in crystalline
rocks (Rosholt, J. N.)
Isotopic composition of
uranium and thorium in
crystalline rocks
(Roshol t , John N.
)
vanadium—geochemi stry
black shale: Physical and
chemical characterization
of Devonian gas shale;
quarterly status report
October 1 , 1980-December
31 , 1980 (Ziel inski , R.
E. )
varves see lacustrine features
under geomorphol ogy
Vertebrata see also fossil
man; Mammalia; problematic
f oss i 1
s
Vertebrata—mi seel 1 anea
collecting: Fossils (King,
James E
.
waste disposal see also under
engineering geology;
environmental geology
waste disposal --radioactive
waste
I ow- level waste: Methods
for disposing of low-level
radioactive waste in the
ground (Daniel, David E.)
water see also ground water;
hydrogeol ogy ; hydrology;
water resources
water resources see a I so under
economic geology; see also
under economic geology under
United States
water resources— resources
ground water: Biologically
mediated chemical changes
in the filtration of
aerated ground waters
(Bal iga, K. Y
.
)
waterways see also under
engineering geology
waterways— rivers and streams
hydraulics: Hydraulic
geometry of floodplains
(Bhawmik, Nani G.)
weather i ng—chemi cal
weathering
t race e I ement s
:
Uranium-ser ies
disequilibrium in granite
from core samples of drill
hole UPH-3, Stephenson
County, Illinois (Rosholt.
J. N. )
well -logging see also
geophysical surveys
wel 1 -logging—acoustical
logging
borehol es: Seismic
velocities of lower
Paleozoic strat igraphic
units in Stephenson
County, Illinois (Wang, H.
F. )
wel 1 -logging—electrical
logging
reservoi r rocks: Drowned
barrier bar and tidal
inlet sequences in
Buckner-Sesser-Val ier
fields, Franklin County,
Illinois (Young, Victor
R.)
wel 1 -logging—electromagnetic
logging
i nst rument s : L i tho-Densi ty
log applications in the
Michigan and Illinois
basins (McCal 1 . D . C .
)
wel 1 -logging-- interpretation
basement: Illinois Deep
Hole Project (Anonymous)
Introduction to the
Illinois Deep Hole Project
(Coates , M. S
.
)
boreholes: Challenging
Northeast formations
examined (Maslowski, Andy)
grani tes: Interpretation of
core and well log physical
property data from drill
hole UPH-3, Stephenson
County, Illinois (Daniels.
Jeffrey J
.
)
/ i
t
host rat i graphy
:
Petrographic investigation
and examination of the
thickness of the Brereton
Limestone (Middle
Pennsy 1 vanian) ) in a
portion of the Illinois
Basin (Guzan, Michael
John)
Subject Index 55
we 1 1 - 1 ogg i ng/z i nc
physical properties:
Interpretation of core and
wel 1 1 og phys i ca
1
properties data from drill
hole UPH-3, Stephenson
County, Illinois (Daniels,
Jeffrey J . )
Western Hemisphere see also
North America
zinc--geochemi stry
bones : An evaluation of
postdepos i t i onal changes
in the trace element
content of human bone
(Nelson, Dorothy A.)
coal: High-2n-coal s of
Illinois: coal-hosted
mississippi valley-type
mineralization? (Whelan,
Joseph F
.
)
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COUNTY INDEX
Adams County
Bigelow, Tom. Fault, uplift
discovered in Adams County
Conard, Nicholas. Accelerator
radiocarbon dating of
evidence for prehistoric
horticulture in Illinois
Maslowski, Andy. Green
pastures in Brown County
Alexander County
Lee. Michael R. Wood patterns
in an Upper Cretaceous flora
from southern Illinois
Bond County
Phillips. Donald B. Soil
survey of Bond County,
I 1 1 inois
Boone County
Allen, Howard E., Jr. Runoff,
sediment transport, and
water quality in a northern
Illinois agricultural
watershed before urban
development 1979-81
Berg, Richard C. A guide to
the geology of the
Capron-Rockf ord area
Brown County
Anonymous. Illinois; Buckhorn
East most exciting play
Leary, Richard L. Topography
and geology of the Early
Pennsy 1 vanian eroslonal
surface on the northwest
margin of the Illinois
Basin, USA
Maslowski, Andy. Green
pastures in Brown County
Bureau County
Foster, J. B. Hydrogeol ogic
controls on the extent and
rate of tritium migration
from a low-level radioactive
waste disposal facility near
Sheffield. Illinois
Gray, John R. A system for
measuring surface runoff and
collecting sediment samples
from smal 1 areas
McCray, J. G. Low-level
nuclear waste shallow land
burial trench isolation;
annual report; October 1982
- September 1983
Calhoun County
Conard, Nicholas. Accelerator
radiocarbon dating of
evidence for prehistoric
horticulture in Illinois
Cass County
Stamer, J. K. Work plan for
the Sangamon River basin,
111 i noi s
Christian County
Stamer, J. K. Work plan for
the Sangamon River basin,
1 1 1 1 no i s
Coles County
Hardesty. Alan F. The
distribution of the Piatt
Till Member of the Wedron
Formation in Coles County,
1 1 1 inois
Cook County
Collinson, Charles. Shoreline
processes and geomorphol ogy
,
southwestern Lake Michigan
(Field trip 6)
Cowan, Ellen Anne. Deposition
of bottom sediment in Lake
Ellyn, Glen Ellyn. Illinois
Kuka 1 ova-Peck , Jarmila. New
Homoiopter idae (Insecta:
Pal eodlctyoptera ) with wing
articulation from Upper
Carboniferous strata of
Mazon Creek, Illinois
Olimpio, J. C. Low- level
radioactive-waste burial at
the Palos Forest Preserve,
Illinois; geology and
hydrology of the glacial
drift, as related to the
migration of tritium
Crawford County
Howell, James C. Evaluation of
injection well stimulation
as applied to a large
micel 1 ar/pol ymer project
De Witt County
Klein, S. Moisture
characteristics of compacted
soils for use in trench
covers
Stamer, J. K. Work plan for
the Sangamon River basin,
II 1 i no is
E f f i ngham County
Barber, A . H.
.
Jr . Inf i 1
1
drilling to increase
reserves; actual experience
in nine fields in Texas,
Oklahoma, and Illinois
Fayette County
Barber . A . H. , Jr . Inf i 1
drilling to increase
reserves; actual experience
in nine fields in Texas,
Oklahoma, and Illinois
Frankl in County
Demaris, Philip J. Geology of
the Herrin (No. 6) coal and
associated strata at Old Ben
No. 24, Franklin County,
II 1 inois
DeMaris. Philip J. Coal-ball
formation in the Herrin
Coal, Franklin County.
II 1 inoi s
L1zak, John B. Geologic
structures and horizontal
stresses; their impact on
petroleum and coal
production in Illinois Basin
Miller, John J. Detection of
potential inundation hazards
by overwater seismic methods
Sutherland. H. J. Prediction
of subsidence using
complementary influence
f unct i ons
Young. Victor R. Drowned
barrier bar and tidal inlet
sequences in
Buckner-Sesser-Val 1er
fields. Franklin County.
I 1 1 1no1s
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Fulton County/Macoupin County
Fulton County
Hoppe, W. J. Age and
significance of Precambrian
basement samples from
northern Illinois and
adjacent states
Peters, C. A. Mine-reclamation
hydrology in Fulton County,
1 1 1 inoi
s
Gal latin County
DiMichele, William A.
Para 1 ycopodl tes Morey &
Morey, from the
Carboniferous of Euramerica;
a reassessment of generic
affinities and evolution of
" Lepi dodendron" brevifolium
Will iamson
Lumm. Donald K. Structural
geology of Shawneetown fault
zone, southeastern Illinois
Roman. Juan A. Oeliz. Shallow
seismic refraction survey,
Gallatin County, Illinois
Strunk, Kevin L. Structural
relationships between
Cottage Grove and
Shawneetown fault systems,
southeastern Illinois, as
inferred from gravity data
Greene County
Conard, Nicholas. Accelerator
radiocarbon dating of
evidence for prehistoric
horticulture in Illinois
Maslowski, Andy. Focus deepens
in Illinois; Silurian reef
search on the horizon
Grundy County
Konecny, Jim. The Mazon Creek
nodules
Hancock County
Maslowski, Andy. Green
pastures in Brown County
Hard
Brecke, E. A.
report on t
fluorspar d
County, 1 1
1
Plttman, Jon
calcite and
Val ley del
i
Reinertsen, D
to the geol
in Rock-Ros
Watts , Al ice
the magical
1 n County
A supplemental
he Cave In Rock
istrict, Hardin
inoi s
T . Honeycomb
other Ohio
ghts
avid L
ogy of
A guide
the Cave
iclare area
Mar i e . F 1 uor i te
,
mineral
Henry County
Hoppe, W. J. Age and
significance of Precambrian
basement samples from
northern Illinois and
adjacent states
Leary, Richard L. Topography
and geology of the Early
Pennsy 1 vanian erosional
surface on the northwest
margin of the I 1 1 i no is
Basin. USA
van Schmus, W. R. Age and
geologic significance of
Precambrian basement samples
from northern Illinois and
eastern Iowa
Jackson County
Hoppe, W. J. Age and
significance of Precambrian
basement samples from
northern Illinois and
adjacent states
Jackson, Stephen T. A plant
macrofossil assemblage from
Illinoian glacial till in
Jackson County. Illinois
Schwalb, Howard R. History of
displacement along Ste.
Genevieve fault zone,
southwestern Illinois
Jefferson County
Burk , Mitchell Keith. Facies
and depositional
environments of the Energy
Shale ( Pennsy 1 vanian ) in
southwestern Jefferson
County , 1 1 1 i noi s
Burk, Mitchell Keith. Facies
and depositional
environments of Energy Shale
Member (Carbondale
Formation, Pennsy 1 vanian ) ,
southwestern Jefferson
County, 111 i no i s
Miller, John J. Detection of
potential inundation hazards
by overwater seismic methods
Johnson County
Hakkio, Lisa B. Petrology,
pal eoeco logy , and
depositional environments of
a micritic limestone in Cave
Hill Member of Kinkaid
Formation (Mi ss i ssippian,
Chesterian), southern
1 1 1 1 noi s
Jennings, James R. The
morphology and relationships
of Rhodea, Telangium,
Telangiops i s , and
Heterangium
Kendal 1 County
Brossman, James J. Surficial
geology of Kendall County,
111 i noi s
Knox County
DiMichele. Wi 1 1 iam A
.
Para lycopodi tes Morey &
Morey. from the
Carboniferous of Euramerica;
a reassessment of generic
affinities and evolution of
"Lepidodendron" brevifolium
Will iamson
Merrill, Glen K. Trace fossils
within limestone interbeds.
Oak Grove Member, Carbondale
Formation ( Pennsy 1 vani an,
Desmoi nes ian ) , northwestern
I 1 1 1 noi s
La Sal 1e County
Heidari, Manoutchehr. Analysis
of rock stress around a
liquid waste injection
system in 1 1 1 inois
Lake County
Berg, Richard C. The origin
and early genesis of clay
bands in youthful sandy
soils along Lake Michigan,
U.S.A.
Collinson, Charles. Late
Holocene beach ridges and
water level cycles in Lake
Michi gan
Collinson, Charles. Shoreline
processes and geomorphol ogy
,
southwestern Lake Michigan
(Field trip 6)
Lawrence County
Shadle, Gary L. The frond of
Heterangium
Stidd. Benton M. The
synangiate nature of
Dolerotheca
Livingston County
Pittman, Jon T. Honeycomb
calcite and other Ohio
Val 1 ey del ights
Logan County
Stamer, J. K. Work plan for
the Sangamon River basin,
1 1 1 inois
Macon County
Stamer, J. K. Work plan for
the Sangamon River basin,
I 1 1 inois
Macoupin County
DeMaris. Philip J. An
erosional channel in the
roof of the Illinois Herrin
(No. 6) coal; implications
for exploration
Johnson, Thomas M. Hydrologic
investigations of failure
mechanisms and migration of
organic chemicals at
Wilsonville, Illinois
Lewis, B. G. Evaluation of
soil tests as a measure of
phosphorus and potassium
availability in Illinois
coal waste
Miller, Halsey W. Petroleum
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Macoupin County/Saline County
geology of Macoupin County,
1 1 1 i no i s
Nelson. W. John. Tectonic
- faults and their influence
on coal mining in Illinois
Nelson. W. John. Strike-slip
fault in flat-lying strata
of Macoupin County, Illinois
V ipulanandan, Cumaraswamy.
Erosion model for
reclamation areas
V ipul anandan. Cumaraswamy.
Ouality of runoff water from
soil -covered reclamation
s i tes
Madison County
Hoppe. W. J. Age and
significance of Precambrian
basement samples from
northern Illinois and
adjacent states
Killey, Myrna M. Stratigraphy
and land-use applications; a
case study in surficial
geologic mapping of Madison
County, 1 1
1
inois
Tirey, G. B.
Common-depth-poi nt
seismic-reflection survey on
the Mississippi River in the
vicinity of Alton, Illinois
Winget, E. A. U.S. Geological
Survey common-depth-point
seismic-reflection survey
between Mississippi River
miles 195 and 210 (R/V
Neecho, cruise NE-80-3)
Marion County
Dahl , H. M. Geologic factors
influencing reservoir
performance at Texaco'
s
Salem Tertiary recovery
project, Marlon County,
I 1 1 i noi s
McDonough County
Maslowski, Andy. Green
pastures in Brown County
McLean County
Heidari, Manoutchehr. Analysis
of rock stress around a
liquid waste injection
system in I 1 1 inoi s
Reinertsen. David L. A guide
to the geology of the
Danvers-Normal area
Menard County
Stamer, J. K. Work plan for
the Sangamon River basin,
Illinois
Monroe County
Frasz, Geoffrey B. Mastodon
bones in an Illinois cave
Jaeger, Paul . The effects of
depositional environment and
diagenesls on the porosity
and permeability in the
Salem Limestone in Union and
Monroe counties-, southern
1 1 1 i noi s
Perry County
DiMichel e, William A.
Para 1 ycopodi tes Morey &
Morey , from the
Carboniferous of Euramerlca;
a reassessment of generic
affinities and evolution of
"Lepidodendron" brevifolium
Willi amson
Oertel , Allen 0. Changes in
ground water quality
associated with cast
overburden material in
Southwest Perry County,
II
1
inois
Piatt County
Mitchell, J. Kent. Sediment
deposition estimation from
cesium- 137 measurements
Stamer, J. K. Work plan for
the Sangamon River basin,
111 1 noi s
Pike County
Allen, Robert D. Confined
aquifers as reservoirs for
compressed air
Conard, Nicholas. Accelerator
radiocarbon dating of
evidence for prehistoric
horticulture in Illinois
Lazaro, T. R. Long-term
sediment yields from Bay
Creek. Pike County. Illinois
Lazaro, Timothy R. Estimates
of long-term
suspended-sediment loads in
Bay Creek at Nebo, Pike
County, Illinois, 1940-1980
Maliva. Robert G. Ophioci sto id
(?) ossicles from the
McCraney Limestone (Lower
M1 ss i ss ippian) of western
1 1 1 i noi s
Maslowski. Andy. Green
pastures in Brown County
Pope County
Klasner, J. S. Geologic map of
the Burden Falls Roadless
Area, Pope County, Illinois
Klasner, J. S. Mineral
resource potential map of
the Burden Falls Roadless
Area, Pope County, Illinois
Klasner, J. S. Mineral
resource potential map of
the Lusk Creek Roadless
Area, Pope County. Illinois
Klasner. John S. Burden Falls
Roadless Area, Illinois
Klasner, John S. Lusk Creek
Roadless Area. Illinois
Lumm, Donald K. Structural
geology of Shawneetown fault
zone, southeastern Illinois
Reinertsen, David L. A guide
to the geology of the
Golconda area
Pulaski County
Hoppe. W. J. Age and
significance of Precambrian
basement samples from
northern Illinois and
adjacent states
Putnam County
Heidari. Manoutchehr. Analysis
of rock stress around a
liquid waste injection
system in I 1 1 inoi s
Richland County
Mil lay, M. A. M icrogametophyte
development in the Paleozoic
seed fern family
Cal 1 i stophytaceae
Rock Island County
Leary, Richard L. Topography
and geology of the Early
Pennsy 1 vanian erosional
surface on the northwest
margin of the Illinois
Basin, USA
Saint Clair County
Barnhardt , Michael L.
Identifying buried Indian
mounds and geomorphic
surfaces near Cahokia,
1 1 1 Inois
Danner, Stephen K. Thin and
disturbed Herrin (No. 6)
coal near the boundaries of
the II 1 inoi s Basin
Klein, S. Moisture
characteristics of compacted
soils for use in trench
covers
Sal ine County
Bigelow, Tom. Small pockets
yielding big production
Chong, She-Kong. Variations in
hydrologic soil properties
caused by mining activities
DiMichele, William A.
Para 1 ycopodi tes Morey &
Morey, from the
Carboniferous of Euramerica;
a reassessment of generic
affinities and evolution of
"Lepidodendron" brevifolium
Will 1 amson
Lumm, Donald K. Structural
geology of Shawneetown fault
zone, southeastern Illinois
Mahaffy, James F. Spore
patterns in the Indiana Coal
V in the Middle
Pennsy 1 vani an near a
County Index 59
Saline County/Winnebago County
pal eochannel
Rogers, Philip R. Roof fall
study of the Harnsburg (No.
. 5) Coal in portions of
Saline and Williamson
counties, Illinois
Strunk. Kevin L. Structural
relationships between
Cottage Grove and
Shawneetown fault systems,
southeastern Illinois, as
inferred from gravity data
Sangamon County
Stamer. J. K. Work plan for
the Sangamon River basin,
I 1 1 inoi s
Stephenson County
Anonymous. Illinois Deep Hole
Project
Coates. M. S. Introduction to
the Illinois Deep Hole
Project
Couture, Rex A. Sampling of
brine in cores of
Precambrian granite from
northern Illinois
Daniels, Jeffrey J.
Interpretation of core and
v/el 1 log physical property
data from drill hole UPH-3,
Stephenson County, Illinois
Daniels, Jeffrey J.
Interpretation of core and
well log physical properties
data from drill hole UPH-3,
Stephenson County, Illinois
Doe, Bruce R. The possible
bearing of the granite of
the UPH deep drill holes,
northern Illinois, on the
origin of Mississippi Valley
ore deposits
Eckstein, Y. Petrographlc and
physical factors controlling
thermal conductivity of
granitic rocks 1n Illinois
deep holes UPH 1, 2. and 3
Haimson, Bezalel C. State of
stress, permeability, and
fractures in the Precambrian
granite of northern Illinois
Hoppe , W. J. Age and
significance of Precambrian
basement samples from
northern Illinois and
adjacent states
Kombrink, Mark. Oxygen
isotopic compositions of
minerals from Illinois Deep
Drill Hole granites
Kowallis, Bart J. Microcrack
study of granitic cores from
Illinois deep borehole UPH 3
Lidiak, Edward G. Petrology
and physical properties of
granites from the Illinois
deep hole in Stephenson
County
Rosholt, J
disequi
1
from cor
hole UPH
County,
Shieh, Yuc
i sotope
grani tes
Deep Hoi
Wang, H. F
of lower
strat i gr
Stephens
N. Uranium-series
ibrium in granite
e samples of drill
-3
, Stephenson
1 1 1 i no i s
h-Ning. Oxygen
study of Precambrian
from the I 1 1 i noi s
e Project
Seismic velocities
Paleozoic
aphic units in
on County, Illinois
Tazewel 1 County
Searight, Thomas K. Geologic
history of the Mackinaw
Member of the Henry
Formation in the Illinois
River valley in Tazewell
County , 1 1 1 inoi s
Union County
Jaeger, Paul . The effects of
depositional environment and
d1 agenesis on the porosity
and permeability in the
Salem Limestone in Union and
Monroe counties, southern
1 1 1 inoi s
Vermilion County
Danner, Stephen K. Thin and
disturbed Herrin (No. 6)
coal near the boundaries of
the II 1 inoi s Bas in
Wabash County
Hoppe, W. J. Age and
significance of Precambrian
basement samples from
northern Illinois and
adjacent states
Willi amson County
DiMichele, William A.
Paral ycopodi tes Morey &
Morey, from the
Carboniferous of Euramerica;
a reassessment of generic
affinities and evolution of
"Lep i dodendron" brevifollum
Will i amson
Loomis, Edward Charles. The
effects of anaerobical 1
y
digested municipal sanitary
sewage sludge on the
oxidation of pyrite
Mil lay, M. A. M i crogametophy te
development in the Paleozoic
seed fern f ami 1
y
Cal 1 i stophytaceae
Millay, M. A. An unusual
botryopterid sporangial
aggregation from the Middle
Pennsyl vanian of North
Amer ica
Nelson, W. John. The Turner
Mine Shale Member; a newly
named strat igraphic unit of
the Carbondale Formation
Rogers, Philip R. Roof fall
study of the Harrisburg (No.
5) Coal in portions of
Saline and Williamson
counties, Illinois
Shadle, Gary L. The frond of
Heterangium
Winnebago County
Allen, Howard E., Jr. Runoff,
sediment transport, and
water quality in a northern
Illinois agricultural
watershed before urban
development 1979-81
Berg, Richard C. A guide to
the geology of the
Capron-Rockf ord area
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ROCK-UNIT INDEX
Abbott Formation
Goodwin, Jonathan H. Geology
of carbonate aggregate
resources of Illinois
Jacobson. Russell J. New
Burnslde "anticline"; part
of fluorspar area fault
compl ex?
Peppers, Russel A. Comparison
of miospore assemblages in
the Pennsy 1 vanian System of
the Illinois Basin with
those in the Upper
Carboniferous of Western
Europe
Absaroka Sequence
Atherton, E 1 wood . Geologic
history of the Illinois
Basin
Allen's Grove Member
Fricke, Carl A. P. The
Pleistocene stratigraphy and
geomorphology of
central -southern Wisconsin
and part of northern
I 1 1 inois
Anna Shale
Baumann, Dean R. The
occurrence and distribution
of mineral matter in coal
lithotypes in the Herrin
(No. 6) Coal seam under
marine and nonmarine
i nf 1 uences
Cleave land, Thomas H.
Geostat ist ical analysis of
the fades and thickness
variation in the Brereton
Limestone and the Anna Shale
in part of southwestern
I 1 1 i noi s
Crelling, John C. Variations
in the forms and occurrences
of sulfur in the Herrin No.
6 coal seam 1n southern
I 1 1 i no i s
Demaris, Philip J. Geology of
the Herrin (No. 6) coal and
associated strata at Old Ben
No. 24, Franklin County,
I 1 1 1 no is
DeMaris. Philip J. Coal-ball
formation in the Herrin
Coal, Franklin County,
1 1 1 i no i s
Lizak, John B. Geologic
structures and horizontal
stresses; their impact on
petroleum and coal
production in Illinois Basin
Stutzman, Paul E. Non-marine
and marine influenced Herrin
Coal and associated roof
shales from southern
Illinois; a mi neral ogica
1
and statistical analysis
Anvil Rock Sandstone
DeMaris, Philip J. An
erosional channel in the
roof of the Illinois Herrin
(No. 6) coal; implications
for exploration
Nelson, W. John. Geologic
disturbances in Illinois
coal seams
Arbuckle Group
Signor, D. C. Ground-water
flow regime based on
preliminary data for
regional aquifer systems
Argyle Till Member
Fricke, Carl A. P. The
Pleistocene stratigraphy and
geomorphology of
central -southern Wisconsin
and part of northern
1 1 1 i no i s
Aux Vases Sandstone
Bigelow, Tom. Wildcat find
strengthens intrest in
Renaul t sand
Jennings, James R. Aux
Vases -Renau 1 t- Yankee town
depositional sequence in
comparison to other
Chesterian depositional
sequences
Jennings, James R.
Paleontology and
stratigraphy of strata
associated with the basal
Chesterian in its type
region
Seyler, Beverly J.
Strat igraphic traps and
deposition of Aux Vases and
uppermost Ste. Genevieve
formations ( Mi ss i ss ippian)
,
southern 111 inois
Young. Victor R. Drowned
barrier bar and tidal inlet
sequences in
Buckner-Sesser-Val ier
fields, Franklin County,
111 inois
Backbone Limestone
Devera , Joseph A . A new
species of Asphalt ina from
the Grand Tower Limestone of
southern Illinois
Lange. Rolf V. A petrographic
study of the Backbone
(Little Saline) Limestone
(Lower Devonian) in
southwestern Illinois and
southeastern Missouri
Banner Formation
Johnson, W. Hilton.
Sedimentol ogical
interpretation of the
Belgium Member, Banner
Formation, eastern Illinois
Thompson, Thomas L. Late
Cretaceous marine
foraminifers from
Pleistocene f luv iol acustr ine
deposits in eastern Missouri
Baraboo Quartz ite
Dott. R. H.. Jr. The Baraboo
Interval; a tale of red
quartzi tes
Batavia Member
Masters, John M. Geology of
sand and gravel aggregate
resources of Illinois
Searight. Thomas K. Geologic
history of the Mackinaw
Member of the Henry
Formation in the Illinois
River valley in Tazewell
County. II 1 inoi s
61
Batestown Till Member/Cabannis Group
Batestown Till Member
von Rhee. Robert W.
Lithofacies in the Batestown
Till Member . Wedron
Formation at two sites in
eastern I 1 1 i nois
Bear Gulch Limestone
Factor, David F. The
paleoecology of
ma 1 acost racan arthropods in
the Bear Gulch Limestone
(Namurian) of central
Montana
Belgium Member
Johnson, W. Hilton.
Sedimento logical
interpretation of the
Belgium Member, Banner
Formation, eastern Illinois
Bethel Formation
Kosanke, Robert M. Spores from
Chesterian coals of the
I 1 1 inoi s Bas i n
Big Clifty Sandstone
Kelly. Stuart M. Middle
Chesterian (Golconda) marine
deltaic pal eocommuni t ies
from the Illinois Basin
Blackjack Creek Limestone
Knight, Kimbel 1 L. Breezy Hill
Limestone, a prelude to the
major widespread
Pennsy 1 vanian cyclothems of
Midcontinent North America
Boggy Formation
DiMichele, William A.
Paral ycopodi tes Morey &
Morey, from the
Carboniferous of Euramerica;
a reassessment of generic
affinities and evolution of
"Lepidodendron" brevifolium
Will iamson
Bond Formation
Goodwin, Jonathan H. Geology
of carbonate aggregate
resources of Illinois
Jacobson, Russell J. Revised
correlations of the Shoal
Creek and La Salle limestone
members of the Bond
Formation ( Pennsy 1 vani an ) in
northern Illinois
Sutherland, H. J. Prediction
of subsidence using
complementary influence
f unct ions
Borden Siltstone
Atherton, Elwood. Geologic
history of the Illinois
Basin
Boyl is Formation
Thompson, Thomas L. Late
Cretaceous marine
foraminifers from
Pleistocene f luviolacustr ine
deposits in eastern Missouri
Brainard Shale
Fluegeman, Richard H., Jr.
Brainard Shale outliers
(Upper Ordovician, Maquoketa
Group) in southeastern
Indiana
Kluessendorf , Joanne. Oolites
at the Ordov i c ian-S i 1 ur ian
boundary in Illinois
Kolata, Dennis R.
L i thostrat igraphy and
depositional environments of
the Moquoketa Group
(Ordovician) in northern
111 i noi s
Kolata. Dennis R. Maquoketa
Shale Group of northern
111 i noi s
Brassfield Formation
Fluegeman, Richard H., Jr.
Brainard Shale outliers
(Upper Ordovician, Maquoketa
Group) in southeastern
Indiana
Breathitt Formation
DiMichele. William A.
Paralycopodi tes Morey &
Morey, from the
Carboniferous of Euramerica;
a reassessment of generic
affinities and evolution of
"Lepidodendron" brevifolium
Will iamson
Breezy Hill Limestone
Knight, Kimbel 1 L. Breezy Hill
Limestone, a prelude to the
major widespread
Pennsy 1 vanian cyclothems of
Midcontinent North America
Brereton Limestone Member
Cleaveland. Thomas H.
Geostat i st ical analysis of
the facies and thickness
variation in the Brereton
Limestone and the Anna Shale
in part of southwestern
1 1 1 inoi
s
Demaris, Philip J. Geology of
the Herrin (No. 6) coal and
associated strata at Old Ben
No. 24, Franklin County,
I 1 1 inoi s
DeMaris, Philip J. Coal-ball
formation in the Herrin
Coal, Franklin County,
1 1 1 inois
Guzan, Michael J. Petrography
and thickness variations of
Brereton Limestone Member
(Carbondale Formation,
Middle Pennsy 1 vanian) ; an
important roof-rock in part
of I 1 1 i noi s Bas i n
Guzan, Michael John.
Petrographic investigation
and examination of the
thickness of the Brereton
Limestone (Middle
Pennsy 1 vanian) ) in a portion
of the Illinois Basin
Lizak, John B. Geologic
structures and horizontal
stresses; their impact on
petroleum and coal
production in Illinois Basin
O'Connell, Dennis B. Biofacies
and habitats of Brereton
Limestone Member (Carbondale
Formation, Middle
Pennsyl vanian) , southwestern
1 1 1 inoi s
O'Connell, Dennis B.
Paleoecology and
environments of deposition
of the Brereton Limestone
Member ( Pennsy 1 vanian,
Desmoines ian) in
southwestern Illinois
Burlington Limestone
Carozzi. Albert V. Crlnoid
arenite banks and crinoid
wacke inertia flows; a
depositional model for the
Burlington Limestone (Middle
Mi ss i ss lppi an) , Illinois,
Iowa, and Missouri. USA
Chauff, Karl M. Multielement
conodont species and
ecological interpretation of
the lower Osagean (Lower
Carboniferous) conodont
zonation from Midcontinent
North America
Goodwin, Jonathan H. Geology
of carbonate aggregate
resources of Illinois
Thompson, Thomas L.
Mi ss iss ippian stratotype; an
overview
Byron Formation
Brand. Uwe . Diagenetic history
and fluid migration pathways
of Silurian formations,
Michigan Basin
Cabannis Group
DiMichele, William A.
Paralycopodi tes Morey &
Morey, from the
Carboniferous of Euramerica;
a reassessment of generic
affinities and evolution of
"Lepidodendron" brevifolium
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